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obituary!

Today’s Journal.

yhorn the school is maintained. His associates
n the work will greatly miss him and his r em>ry will be cherished. He gave much oS time
ind [strength to this particular task ana de! erves a large share of the credit for thestandng of the school as a model of its kind. His
vas a life which its graduates may well emu] ate.”
Col. Atwood was for a quarter of a century
>ne of the trustees of the New England Agri:ultural society, was one of the founders of
he Maine Pomological Society, was the organizer of the Maine Poultry association, and
vas a delegate to the World’s Congress Auxliary of the World’s Fair at Chicago in 1893,
teld under the auspices of the United States
department of Agriculture. He was for sev■ral years a member of the board of trustees
>f the Maine State College of Agriculture and
he Mechanic Arts (now the University of
flaine,) also a trustee of the East Maine Conerence seminary at Bucksport, and of Hebron

---

obituary. .Secret Soin Real Estate.,
at Augusta. .PerBells.

Col. Fred Atwood died Wednesday morning,
January 6th, at his home in Winterport. Although his friends had noticed for some time
past that he was failing physically, his last illness was of but a few weeks’ duration.
Only
a few days before his death a business letter
was received from him in which he promised
early attention to a matter, and added, “am
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native of Frankfort, in
resided until his death, October
30, 1859. A year or two ago, at the request of
the writer, Col. Atwood wrote the story of his
boyhood. He later asked its return for revision and it did not come again into our possession, much to our regret. It was the story of
an honest, industrious, ambitious Maine boy.
His early education was obtained in the schools
of his native town, and from the first his bent
He was for a
was for mercantile pursuits.
time in the hat business in New York, Boston
and Providence, but in 1S57 was called home by
the death of his brother, Byron, a chemist,
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rank P. Blodgett, super-
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was a

firm believer in

advertising,

as

the

of The Journal for many years past will
testify, and used other advertising devices that
kept his name and his goods before the public,
On the desk at which this sketch is written is a
>iday at the First Parish paper weight in the form of an anvil on which
10.45 a. m. with sermon is inscribed, “Compliments of Meadow King
Sunday school at 12 noon. Mower,” and a metal match box in the form of
! by Mrs. Rossbach; sub- a
potato bug which bears the words “F. AtKingdom of Heaven.” K. wood, Winterport, Me.” In 1889 Col. Atwood
ns from the Arthurian
became financially involved through his efforts
to sustain a local industry that was expected to
ted officers of the Junior be a help to the town and to the farming com"a Methodist Episcopal
munity; but while he felt this misfortune
at the regular meeting
deeply he was sustained by the sympathy of
Miss C. Lillian Spin- his many friends and the confidence of the
mient, and Miss Abbie public in his strict integrity and high sense of
.1 : superintendent.
honor. Of late years his attention had been
ine
president, Evie Hall; given mainly to insurance and probate busiMacomber; 2nd vice ness and he was a regular attendant at the
3rd vice president, Le- ! sessions of the Waldo county probate court.
si dent, Carrie Roberts; 1 This with his public duties and attention to
I ..-hall, treasurer, Loren town affairs kept him busy. A personal letter
dated August 2, 1907, has this in relation to his
daily life and methods: “i read a certain num0
I Episcopal church, ber of papers to keep in touch, but not as many
to save my eyes. I
preaching by the pas- as I used to, as I am trying
about 6 o’clock, fill my pipe and
!
l uce, at 10.45 a. m.; at get my supper
j have a little smoke. My clerk comes with the
nducted by Supt. F. P. mail at 6.45, and I look it over to see if there
•Junior Epworth League, j are any matters that must have attention. I
and play soltaire for half an
d.an Spinney; the pastor then lay it aside
hour or more. By doing this I wipe out all my
.at 7.30 p. m., Gospel matters and
have, so to -peak, ‘flushed’ my
cing. Tuesday, at 7.30 | brain. 1 go to bed from 9.30 to 10. I arise
from 5 to 5.30, and take my breakfast of shredague. This, Thursday,
ded wheat or grape nuts, a warm roll and a
on
prayer meeting
cup of coffee. I then take my pipe and smoke
!
n
of Rev. Arthur G.
a little and am ready for business.
(In fact, I
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Belfast, Maine, do deout in this loss rememcv not as those who have
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the bereaved parents and
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■f records of our Sunday
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!' in Glenwood stove, with
.-If, and all the attachments,
I<1 one which has proved
time past.
The new
•r the
Guild, who faithfully

of secrecy.
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i to order at 7 o’clock
by
" was chosen
moderator.
Miss was chosen clerk. A
fliers were voted into the

I

al routine business was
ort of the parish treasurer,
and accepted, and an auis
appointed for the ens:
H. M. Prentiss, A. J.
I It. Mathews. Other of
H. M. Prentiss, collector;
lr'
A. O. Stoddard, agent for
ling; Miss Carrie M. Cutter
age; John Parker, Fred A.
Avis M. Morison music comtime the matter of free
■
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Un(^er discussion, and it was
any that action should be
I,eacon A. J. Knowlton
Ca
were made a commit*he pew owners and see what
r this
direction.
The church
fe'
the parish meeting. Rev. D.
S'ded,
the
roll-call was read, and
^
and committees were
election of officers and comI*
as follows:
Clerk and Treasht;"J,iard; Auditor, Rev. D. L. WilIjt ^mittee, Rev. D. L. Wilson,
LM'tiss, Dea. a. J. Knowlton, Mrs.
''' A. 0.
Stoddard; Committee on
M. Prentiss, Miss C. W.
A.
L^aret Dunton; committee on
C. A. Pilsbury, Miss L. A.
C. A. Hubbard, Miss C. M.
AV- Brown; floral committee,
Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine,
■!
I .Goddard, Miss L. Grace ChadM. Kittredge; welcoming
[t 0{- Knowlton, Miss Annie V.
I^ Bowker, Miss Maude K. Rus1

^

^•■''iUbury
{.officers
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always ready

for

business.)

I then fix up

morning mail, which my clerk takes to the
post office at 7.45. My stenographer comes at
8.
I unload the work and then if 1 have time
go to the Ferry Co.’s wharf, look after matters
there and come back to get my morning mail
about 9. I then unload that to my stenographer,
giving me an opportunity to work up details, j
etc. Dinner at 12, which is modest. I am not
eating as much as I used to, but what 1 do eat
1 try to have good. I am away one-fourth to
one-half of my time. I go from the steamer
1
direct to Judge Johnson in Belfast, have dinner
at 11.45 and catch the 12.25 train. I stop at one
or two places on the road, landing in Portland
at night usually with one or more appointments ;
for the evening. I get my 6 o’clock breakfast
1 usually catch the
as usual wherever I am.
5.15 train for Hallowell; supper at 7.30, breakfast at 5.45, catch the 6.13 train for Newport, i
changing to the Moosehead train, arriving in
Bangor at 8.10 a. m., which gives me time to
do business in Bangor and catch the 11.50 train
home. This is my life. 1 have about 30 boy
correspondents. Many who live 1,000 miles
away are writing me to learn something of
their great grandfather; and it does seem that J
if anybody is in trouble they ever feel free to
consult your country friend.” Col. Atwood’s
boy correspondents came through his long connection with the State school for boys, of which
further mention will be made.
Every one knows that Col. Atwood was a
life-long, active and earnest Republican. In
this connection we quote from a personal letter
of October 17, 1907: “Early in life I attended a
Republican convention in Belfast. The Democrats had a convention the same day in Pierce’s
hall—the Treat and Smart fight. 1 met Hannibal Hamlin, who came to the hotel and spoke
to me and sat by my side. I attended the meeting in the Methodist vestry and he invited me
to ride home with him. We were 5£ hours
coming 18 miles. He gave me the history of
the Democratic party, the Whig party and of

ing, January 7th, follow- mission of Texas,

-upper. A pleasant featthe surprise which greetm mi ttee when
they went
"-■gin their duties. There

m

am

my

when Congressmen could get
bonds for a few cents on a dollar, etc. I
I got out of the carriage he said: ‘You
are a young man, remember that political integrity is as sacred as that required in any
business transaction. Be careful of a promise,
but always fulfill it.’ That was my kindergarten teaching of politics. I have carried it
Mr.
out from that day to this absolutely.
Hamlin did not at that time think, nor did I,
that later on his boy friend would save him
from defeat as U. S. Senator.
“At that convention I met Seth Milliken and
Asa Howes. Mr. Howes asked me to vote for
Milliken. I went to Mr. Kaler, who was chairman, and he finally said, ‘You may tell him he
may have the whole delegation.' It was important and had much to do with Seth’s nomination. From that day I was his friend. I
became acquainted with his family and stood
by and helped save him from two defeats.”
Col. Atwood was an active and influential
member of the Maine Senate of 1875, in which
he was chairman of the committee on agriculture. He served as assistant quartermaster-general on the staff of Governors Bodwell
and Marble, and in 1893-4 was a member of
the executive council of Governor Cleaves, and
was chairman of the executive council party
that dedicated the Maine building at the
Columbian Exposition in Chicago. He was a
member of the Republican State committee
with James G. Blaine and was a presidential
elector from the third district in 1896. He
was the organizer of the successful legislative
reunion in 1895 and officiated as chairman of
the executive committee. While a member of
the executive council he was on the visiting
committee of that body to the Maine School
for Boys, in which institution he took a great
interest. For many years he had been a member of the board of trustees and at the time of
his death was president of the board. This
institution owes much to his untiring and useful labors, and the many boys in the institution,
as well as those who have graduated from it,
will feel that they have lost a good friend. Of
his labors in this direction the Portland Adve u
tiser well says:
“Those who are familiar with the work which
Col. Atwood did for that institution know how
painstaking were his endeavors, how deep and
sympathetic was his interest in the boys for

Texas
When

E. Clark passed
in North
away at her home
Searsport Thursday morning, December 31st
her death
resulting from pneumonia. She was
24 years of age, the wife of Walter Clark and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Robertson of
North Searsport. She also leaves four daughters, the youngest a babe of two weeks; three
brothers, a sister, and many relatives, as well as
a host of
loving friends who mourn their loss.
It is no exaggeration to
say that all who ever
came in touch with Nina enough to feel the
brightness of her spirit and know her unfailing
fund of good humor, loved and esteemed this
fair young woman, who in the prime of life
and happiness here has been called to begin a
New Year in the existence just beyond the
veil.
Indeed, we cannot feel that she has
gone far away, and are sure that she is waiting
on the borders of the
Heavenly Country-

waiting for those she so much loved. And the
days that will seem long and dark to us will
seem to her
bright spirit, released from pain
and care, but a “little while.” As a daughter
she always gladdened the home, and after her
marriage it was the greatest joy of her parents
to have her come for a
visit, bringing her
children for the grandparents to idolize.
As

ightly named, and often favored his friends
vith photographs showing the “open polar
ea.” In March, 1872, the steamer Katahdin !
vas frozen in below Bucksport Narrows and |
he steamer Cambridge was tied up at this
] >ort. The Winterporters, under the lead of
dr. Atwood, organized a relief party to visit
he Katahdin and later came to Belfast in
] ledges, dressed as Esquimaux, visited the
! teamer Cambridge, had dinner at the Ameri- a wue ana mother those oi us wno were
This privileged to know her intimately will always
an House, and a good time generally.
Col. Atwood was the originator of carry a picture of one who was ever pleasvas play.
he Winterport Free library, which has beant, active and affectionate; always solicitous
, ween 2,000 and 3,000 volumes, with a trust
for the welfare and comfort of her fam] und of $1,000, the income to be used in buying
* .ooks. He formed the Cemetery Trust Co., ily; one whom the Wise Man might well have
yhich has over $500 trust funds, the income 5 had in mind when he wrote—“the heart of
j ie used to care for the lots perpetually. Memher husband doth safely trust in her.”
1 lers pay $2 and 50c a year. Water was needed
t the cemetery and the Pipe Line Association Her life was beautiful and fragrant, like the
v&s formed, those who wish paying $2 as a
white carnations which th ose who loved her
tiember and any one can use water by paying
heaped about her casket. The funeral was
5 cents per lot for the season. Years ago it
held in the church in North Searsport, Rev. C.
dr. Atwood took the matter up with Payson H. McElhiney of Searsport conducting the
;
'ucker and got a rate of 50 cents, 90 cents for service. The house was filled with sincere
he round trip, and the Winterport Ferry Co.
mourners, whose hearts were heavy both for
was organized to take passengers across the
i ver to connect with the trains. The Winterport themselves and for the afflicted family. The
Vater Co., which supplies pure spring water members of Granite
Grange, of which Mrs.
0 the town, and has ample pressure to play 5
Clark was a member, were present in a body.
treams over any building in the district is also
The desk, which was artistically draped in
argely due to Mr. Atwood’s efforts. He took
,n active interest in the schools, and indeed in
white, was piled with flowers, and among them
whose
11 the affairs of the town,
interests, were twenty-four carnations from neighbors
noral and material, were ever in his mind.
and friends, a lovely calla lilyKgeranium wreath,
Col. Atwood very early became interested in
he development of Aroostook county, and masses of choice roses, pinks, etc. At the
reated widespread interest in that section head of the casket was placed a beautiful pilhroughout New England by inducing exhibits low bearing the inscription, “Nina;” at the
,t the Maine State and New England fairs, by
tersonally conducting an excursion of capital foot an exquisite basket of roses and pinks.
sts and journalists to that county in 1886, and
On the casket was a bouquet of twenty-four
] ater by promoting a large public meeting in carnations from
McKinley Lodge, K. of P., of
] loston, of which one of the results in part was
he successful building and operation of the Prospect, of which Mr. Clark is a member; also
langor & Aroostook railroad. In a letter of a recumbent cross of white chrysanthemums
une 14, 1907, Col. Atwood tells how he became
and several bouquets of carnations, roses,
j nterested in Aroostook. He says: “I became
chrysanthemums, etc. In her girlhood Nina
"• 1 convert to the possibility of the development
Daniel Stickney, gave her heart to the Lord Jesus and the
* f Aroostook county through
the
he old veteran, to whom
county is much writer treasures the memory of how one night,
j ndebted for its development. I met him in when
visiting the home, Nina told her of this
Augusta and subscribed for his paper with the
inderstanding that he would write up Aroos- decision on her part, “I do love Jesus,” she
ook. So thoroughly and completely did this | whispered, “I want to do right always.” As
ketch describe that section that two of my I we look back with eyes now burdened with
leighbors, James Haley and Enoch Grant, 1 tears, we feel that her life was a
living ex< Irove up through Aroostook as far as Presque
sle. On their return Mr. Grant called to see ample of those principles of love, service, sachim
about
the
he
I
asked
ne and when
places
rifice, which the Lord whom she served hath
] lad visited, and described them to him, he ask- lived himself and
gave to his followers. For
id when I was in Aroostook, and could hardly
lelieve that I could so correctly describe the her bright, true spirit, now released, we need
erritory over which he had travelled without shed no tears. The Saviour took her to make
personal visit.” He then speaks of the Aroos- Heaven brighter and is keeping her for us unook exhibits in Lewiston, in Manchester, N.
til the time of our departure comes.
The
I., and in Bangor, and of interesting Arthur
?ewall of Bath, Payson Tucker of the Maine interment was in the cemetery at Monroe vil\ Central, and others in a direct line of railway lage.
Mr. and Mrs. George A.
j nto Aroostook.
“I hold it true whate’er befall,
Juimby and Charles A. Pilsbury of this city
I feel it when I sorrow most,
vere members of Mr. Atwood’s Aroostook Ex’Tis
better to have loved and loti,
] doration party which visited that section in
Than never to have loved at all,"
886, traveling by special train, and accomj >aniea by President Cram of the New Bruns- —Communicated..
1 wick
railway, in his private car. Later, when j
Joanna M. Tolman died at 80 Bridge street,
he Canadian Pacific acquired the New Bruns- I
wick railway, and Mr. Cram resigned his po- i Salem, Mass., December 30, 1908, at the age of
with
f'.onaftian Pnrifir* nnrl unitortnnlf !
88 years, 7 months and 30 days. Mrs. Tolman
he building of the Bangor & Aroostook Mr. ;
Atwood and influential members of his ex- had been very well all winter, going to walk
] doration party were able to lend him material every pleasant day and assisting her daughter.id. In March, 1887, Mr. Atwood presided at in-law in
light household duties. Thanksgiving
; meeting of fanners held in the Ploughman
was spent with friends in another part of
1 •uilding, Boston, to discuss the agricultural I day
idvantages of Aroostook county. Addresses the towm, and although on account of a slight
cere made by Governor Bodwell of Maine,
cold an invitation to spend Christmas with
Ion. Z. A. Gilbert, Secretary of the Maine
friends was not accepted it was not thought
loard of Agriculture, Hon. William Dickey of
She retired
'ort Kent, Hon. Francis Barnes of the Maine her indisposition was serious.
5oard of Agriculture, Professor Charles F. ; early on Christmas night and about 9 o'clock
■'ernald of the Massachusetts Agricultural j suffered a
paralytic shock, and never rallied,
ollege, Hon. Charles R. Pratt, Mr. A. Stockin, !
< ’ol. Z. A. Smith, Rev. W.
T. Sleeper and oth- j and the end came peacefully the evening of
ns. Letters \cere read from Senators Frye and ! December 30th.
Her son, Frank Barker, with
lale, Congressmen Reed, Milliken and Bou- I whom she had made her home for many years,
elle and other prominent gentlemen. All were i
nthusiastic over the agricultural advantages j accompanied the remains to Montville and
>f Aroostook; and this was, as Mr. Atwood funeral services were held at the home of her
aid in recent years, “the beginning of the B. { other son, Horace Barker,
January 2, 1909,
fc A.” For his work in aid of Aroostook from
Rev. E. A. Dinslow officiating, and she was
860 to 1907 Mr. Atwood never received, peronally, one penny—in fact, he was dollars out laid to rest in the family lot in the Plains
in his exploration party and the farmers’ meetcemetery. Services were also held in Salem
ng in Boston. It took two years for him to before
leaving the home. There were many
| ;et the State Agricultural Society to offer a
>remium of $50 for the Aroostook exhibit at beautiful floral offerings. The Salem Evening
^ewiston, and two years more to get the New News of May 2, 1906, had the following sketch
England Agricultural Society to offer a premi- of Mrs. Tolman:
im of $125 for the Aroostook exhibit at ManYesterday was the 86th anniversary of the
hester, N. H. Not alone the people of Aroosook but the people of Maine are indebted to birth of Mrs. Joanna Tolman, and a large
number
of friends called to extend congratufor
the
work
he
did
in
}ol. Atwood
tuilding up lations and also
brought many substantial
hat great county.
of
their regards. Mrs. Tolman’s maiden
tokens
November 23, I860, Col. Atwood married
name was Joanna Curtis, and she was the
Coffren
of
; Susan J.
Winterport. Two children
to them: Edmund Souder, born youngest of the five children of Oliver and
cere born
: September 23, 1861; died May 30, 1886; and Joanna (Mayhew) Curtis and is now the sole
lizzie Coffren, born October 28, 1863; died Sep- survivor of them all. She was born in Buckember 6, 1865. Tbe son’s death was a great field, Mass., May 1, 1820, and three months
town became a part of Maine. She
I >iow to his father, with whom he was engaged later the
He was their only surviving child was educated in schools kept in private houses
n business.
A in Buckfield until she went to a public school
; ind had been married but a few months.
itill greater loss, and a blow from which Col. in Auburn, Me. When she was 13 years of age
Vtwood never fully recovered, was the death she went to Lewiston and remained there nine
At 23 years of age she married Gilman
| September 21, 1907, of the devoted wife. They years.
Me., and the union was
j lad been lovers from childhood and in a few Barker of Montville,
blessed with two children—Horace Barker, renore years would have reached their 50th anin
Montville, and Frank Barker of this
liversary. Mrs. Atwood had been an invalid siding
ind totally blind for some years, and Rev. Nor- city. Mr. Barker dying she later became the
wife of Archibald Tolman of Union, Me.
He
] nan LaMarsh, the blind preacher, officiated at
he funeral, reading a poem, “Though I Walk passed away about 15 years ago. In addition
her
two
sons
she
has
to
three
Am
Not
grandchildren
Alone.” Both husband
j n the Dark 1
ind wife were lovers of flowers and the house and three great grandchildren. Mrs. Tolman
is in the enjoyment of good health and gets
vas filled with them and her grave was cover'd wdth them. She was laid at rest beside her about the house easily. She goes out of doors
in pleasant weather and takes delight in visit« ihildren.
The foregoing sketch conveys perhaps l etter ing the Salem stores and seeing the pretty
of
the
wTords
character
of
the things displayed there. She reads the papers,
han mere
eulogy
is always busy with her needle, and three ex*nmei p«ri tact .rununtu m
: nan wno was
worked sofa pillows attest the excellay. His home life was ideal, his public life quisitely
lence of her taste. For the last ten years she
is
It
well
said
stain.
of
a
him:
“Col.
vithout
Atwood was a man of positive opinions and has spent the winters in Salem with her son
vith the courage of his convictions, yet never Frank, but in the summer the family go down
cld farm in Maine, and there spend the
>ffensively partisan, conceding to others an to theuntil
fall. A grand old age is that entime
;qual right to opinions and preferences; was of
and
marked energetic
pushing character joyed by Mrs. Tolman.
vith special aptitude as an organizer and proElizabeth C., widow of Dr. Wm. Randall of
noter; was genial and charitable in nature, and
ilways mindful of the interests and happiness Farmingtor, < ied at her home with her son,
He believed in protection
>f his fellow men.
William M. Randall, Nc. 9 Church street, Sun,o both labor and capital; in intelligent immigration and the building up of the State of day afternoon at 3 o’clock. About a year ago
Maine; and in the physical, mor21, intellectual she had an attack of the grip and had failed
ind social elevation of mankind.”
gradually since; thi3 induced valvular heart
The funeral services v ere held at his late reswhich hastened her death. She was a
dence Sunday, January 10th, at 1 p. m., Eev. A. trouble,
I. Lockhart officiating. Among the profusion native of North Chesterville, Maine, and her
)f choice flowers that testified to the place he maiden name was Morrison. She married Dr.
leld in the hearts of his relatives and friends Wm. Randall of
Farmirgtcn and that place
vere a mixed wreath of roses and lilies from
;he board of trustees of the State Reforrr was her home until the death of her husband
in 1££0. Since 1892 she has made her home
School: Messrs. E. P. Wentworth, H. W. Rick
jr, C. L. Hutchinson, M. L. Merrill and H. W. with the family of her son in Belfast. She is
and
roses from Mr. and
of
a
wreath
ivy
Mayo;
survived by two sons, Wm. M. of this city and
Mrs. Fitzroy Kelly of Boston; a wreath of
nixed flowers from Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Hans- John B. of Wolf Point, Mont.; two stepdaugh:om of Boston; a wreath from Ex-Gov. H. B.
ters, Mrs. O. S. Tarbox of Farmington and Mrs.
Cleaves of Portland; a basket of roses and Fred B. Wilson of
Malden, Mass. The deceasof
a
Stiles
S.
bunch
of
Brooks;
isters from M.
ed was a lady of high moral character, of fine
*oses from Harvey L. Brown of. Boston; six
lozen roses from Mr. West, President of the mind and a gentle and refined manner. She
IVinterport Water Co. Mr. Atwood is survived was a true lover otf her home and its interests
)y a granddaughter, Miss Gregg Atwood; by and was
passionately fond of flowers. She
;wo brothers, Capt. Benj. and Mr. Lewis Atvood, all of Winterport, and by a number was a member of the Belfast Universalist
>f nephews, five of whom were bearers at the church and passed from this life confident in
funeral, as follows: F. C., Lewis, Frank, Oliver her faith and without fear of death. The fuind William Atwood. Mr. Thomas Atwood,
:he close friend and business manager, was neral took place at her late home Wednesday
ilso one of the bearers. Many letters and tele- at 2 o’clock, Rev. Adolph Rossbach of the
gams of condolence from friends have been Unitarian church officiating in the absence of
her pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith, who is in
■eceived.
New York. The remains were taken to FarSurrounded by loving friends and all the mington Thursday morning.
<

John, conducted a drug business for some
years. In his spare moments he studied medicine under the tutelage of the late Dr. Abbott,
In the
a noted practitioner of the section.
midst of his preparatory studies the death of
his father necessitated his abandonment of a
professional career. His services were required in the management of his father’s business
and the son became his successor as a dealer in
masts, spars and ship stock. The breaking out

He

Mvriam, assistant supersecretary and treaslibrarian; Irving IngerJessie Tisdale, pianist.

I

His labors in behalf of his native town were
lamest and unremitting and Winterport is one
if the best advertised towns in Maine today
He lost no opportunity
hrough his efforts.
if reminding the public that Winterport is

ness,

-crmon.

!

place

Academy.

of the Civil war brought a change in the busiand after supplying quite extensively
various materials for government vessels, including the new Ironsides, he entered largely
into the furnishing of forage and other supplies
for government contractors. He later engaged
in the sale of agricultural machinery and implements and built a large warehouse in Winterport in which he conducted an extensive
business. He was the New England agent for
many manufacturers and handled among other
things the Meadow King mowing machine, and
was often himself called the Meadow King.

Trinity Reformed

{
j

was a

which town he

tJ

;

was

Winterport), Waldo county,

Belfast.
i*

born in Frankfort (now
November 12,
of John and Mehitable (Stubbs)
His father, Capt. John Atwood, born

Fred Atwood

ourt.

members of her immediate family, Mrs. Nina

<

<

■

■

■

■

Mrs. Adaline York died at her home in MonDecember 24th, aged 73 years and 10
months. She was the widow of Joseph York
and the daughter of James and Sally Nealley
of Winterport, one of 13 children. Two brothers and two sisters survive her.
After her
marriage to Joseph York they lived in Monroe
on a farm and raised a
family of five children,
all of whom survive. Mrs. York was a woman
who had many friends. She was a kind neighbor, ever ready to help those around her, and
everyone who visited her received the generous hospitality she so well liked to offer to all.
Since the death of her husband about five years
ago she had resided most of the time with her
son Walter, where she was
kindly cared for
during her last severe sickness of about three
months, during which she was a great sufferer
from what seemed to be blood poison. Everything that loving hands could do to relieve her
sufferings was done. The funeral services
were held at her son’s home, conducted
by RevFrank S. Dolliff, and beautiful flowers were
strewn about her. Much sympathy is
expressed for the children who are left to mourn the
loss of a loving parent. Her remains were interred in Pilgrims Home cemetery.
roe

William H. Carter passed away in the home
hospital, Togus, January 8th. Mr. Carter was
born in Brookfield, N. S., April 8, 1840, and was
—-
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PERSONAL.

The new Augusta House is a revelation to
Miss Marian Wells returns to Boston this week
visitors and a boon to legislators. Erected on
;o resume her vocal lessons.
the site of the old house, which was utilized in
Miss Louise Read has gone to Portland, where
part, but does not show either in the exterior
ihe will enter a business college.
or interior of this modern
up-to-date structure,
Charles H. Maxfield of Bangor has been
it is a monument to the public spirited citizens
who contributed $100,000 that Augusta might 1 franted a discharge from bankruptcy.
have suitable hotel accommodations.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Whitten returned
The
word “contributed” is used as it can hardly
>aturday from a few day’s visit in Union.
prove to be a dividend paying investment, alMrs. H. C. Pitcher has returned fro m a visi
though with its six stories there were not rith Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Pitcher in Caribou.
rooms enough for its patrons at the opening of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bradbury returned
the legislature and rooms had to be provided
from a few days’ visit in Augusta.
ruesday
outside. There are rooms en suite with bath,
Coney Plummer of Oakfield, Maine., arrived
single rooms with or without bath, and with
excellent elevator service the rooms on the •ecently to visit Mr. and Mrs, George H. Robjrtson.
upper floors are as desirable as those lower
down.

The long corridor leading to the dining
Mr. and Mrs. John Colby of Montville are
its resting places on each side where visiting their daughter, Mrs. C. L.
Wright, in
Belfast.
many conferences were held, and the rooms
opening from it, have given way to a dining | Capt. and Mrs. E. H.
Colby, after spending
room from which one may pass into the old
three weeks with relatives in this
city, have redining room, which has been modernized in i turned to their home in Sunset.
keeping with the rest of the house. Those j Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Bagley of Troy were
old rooms on the ground floor, what memories :
quests on New Year’s Day at the home of Mr.
of
!
recall
the
inside
of
our
they
political history
md Mrs. L. J. Sanderson in Pittsfield.
State for more than half a century. Here
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence N. Proctor, who
spent
tenants of the Republican party, and here the I ;he three weeks’ vacation with relatives in
work of the legislature was cut out for it. Up Windham, returned to Belfast Friday.

room, with

|

Belfast, Me., September 26, 1864, and
{
Mrs. F.dwin fnniviKo n-f
1
1_
was mustered out at Portsmouth
Grove, R. I., to a few years ago Joe Manley might be seen
in
and
out
of
rooms
1865.
these
and
about
He was admitted to the home flitting
the in Belfast Friday, having arrived from ProviJuly 5,
from Brookfield, N. S., November 5, 1908.
lobby, alert, resourceful, a master of the art of | dence. R. I., where she has teen visiting.
politics. And there were others of his day,
A musicale was
ai the home of Prof,
Lucy E. Roberts, wife of Gilman Roberts of and before, who are no more seen in the flesh ^ and Mrs. Rigby enjoyed
Wednesday evening. After the
Waldo, died December 27th. She was the daugh- but who
left their impress on the politics of program a dainty lunch was served.- Rumford
ter of Bradford Webber of Monroe, and in her
Falls Times.
younger days was a very successful school the State.
teacher. She was the teacher of one of the
Miss Florence E. Dunton, who spent the week
Now, as during the many years of its existschools in Bangor for some years and for sevis the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Elon B. Gileral years was matron of the Children’s Home ence, the Augusta House is the political center
:hrest in West Medford, Mass., returned home
in Bangor. Since her marriage she had been an at the State
The
of
leaders
both
Capitol.
paractive worker in the Sunday school, the grange
Saturday.
as of
ties
be found under its
fantry,

at

1

may,

and the W. C. T. U.

Rev. Horace W. Bolton, D. D., temperance
evangelist of the Wilmington Methodist Episcopal conference, died January 8th at his home
in Camden, Del. He was bom in Orrington,
Me., on December 10, 1839. He served in the
Civil War with the Sixteenth Maine Infantry
and First Maine Cavalry. In the ministry he
began services in 1866.

Secret Societies.
The Pythian Sisters of Burnham have elected officers as follows: Mrs. Minnie McAllister,
M. E. C.; Mrs. Maude E. Mudgett, E. S.; Mrs.
Susie B. McKechnie, E. J.; Mrs. Maud Baxter,
M. of R. and C.; Mrs. Lillian Perry, M. of F.;
Mrs. Mary Hart, M. of T.; Mrs. Sisterly Proctor, I. G.; Mrs. Nettie Sherman, P. of T.

yore,

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Burdin returned last
differently conducted now
than in the past.
There is less revelry and | week from visits with their daughters, Mrs.
more business.
There are more business men i Jertrude Cook and Mrs. Edna E. Annis, in
and fewer politicians in the legislature, and the j Massachusetts.
old-time boss is no longer a conspicuous figure. [
The Colby College Quartet,
consisting of
If you step into the lobby of the Augusta Nathan Garwick, Robert Baker and
Russell
House when the legislature is not in session Maurice Lord, were in
Norridgewock Monday
you will meet people from every part of the
evening, and participated in an entertainment.
State, and the reunions of old friends who perBasil H. Newell has been
appointed telehaps have not met for years are a common graph operator at the State
House, Augusta,
occurrence.
The other evening there happenluring the session of the Legislature. He beed to be -what might be called a postmasters’
jan his duties January 6th.
convention, and with one accord they began
Miss Lula Hinckley of Rockland is the guest
the
new
concerndiscussing
postal regulations,
>f Miss Millicent Pierce. Miss
Hinckley made
which
ing
very decided opinions were expressnany friends here during her stay here as
ed. In the group were George Downs of Calais,
Miss Louisa H. Ferguson’s milliner, who are
W. O. Fuller of Rockland, F. W. Rollins of
flad to welcome her back.
Ellsworth and John V. Lane of Augusta. Two
At a New Year’s dinner of
natives of .Machias got in touch the same eventwenty covers,
Siven at their residence, 1307 South Broad
Downs of
Hon. Paul

roof, but affairs

are

At the annual meeting of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. & A. M., held Thursday evening,
Calais,
January 7th, the following officers were elect- ing—Postmaster
ed for the ensuing year: Willis S. Hatch, W. D. Sargent, State Road Commissioner, and the
writer, who spent his boyhood in that town.
M.; Walter G. Hatch, S. W.; Charles A. Harmon, J. W.; Charles E. Johnson, Sec.; George A. Among others met was ex-Senator Joseph W.
Simpson of York Harbor, who as chairman of
t^uimpy, 1 reas.; aamuei l,. LiOra, c>. u.; varies
Sherman, J. D.; S. Augustus Parker, Trustee. the”committee on appropriations of the last
a good friend of two of our
A stated conclave of Palestine commandery, legislature proved
local institutions.
No. 14, Knights Templar, was held in the asylum, last evening, for work in the Red .Cross,
Some one is quoted as saying that the principal
Order of the Temple and Malta degrees. Right
matters to come before the legislature are rum
Eminent Grand Commander Arno W. King, who
and taxes. That fairly expresses the situation.
is presiding at the January term of the Supreme
The rum question will come up on the bill alCourt in this city, was present as a guest. A
introduced in the Senate by Senator
ready
was
served
after the work.
banquet
Staples for the repeal of the Sturgis act, and
Excelsior Lodge, No. 151, F. & A. M., Northon the report of the legislative committee on
port, has elected officers for the ensuing year the liquor agencies. Governor Fernald cleared
as follows:
Bartlett Wadlin, W. M.; H. W.
the situation somewhat in his address by makChapman, S. W.; Geo. McCabe, J. W.; A. C.
ing it plain that he will veto any measure for
Batchelder, Treasurer; R. A. Packard, Secrethe repeal of the Sturgis act unless there is
tary; E. C. Drinkwater, S. D.; C. 0. Dickey, J. something to take its place. He does not inD.; A. W. Hasson, Chaplain; Isaac Hills,
tend, so far as his authority extends, to take
Marshal; G. H. Mitchell, S. S.; C. N. Bird, J. S.!
any step backward, and his address has already
Geo. A. Lane, Tyler.
had such effect that the repeal of this act is no
Belfast Lodge, New England Order of Prolonger regarded as a foregone conclusion. The
tection, had an interesting installation cere- majority and minority reports on the liquor
mony in the lodge room last Monday evening. agencies show a bad state of affairs, and unless
The officers installed were: J. P. W., Frank E. the
agencies can be regulated one can but
Howard; Warden, Charles E. Sherman; Vice- agree with the minority report that they
Warden, John W. Knights; Secretary, John S. should be abolished. From the evidence it
Davidson; Treasurer, George E. Johnson! would appear that the supplying of liquor for
Chaplain, Mrs. Gertrude F. Stevens; Guide, medicinal or mechanical purposes is but an
William F. Stevens; Guardian, William H.
unimportant part of the business, and that
Snow; Sentinel, Everett C. Hopkins; Trustee, they are little more than legalized rum shops
N. G. Pettingill. The financial secretary,
in a State that has prohibition in its constituEben M. Sanborn, was absent on account of
tion and on its statute books.
illness, and therefore was not installed. The
lodge members with their friends were presThe need for increased accommodations at
ent to witness the ceremony, and ice
and cake v ere served.

cream

District Deputy Grand Patriarch Melvin C.
of this city installed the officers of pen-

Murch

obscot Encampment at their regular meeting
in Odd Fellows’ hall Tuesday evening, January
5th. He was assisted by a suite of past chief
patriarchs and Dayton F. Stephenson acted as
grand junior warden. The officers: Austin J.
Fernald, chief patriarch; Clarence E. Hall,
senior warden; Lewis J. Sanborn, junior warden; E. F. Littlefield, high priest; Charles H.
Sargent, financial scribe; John S. Davidson, recording scribe; Relph H. Howes, treasurer.
Chief Patriarch Fernald appointed the following officers for the ensuing term, who in turn
I. T. Clough, outside guard;
were installed:
Austin G. Jewett, inside guard; Bert Brier
guide; Henry D. Clough, Arthur E. Stevens,
Hatcil Gott, W. A. Kimball, first, second, third
and fourth watches; L. E. McMahan, first guard.
The committees appointed were these: M. C.
Murch, Henry D. Clough, E. L. Cook, investigating; Henry D. Clough, L. J. Sanborn, E. F. Littlefield, finance; M. C. Murch, L. T. Shales and D.
F. Stephenson, trustees.

the State House is apparent even to the casual
visitor. When the legislature is in session the
State Treasurer has to give up his office to a
committee, and it affords barely room to seat

the members. The fish and game commission
with its fine collection of Maine fish and game,

occupies a low-ceilinged room in the basement, and the office of the State Road Commissioner is also in the basement in a similar
This is indicative of the crowded conroom.
dition all over the building, and these basement rooms are only fit for storage and should
be used for that purpose. The Secretary of
State, Hon. Arthur I. Brown, who has now entered upon his second term, has the best office
in the building, but no more room than is needed for the business done there.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending January 11, 1909:
Hannah M. Brock, Searsport, to Joseph W.
Brock, do.; land in Searsport.
Alfred L. Bowden, Burnham, to Margaret J.
Bowden, Troy; land in Troy.
Charles B. Cox, Thorndike, to Arthur E.
Simpson, do.; land and buildings in Thorndike.
A. E. Chase, et als., Brooks, to Lewis W.
Cook, do.; land in Brooks.
Emma F. Clark, Lincolnville, to Clinton F.
Thomas. Attleboro, Mass.; land in Lincolnville.
Edward A. Gross, Monroe, to Evelyn Twombly, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
Hannah L. Hall, Montvilie, to Wayland H.
White, do.; land and buildings in Montville.
Chesford F. Kavanah, Bangor, to William B.
Cammett, Waldo; land in Waldo.
Helen A. Lowe, Monroe, to Elmeda E.
Bowen, do.; land in Monroe.
J. R. Lamson, Liberty, to W. S. Lamson, do.;
land and buildings in Liberty.
Martin V. B. Mitchell, Troy, to Charles C.
Wyman, Dixmcnt; land and buildings in Troy.
Alfred E. Nickerson, Swanville, to Arthur J.
Smith, Monroe; land in Monroe.
Charles E. Stevens, Unity, to Wilbur C.
Nutt, do.; land in Unity.
Alice H. Stevenson, Montville, to Wayland
H. White, do.; land and buildings in Montville.
William A. Smart, South Portland, to Eva A.
Smart, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
John S. Twombly, Monroe, to Arthur J.
Smith, do.; land in Monroe.
E. T. Whitehouse, Unity, to Ida F. White
house, do.; land and buildings in Unity.

street, Philadelphia, Dr. and Mrs. Matthew
the engagement of their
daughter, Irma Woods, to Ross Ernest Patter-

Woods;;announced
ion.

Daniel F. Shute, Jr., for many years a Good
Will Farm boy, who has leen spending the
winter with his mother in
Unity, was in this
:ity a number of days recently on business.
He worked in the Mathews Bros.’ factory
leveral years ago.
Mrs. Ralph Whitten and three children of
Everett, Mass., returned home Tuesday after a
visit of three weeks with her
grandparents,
Mr.

and Mrs. J. W. Nash.

Mrs. Whitten

was

accompanied by Mrs. R. S. Smart, who will
visit her for several weeks.
Miss Caro Murray is enjoying a month’s vacation from her duties as clerk in the post
5Hice. She is at present the guest of Mrs. A.
B. Thompson in Oakland and will visit for
iome time with friends in Massachusetts be'ore her return.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
The Bates College Sophomores recently held
important meeting at which Frederick F!
Weymouth of Troy was elected as assistant
nanager to the Bates Student. Weymouth’s
luties will begin at once. It is the custom to
sleet an assistant manager with view of electin

ing the

same man

manager the

following

year.

and Mrs. Ralph Achorn and their son
3ecil are visiting Mrs. Achorn's sister. Miss
A-llie Gardner, in Castir.e. On the r.ight of
their arrival a surprise party was planned by
;heir friends, who brought cake and other
?atables and gave them a warm welcome. Dr.
Schorr, was recently admitted to the practice
)f medicine in this State.
Dr.

Mrs. George R. Sleeper of this city has

re-

following announcement of the
narriage of her granddaughter: “Mr. and Mrs,
L. G. Coombs of Globe, Arizona, announce the
narriage of their daughter; lsoline Barns
Coombs and Granville Jay Ridenour, Decernaer 31st.
They will be at he me in Globe after
February 1st.”
ceived

the

Later advices received ly Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Sargent from i heir daughter, Mrs.
Wm, L. Cook of Neihart, Mont., state that
both of her sons, Reginald and William, are in
the hospital at Great Falls, Mont., ill with
pneumonia. Mr. and Mrs. Cook accompanied
them to the hospital and placed them in the
care of skilled physicians and nurses.

William C. Crawford of Allston, who has enmonths’ trip abroad to attend the
great educational convention held in Dublin,
landed in New York last Thursday on his return home. Friday evening he was given a reception by his teachers in Boston. Mr. Crawford writes his mother, Mrs. Sarah R. Crawford, that Germany’s educational system im-

joyed a three

MIRHIU.
Ernest Higgins has been studying during
his vacation at rreedom

Academy

and

resumes

duties as teacher of the school at the Head
of the Tide this week.Last Friday evening the teachers and pupils of the High
and Primary schools held a social in the
Grange Hall. A surprise birthday party was
given recently to Phoebe Cross, teacher of
school No. 3, Morrill. Friends were present
from Belfast, Waldo and Montville besides the
immediate family. A long evening was passed
in the enjoyment of music and
games, with a
fine treat of pop com and candy_The village
school closed last week.
his

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
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pressed
trip.

him

as

much

Rpn FrpHprirk

as

anything during

SIp^piv; nf fif

his

1‘mt

family used to live in Bangor, where he him
self is well known, is getting up to the top of
important House committees, especially that
on interstate and foreign commerce and that
on military affairs.
He is regarded as a leading member of both those committees, which
have a deal of important legislation to handle
annually, and is one of the most active men in
looking after matters of legislation in the
House. Several of his seniors in committee
Maine Elects Taft.
service will retire to private life after March
Augusta, January 11. The six Republican ! 4th. If the House continues Republican and
Mr.
Stevens continues a congressman it will
electors of Maine today cast their votes for
William H. Taft and James S. Sherman for j not be long before he becomes one of the imPresident and Vice President, respectively, of portant House chairmen. Washington Corthe United States. Virgil R. Connor of Fair- respondence Bangor Commercial.
field, one of their number, was selected to
WEDDING PELLS.
carry the result of the vote to the President of
the United States Senate and Charles H. Randall of Portland, another elector, was chosen
Pattershall-Curtis. On the 9th inst, at
to carry a record of the vote to Judge Hale of
just 8 o’clock in the evening, Capt. Ralph W.
the United States District Court at Portland.
e
Pattershall and Mrs. Grace E. Curtis were
united in marriage at their home on Union
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
street, the Rev. Wm. Vaughan, pastor of
country than all other diseases put together,
Capt.
and until the last few years was supposed to Trinity Reformed church, officiating.
be i ncurable. For a great many years doctors Pattershall, who is one of our most successful
sea captains, has always made this
city
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed young
local remedies, and by constantly failing to his home. He is part owner of schooner
Harold C. Beecher, now at this port for recure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven catarrh to be a con- pairs, and his last command was schooner M.
Death of Mrs. Salome Sellers.
stitutional disease and therefore requires con- V. B. Chase, laid up at New York for the winstitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, ter. Belfast has also been the home of the
Deer Isle, January 10. Mrs. Salome Sell- manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, bride and for some time she has been a teach108
ers,
years old, a real Daughter of the Revo- Ohio, is the only constitutional cure on the
er in our public schools.
Their parents and
lution, and who was probably the oldest person market. It is taken internally in doses from near relatives
were present to extend their
in New England, is dead at her home in this 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts
on
directly
congratu ations and well wishes. That which
town. She retained her health up to the time the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. may be considered a unique feature of the
of her death, passing away suddenly after eat- They offer one hundred dollars for
any case it event was their marriage in their beautiful
ing. Mrs. Sellers was born in this town and fails to cure. Send for circulars and testi- little home which
they had with so much care
lived here all her life. She was an honorary monials. Address:
and taste prepared, and where they will at
member of Deborah Sampson Chapter, D. A.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
once
As the captain
begin
housekeeping.
R*» of Campello, Mass. A son, William R., of
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
happily expressed it, “everything is ready for
Deer Isle, is the sole survivor.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
sea.
_

)
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JOHN’S-

FATHER

Edward Avis of New York, which is to be
given in Freedom, Wednesday evening, January 20th, for the benefit of the “Academy
Echo.” Mr. Avis is a naturalist and bird
mimic. As the hundred or more views of birds
in their homes are thrown on the screen by a
stereopticon, by means of his violin and whistle
(human) the songs of the different birds are
imitated. The program is varied by whistling
solos with violin accompaniment, and in numerous other ways. Mr. Avis has had wide
experience in the various public schools, colleges, and churches in New England and the
South and has the indorsement of such author-

LINCOLN VILLK KKACH.

Mrs. Frank Pendleton has gone to Providence, R. I., to join Capt. Pendleton on his
barge, Theodora Palmer-Mrs. Helen Trussell of Lynn, Mass., is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Frank Duncan... .Mr. and Mrs. Robie F.

MEDICINE

Ames of Northport were in town Sunday, as
the guests of Mrs. Ames’ father, Capt. Wilder
Little Miss Eva Manning is
Drink water
spending the holidays withheraunt, Mrs. Della
Richards.... The many friends of Mrs. Paul
Young will be pleased to learn that she is
rapidly recovering from an operation for appendicitis, which* lately took place in New
York.... Mrs. Sarah Law and daughter have returned home after, a short trip with Capt. Law
on his barge_Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Richards
and son Harry spent Sunday with Mrs. Richard’s father, Mr. Thomas Gushee... .Mrs. Alta
Warren, who has been seriously ill for some
Mr. Lincoln
time, is now convalescent
Wade, while digging clams one day last week,
discovered a seal not far from him lying on an
ice cake. Mr. Wade stunned it with his clam
hoe, and later shot it. The seal weighed very
nearly 200 hundred pounds.Mr. and Mrs. A.
H. Frohock and son Wallace have returned
home after an absence of several months
I
or I which they spent in Hartford, Conn.
...

Morphine

Dangerous Drugs, Cures
Colds and All Throat and
Lung Troubles, Prevents
Pneumonia. 50 Years in
Use.

County Correspondence.
[Deferred from last week.]

SKA US MO NT.

Moody Bickford arrived home Saturday
night and will pass the winter here_While
at work in the woods

last week a tree fell
upon W. S. Hunt, breaking his collar bone_
Mrs. flora Brewster of Belfast is
visiting
friends in town. .Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Cross
were guests of the McFarland sisters
Saturday

evening, January 2nd.News

been received of the death of Karl Barke: in Seattle.
He was the son of the late Herbert and Esther
Barker, formerly of this place, and died suddenly of heart trouble-Mrs. Annie Lincoln is in
town for a few days, the guest of Mrs. Charles
has

Brown.
N

OltT H SK A IIS PORT.

Dodge’s Corner.
Mrs. Rosilla, widow of
he lateWm. Runnells, was buried from the
church December 31st, Rev. Harry Hill offi-

ciating. In her younger days Mrs. Runnells was
a constant attendant at all M. E. church services
the Sunday school for
many years-Jan. 2nd Rev. C. H. McElhiney
officiated at the funeral services of Mrs. Nina
Robertson Clark, who was laid at rest in the

and

was a

teacher in

! SWAN VILLK CENTER.
John Bartlett has gone to Burlington, VerOur repremont, where he has employment
sentative, Mr. A. T. Nickerson, went to Augusta last Tuesday to attend Legislature-Alonzo Damm is sick with a bad cold_Ben
Webb is with his grandparents, since returning from visiting his father in Portland-Mr
and Mrs. Harrison Cunningham have returned
from

i

Malden,

Mass-Mrs.

Hattie

Kobinson

and Mrs. Charles Knight of Monroe took New
Year’s dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Clements.
_Mr. and Mrs. Parker Page of Portland
visited his sister, Mrs. Charles Marr, last week.
-Mr. Ralph Seeley, mate of the Pendleton
Sisters, is visiting his parents for a few days
while the vessel is unloading in Boston from a
trip to Georgetown, S. C. .Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moody and
three sons of Monroe, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements and three children of Searsport, Mr. and
Mrs. David Moody and daughter Ethelyn, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Moody and two children took
New Year’s dinner at Mr. and Mrs. E. A.Robertson’s ...Mr. and Mrs. Lauriston Nichols returned to Belfast last week_Mrs. Elwyn
Dickey of Monroe spent the week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Watson Robertson.
Mrs. Nickerson is very much better
.Mr. Albert S. Nickerson had a stroke of paralysis
early Monday morning and at this writing is
unconscious-Al. Cunningham sawed Wm.
Clements’ wood with his machine Monday and
..

Tuesday.
CAMDEN.

-it

The annual installation of the Mt. Battie

A

H1
B
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and win,
i, j,.
in use for over 30 years, has home the
^
si;nu,t,
and has been made i;'' °f
^-0
Wf:.
-t-fr*. sonalsupervision sin
Allow no one todecei >.
^
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-j^n ; >
l,;
Experiments that trifle with and endanger
I,' ^
Infants and Children—Experience again.-,'

J

The ladies of the G. A. R. gave a dinner to
the comrades of the Post New Year’s day. It
i was a Very
pleasant occasion, nearly every
After dinner a short
member being present.
business session was held in which an application for membership was presented, after
which came the installation of officers, the com- i
rades and others being present.
Their words
j

f||n

What is

of

praise and encouragement were very gratifying and all expressed the belief that the
good work done by the Circle would still continue. The work of installing the officers was
done in a very pleasing manner by Myra F.
Brown of Unity. The officers are as follows:

When shown positive and reliable proof that a certain
remedy had cured numerous cases of female ills, wouldn’t
any sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would
also benefit her if suffering with the same trouble ?
Here are two letters which prove the efficiency of Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

Addie Flye; Senior Vice President,
Emma Busher; Junior Vice President, Mrs
Mrs.

Chaplain, Mrs. D. R.
Libby; Guard, Edith

Bellows;

McGray; Conductor,

Ella

suffered from a female disease and weakness which the doctors said was caused by a fibroid tumor, and I commenced to
trunk mere was no neip tor me.
i.yaia is. Pinkham s vegetable
Compound made me a well woman after all other means had
failed. My friends are all asking what has helped me so much,
and I gladly recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.”—Mrs. Willie Edwards.

Small.

Hampstead, Maryland.—“Before taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound I was weak and nervous, and could not
be on my feet half a day without suffering. The doctors told
me I never would be well without an operation, but Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has done more for me than all
the doctors, and I hope this valuable medicine may come into
the hands of many more suffering women.”
Mrs. Joseph H.
Dandy.

Mrs. Michael Andrews is quite ill.
Mr. Arthur Trevett is gaining, after having
been quite sick for a week.
a

The Clark school is closed, owing to
scarlet fever in the neighborhood.
Littlefield was the first case.

proof

any

one
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In Use For Over 30 Ye?

of
Harold

cases
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CITY.

Forrest Berry of New York was in
spend the holidays with his wife at
her home at her father’s, Frank Marden’s.
Mr.

—

can

Pocn’c fVlO Rimiofnvo

The Kind You Have Alwaj

Boyd & Gray will start up their saw mill in
a good supply of logs to work

few days with

up.

We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will
prove to us that these letters are not genuine and truthful
or that either of these women were paid in any
way for
their testimonials, or that the letters are published without
their permission, or that the original letter from each did
not come to us entirely unsolicited.
more
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CASTORS .A-.
Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
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Snarrriw
urer,

CASTORIA

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor )».;i
(J
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is I 'i. a»,Mt ^
^
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor otin
s
substance. Its ago is its guarantee. It de-:>■<■■
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrh,.
;ln,| s,
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures < «,nst
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, r<
jii(,' .'’Iu
Stomach and Bowels, giving licaltliy and
,'.
n:,rural -l,. '(i
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Frh-.ai.

President,

Red Banks, Miss. —“Words are inadequate to express what
Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound lias done for me. I

town to

Miss Isabel Littlefield was called home from
Marsh, where she has been living with her
aunt, Mrs. Hannah Dow, on account of the illness of her mother, Mrs. Everett Littlefield.
the

ask ?

Tozier of Newport has heen in this
vicinity holding services at the Robert’s
schoolhouse.
Elder Michaetl
Andrews and
Elder Andrew’ Andrews were both present and
Elder

For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. X'o sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
to write her for advice.
She lias
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.

lodge, I. O. O. F., was held on Tuesday evening, !
sympathy is expressed for the bereaved friends January 5th, and the following officers were
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Moody visited at Capt.
publicly installed by District Deputy Grand
T’. 1). Nickerson's last Sunday ...Friends of Warden Frank B. Miller of
Rockland, acting as
Win :red Mathews v, ill rejoice to learn that she district
deputy grand master. He was assisted !
s n< \v
able to be about the house ...R. T. bj' Charles C. Wood as
grand warden; John
Dodge fell in his wood shed and bruised him- Karl as grand marshal; Reuel Robinson as ary 1st, and were accompanied by her other
Frank Barker, with wrhom she had lived.
self quite badly last week. Mr. Dodge is 94 grand
chaplain; J. Frank Thomas as grand in- son,
years of age.
side guard, and E. F. Stahl as grand herald: ; She died in Salem, Massachusetts, where Mr.
cillncr.< fpmptprv

Hv

ities as John Burroughs. His charges'are $25
and entertainment, which suggests the high
quality of the entertainment.

...

Without

■f

assisted in
mr.

conducting

the

Elmbrook Farm Sale
Formerly known

the GILBERT ELLIS place.

wood lot, good

bearing

young orchard.

45tf

Sunday services.

Land and huildii.

(60) tons of hay, fifteen (15)
Write

or

acres

:

paste

inquire of

HORACE CHENERY. Bella

wiiDur

Searsport

staples ana wue were in i\orui
last week to attend the funeral of

~WE WANT"THE

(’lark. It was a very sad loss, as
leaves four young children motherless.
Mrs. Delia Clark intends to care for the twoweeks-old baby.
Mrs. Walter

she

returned to New York Saturday after spending
the holidays with relatives here ...Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Hartson have gone to housekeeping

as

Cut this year about sixty

of
mechanics, railroaders, laborers
rely on Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. Takes the
ou-;
of cuts, burns or bruises at once.
sting
Pain can iot stay where it is used.
Farmers,

repairing

your

JO'

WATCHES, CLOCKS. JEW

1

W^e carry a
stock.
Noble grand, John Johnson: vice irrand. W. S. ! Barker stays winters. He has a summer house at the Narrows_Capt. Converse Grant arin Appleton.
The funeral occurred January rived home Sunday, having hauled his vessel
The village stores are to close Tuesday, Richards; recording secretary, -John P. Leach;
and
2nd from H. P. Barker’s, Rev. E. A. Dinslow up near Boston for the winter-Mr. and Mrs.
Ihursday and Friday evenings until March 1st. financial secretary, Frank O. Clark; treasurer,
Interment in the Plains cemetery. Zenas Grant have been in Bucksport for a visit
Crime Decreased in Georgia.
NATIOXAI. I?AN K lUULDIXG. I5ELFASI
...Roberts and Bradford are at Thorndike Joseph W. Rowers; trustees. E. C. Fletcher, officiating.
Burd and Chester L. Pascal; warden, Her age was 88 years_B. F. Thompson and with their daughter, Mrs. Rilla Buck-Miss
with Mr. Carpenter’s teams
hauling cordwood George
The prohibition law has only been in
Anna Lewis of the Maine Missionary Society
W.
vo the station... Will Small and his son Harold
Ralph
Johnson; conductor, Harrv W- 1 family were in South Freedom Sunday_Miss
__'
Miriam Bartlett has returned to Massachu- has filled the pulpit here the past two force nine months in Georgia, and yet in
wor*- in Brooks Christmas to visit Mrs.
Mary Stearns; R. S. N. G., Frank Harris; L. S. N. G., ! setts-Mrs. G. A. Palmer of
this
brief period of time, as is proved by
weeks.Willis Young is here for a visit
was a
Liberty
Small and called upon a few friends while George Bowden; R. S. V. G., Adelbert Yates;
the records of the Recorder’s Court of
j
with his family, who are wintering herehere. This is Will’s old home_Tilton A. L. S. V. G., Roy Heal; R. S. S., Bert Fletcher; guest of Mrs. Clara B. Palmer last week_
Atlanta, there has been a decrease of
the
twelve-year-old 6,096 cases over the same period last
Elliott has about 500 hens this winter. By the L. S. S., Clarence Thorndike; inside guard, Will Miss Inez Barker arrived home from Bucks- Monday night Beatrice,
New Years’ day-People can now get daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Young, was year.
This is a decrease of a little more
way the hens seem to be on a strike and with Drinkwater; outside guard, Daniel Randall, i port
Dr. A. D. Ramsay on the Liberty & Belfast thrown from her sled while sliding and broke than forty per cent. The reduction in
'^•vd way in the air and eggs beyond 40 cents The installation was followed
by an entertainShe is attended by Dr. Pierce number of drunk cases is even greater.
Tel. & Tel. Call, 8-22-Schools in town closed her collar bone.
-i dozen, wholesale, this is a
discouraging con- ment and dance.The following officers of
There were 2,754 less drunk cases for the
HAS A FINE LINE OF
dition of affairs... Charles Huxford, a well George S. Cobb Post, G. A. R., were installed Friday with one exception, the Center school, and is as comfortable as possible at this writing.
which finishes this week... .Mrs. Nellie Tasker -Mrs. Fred Perkins left New Year’s after- nine months of 1908 than in the same
known resident of the town when he was a
Monday evening, January 4th, by past com- j
a
decrease
of
of
more
than
1907,
period
Woo: f ^mnel
boy, is visiting his cousin, T. I. Huxford, and mander, Fred D. Aldus, Commander; George F. ; is going to Belfast to remain for a time-Mr. noon, for a visit with Mr. Perkins in the north- sixty per cent. What is true of Atlanta
Mr Forest. Rerrv has lateis also true of other places in Georgia. A
family -Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Adams, Mr. Wentworth; senior vice, E. T. Wilson; junior and Mrs. Geo. A. Gordon entertained 14 guests ern nart. of Maine
T
and
a
General
of
Assortment
Warm
New Years’ day.Warren Gordon of Knox, ly been here from N. Y. for a visit with his notable instance is that of Brunswick, a
and Mrs. Jay Potter and W. S. Moro all of vice, C.
Thompson; quarter master, A. B. Arey;
with his son Hugh, visited his brother, M. C. family ...Mrs. Samuel French, who lately seaport town.
There
the
of
decrease
Camden spent Saturday night and
Winter Goods.
Sunday surgeon, R. F. Pendleton; chaplain, Rev. C. F.
Cordon, one day last week.... Mr. and Mrs. J. suffered an ill turn, is now gaining and is able cases is more than eighty per cent.
with Dora Roberts at the S. S. Robert’s home- Nash; officer of the
day, J. S. Knowlton; officer
J.
Frank
Clement
were
in
Morrill
at
Mrs.
Sarah
to
be
most
of
the
time.
stead.
Sunday
Mrs. Dora Sanborn has been confined of the guard, Oliver C.
Willey
up
MEN’S SOCKS AND MITTENS DIRECT FROM FORT KENT
Moulton; adjutant, H. 1
Currier’s. Keyes'orchestra of Belfast has of Hampden is with Capt. and Mrs. French.
to the house by rheumatism, but is now im- B.
Richards; sergeant major, John Lane; quarPINE TREE SUITS FOR V>‘
been
dance
at
hall
on
Grange
engaged for a
proved so as to be about as usual.
Harry Willey of Hampden spent part of New
ter master sergeant, Merrill E. Richards;
pai
John Brewer and Will
triotic instructor, John Lane; board of trustees, the evening of January 14th. ...The line of the Years day with them
TJiOY.
j
Suesine
L
Liberty & Belfast telephone has been extended McGeorge are sawing wood by gasoline power.
m sa m
A little son came to the home of Mr. and Erastus T. Wilson, R. Frank Pendleton and
from Thomas Erskine’s to Dr. Ramsay’s office.
MS
BEB
am
sm
wood
work
of
make
pile.
They
your
quick
Mrs. scar Hathaway December 28th.The John Lane. By invitation the ladies of the G.
Gloves and Neckwear
Allen Goodwin, our local draughtsman, has com- Fine
A. R. attended the installation and all
sleighing in this vicinity for the past
remains of Mrs. Elmer
report a
Bagley of Unity were
a copy of the town plan of Montville
pleted
three weeks ...School in this District began
SMALL WARES
IN ABUNDANCE
a
rough t to Troy Wednesday for interment in fine time. Refreshments of candy and fruit for the town. Tt. also contains a nlnn of the
December 28th, Miss Clara Berry teacher.
were served.The next series of Odd Fell a>r\ evv ( emetery. Arthur
Linscott, a
a
of
land
the
town
bounded
Gore,
by
piece
md bred R. Weymouth, a Sophomore, lows’ dances will be held in the Cleveland hall
Never Fails la nesfiore
lines of Montville, Knox and Morrill. While
All the good qualities of Ely's Cream Balm,
on Friday evening,
to Bates
January 15th.The Mt. j
College last week_Mr.
Hair to iisNattaraJ.
Maine was a part'of Massachusetts this Gore, solid, are found in Liquid Cream Balm, which
Battie mill was sold this week at a sheriff’s
;trio
Irs. T. P. Tyier and N. W. Barker and
is intended for use in atomizers. That it is a
with the surrounding townships, were incorColor and
wonderful remedy for Nasal Catarrh is proved
lami!
spent New Year’s day at E. E. Bar- sale at the office of Reuel Robinson to the
porated into Hancock county on June 25, 1789. by an ever-increasing mass of testimony. It
No matter how long it has been gray
ASK TO SEE THE
Camden Savings Bank.
The price paid was
When these townships were laid out this Gore does not dry out nor rasp the tender air-passaorfaded. Promotes a luxuriant grow til
i
$11,750.
in Lien ham last week-Mrs.
Mary West is
ges. It allays the inflammation and goes
was a corner between Montville, Knox and
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
r<v
to the root of the disease. Obstinate
eriiig from a recent operation for ap- SWAN VI I.LE.
and positively removes DanNorth Belmont (now Morrill) and was omit- straight
old cases have yielded in a few weeks. All
pendicitis as rapidly as can be expected....
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson visited Mr. 1 ted by the plantation surveyors. When these
droll. Keeps hairsoft and glossy. Retube, or
75c.,
including
druggists,
spraying
Mrs A. B. Wright is at home from
fuse all substitutes. 2)4 times as much
Pittsfield, Nickerson’s mother, who is ill, in Hampden, towns were incorporated and setoff to Waldo mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New
♦
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
where she went for surgical treatment, and is last week.Mrs. J. W. Nickerson is
York.
visiting county this Gore was left out, and is still in
ra;
It
is
the
and
50c.
at
and
$1
bottles,
just
Mrs. T. W. her daughter, Mrs. W. W. Wilson, in Cam- Hancock county. It was originally owned by
convalescing nicely-Mr.
drngrhis
Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Hair.”
FREEDOM.
Hawes spent Christmas with friends in Boston,
been
for.
bridge, Mass....Mrs. E. C. Marden, who has Nathaniel Cushman, Jeremiah Abbott, Robie
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N j.
Mass., and are now visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. E. been quite sick, is able to be out
again_Miss Frye and Paul Doty of Montville. It is now
Hay’s Hariina Soap cures PiirpVa,
with
Vena Myrick of Troy is visiting Mrs. A.
Miss
pearance,
Bagiev in New York City_Troy Corner Ruth Marden, a student at Kent’s Hill,
red, rouph and chapped hands, and all kin isof Montville, Perspent Dwned by Jesse Frye’s heirs
M. Small.
eases.
Keeps skin fine an soft 25c. drujf ’sis.
ern improvement.Beading Club will meet with I)r. and Mrs. the holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. ley Berry of Knox and Frank Gray of Morrill.
Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.”
Mr. Webber Downer has bought Mrs. Ada
Dodge Friday evening.
C. Marden....A. T. Nickerson has harvested
It originally contained about one hundred and
Dock Ash Grate
R. H.
his ice....Ernest Maddocks is cutting ice on forty acres but by a lawsuit a few years ago be- Harlow’s place in Freedom.
A1'PIH.TON.
coal and a sliding
Mr. and Mrs. George Ingraham of Knox took
I
.Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dammspent tween Daniel Dutton of Waldo and C. I. WhitMiss Carrie Gushee has returned to Dover, Swan Lake
Ask your local
comb of Belfast it is said that the lines have dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Anson Knowlton,
where she will resume her duties as a teacher Sunday with S. D. Greeley’s family in Hampden. Mrs. Damm’s mother, who has been sick been changed so that it is diminished in size.
January 1st.
in one of the schools.Mr. and Mrs. T. W.
them.
if
Bease of Union were guests Thursday of Dr. there for several weeks, is improving.Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard of Belfast visited
SANDY POINT.
and
Mrs.
H.
M.
Chase spent the holidays with
and Mrs. Benj. Keiley- Miss Elizabeth Judand Mrs. Martha Vose,
Mrs.
Carrie
Johnson
The funeral of Mrs. Joseph Grant was held
NOYES &
kins of Stonington is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. their daughters, Mrs. F. E. Nickerson and Miss
December 29th.
at hen late home the Tuesday afternoon followWm, Newbert- Mr. Frank Tobey and son Julia M. Chase, in Everett, Mass_Mr. and
A large delegation from this place attended
B\NOOR, M
ing her death and was largely attended by
William of Augusta were guests recently of J. Mrs. H. O. Cunningham have returned from a
If you think of having any
in Thorndike,
and
relatives
friends.
Rev. H. E. Rouillard the dedication of the new church
W. Martin and Mrs. A. H. Moody.Mr. E. S. visit with Mr. Cunningham’s sister, Mrs.
furnpreached and the services were conducted by December 31st. The Freedom quartette
Pitcher of Belfast was here on business last Thomas Dowling, in Malden, Mass_Mrs. M.
undertaker Park. The burial was in the ceme- ished music.
J.
Downs
is
in
Monroe
visiting
...Mrs. H. F.
week.
The last meeting of the Colonial
Mr. Frank Johnson, one of Freedom’s prosvi
tju 11:
tery on the hill. Those who came from away
lb
Club was held Thursday with Mrs. Gertrude
*<uiaiiiK
to attend were her son, Herman Grant, and perous farmers, has just killed two hogs that
home
at
Mr. Alonzo Damm was quite
again
Sherman Waterman in North Appleton.
wife and Master Edwin from Millinocket. 1 were two years old. One weighed 484 lbs., the
\lr.". Annie Lincoln is visiting friends in Sears- sick last week, but is getting along nicely now.
Her oldest son, Mr. Fred Grant, who is em- other, 350 lbs.
.Mr. Albert S. Nickerson had a shock
nu-nt this week. Mrs. Frank Simmons has
early
ployed in northern Maine, arrived here after
last Monday morning-Mr. Ralph
Mr. Charles Thompson, who runs the meal
of
beer, confined to the house hy sickness several
Seeley
the burial, owing to a delay in the telegram
done the coming spring, now is the time? |
Her daughter, Mrs. Lyford Mills of the schooner Pendleton Sisters is at home for
weeks.
market, is doing a thriving business. He
sent him. Mr. Ezra Connor and Mr. Fred Cona
few days-Comet Grange installed its
a good assortment of meats and his
to put in your order while we have
keeps
Hope, is caring for her... Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
nor, brothers of Mrs. Grant, drove from CasWentworth of Farmington are at John Well- officers last Monday evening.Mr. Albert T.
sausages are excellent.
plenty of time to execute it. We have
tine the day of the funeral, returning home at
man's. They will live in the Clarence Conant Nickerson left Tuesday noon for Augusta to
Mr. S. J. Glidden has lately sold a Sharpie: !
the latest and best designs out, the best
entertainment
and Christmas
night.The
take
his
seat
in
the Legislature_The much
house.
uream separator to Mr. i. a. resume oi mom
M y Autumn Sale of Fine Furs
stone in the country, compressed air
needed and long prayed for rain has come at tree at the church Thursday evening passed off
ville. Mr. Glidden deals largely in machinery
and pneumatic tools with which to work J
COMMENCED
the children taking their parts
very
pleasantly,
.J ACKSON.
last....Mrs. Frank Linniken of Belfast is the
as well as stock raising.
well. At the end of the program Old Santa
it, and can give you the best job obtainJackson Tent, K. O. T. M., held a public in- guest of her
There are more !>J cC'o.11 »
1908.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
States- than of ary other
Mr. S. J. Glidden has shipped a very fm<
stallation December 31, 1908. The Dixmont Curtis... .Mr. Walter
Give us a call.
appeared and all were remembered. Mrs. Fred
able for your money.
account of their style, at'.
Nickerson, who was hurt Shute and Mrs. Edwin
in
Portices
Cumberlam
Mr.
here.
Shorthorn
to
seen
calf
ever
Grant
had
and Brooks tents with their families were inLargest offering
charge of the
RlttCnirs Ulnunyir
recently in the mill, is able to work again....
u :ii a:
mote suIim riher s
affair.There was a leap year dance in the Center. Mr. Glidden is well-known through
This will be a favorable opportunity to
vited and quite a few were present in^answer Miss Flossie
year’s subset:; >ti m \ la n
Murphy, who is attending High hall New Years’
for
this
season.
want
what
raiser.
see
you
number, ,*5 cm!*.
to the invitation. The officers were installed school in
eve., arranged by several out the State as a stock
will
.i-r-be
tern Fret*.
Monroe, accompanied by friends, atSeeing the goods with the prices
young ladies, assisted by friends_Mrs. Olive
by H. C. Hadley in a very able manner. After tended the installation at Comet
The senior class of Freedom Academy gav
IiOiiv Asciis YVni:to«’.
settle every point necessary to do busiGrange Mon- Merrill
liber li- <li
Christmas in Hampden with rela- a social
the installation a fine supper was served in
us.
with
in
spent
ness
th
:
Heal
&
January
1st,
n '■
Wood,
S'
Formerly
I'lv
; day evening... .J. W. Nickerson and
Friday evening,
daughter tives-Mr. E. S. Patterson and wife
Goods sent to all parts of the country
Adless p.i■rut tree.
the dining room.
Then a fine entertainspent girls' dormitory. Oyster stew and pastry wer
Augusta attended the New Year’s ball in
approval.
BRIDGE STREET,
Christmas in Stockton village with their son,
BELFAST, MAINE I on
ment was presented by the families of
served. The evening was greatly enjoyed by al
Searsport... .The L. A. S., which was to have
All letters of inquiry promptly answered.
Morris Patterson, and wife... .Mrs. J. P. Stowthe
Knights, the High school furnishing met with Mrs. A. S. Nickerson, has
an old resident o t
Mrs.
John
McDonald,
indefinitely ers has been in Brewer several davs viait.ino
I. V.
part of the program. After the enter- postponed the
Montville, died at her daughter’s in Massachu
meeting_Several of our Mrs.lH. N. Bunker and
j
tainment everybody was invited to dance
family_Miss Ethel setts
Her
was
t
grangers attended the installation in North
body
December 28th.
brough
109 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.
Curtis has lately been in Belfast for a visit_
the Old Year out and the New Year in. Nearly
Whereas my wife, Clara B. Ladd, having lef
Searsport Saturday night.
here December 31st and buried in Pleasant Hi ]
Mr. Fred Shute left Monday for Northern
everyone responded to the invitation very
my bed and board without any just cause, this
is to forbid all persons trusting or harboring
Maine, where he has employment.Miss Cemetery.
promptly, and a social dance was enjoyed CENTER MONTVIELE.
her on my account. I have a good home fo:
G.
of
T.,
Mrs. Nellie Weymouth,
Dexter, in
for a few hours. About 140 were present.
The remains of Horace P. Barker’s mother, Agnes Harriman visited in Prospect severa
her to which she can come at any time and
of
Juanita Tern
stalled the following officers
last week....Mr. and Mrs. James Blair ol
Miss Emily Brown has returned to her school Mrs. Joanna
days
shall pay no bills of her contracting after thi
Tolman, arrived at his home JanuDecember 29tl i:
No.
evening,
Tuesday
74,
pie,
*in Massachusetts-Harrison Morton is"visitare
here
for
a
visit
with
hei
date, December 19, 1908.
Hartford, Conn.,
DAVID LADD.
3w52
P. C. of T.; Mrs. Ell a
183 HAMMOND ST„ BANGOR.
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Morton....
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Smith... .Misi Mrs. Edith Worth,
Fostina Griffin returned to Hampden Academy Sprague, M. E. C.; Mrs. Hattie Wiggin, E. S. c
The “Y” of Jackson held a social last Tuesday
A few horses for sale
J. of T.; Mrs. Mar
Monday after spending the holidays at home T.; Mrs. Cora Nichols, E.
evening. A general good time was enjoyed by
Throat
and
Nose
limited
to
i
L
Practice
Eye, Ear,
|
McDonald, M. of T.; Miss Effie M. Flye, M. c
....N. C. Partridge has gone on steame:
h*11'1'
all... Miss Eunice Chase is visiting her aunt,
at
Co.
( including the fitting of Glasses.
For Infants and Children.
M.
of
R. & C.; Mrs. May Know.ton,
F.; Mr
Stockton as steward ...Mr. George Stowe
Mrs. A. K. Fletcher, in Belfast.H. C. HadMrs. Mary Hardinj
of
jy In Belfast, Odd f ellows’ Block, Room 2
ley and H. E. Chase are attending court ir
and son Nathaniel have been here from Bostoi 1 Lottie McFarland, P. T.;
tf9
to
every Monday.
as we
Belfast this week... .Harold Morton and famiwas chose n
Bryant
Katrina
T.
Mrs.
G.
of
0.
for
a week’s visit with his
LITTLE USED.
parents, Mr. and
ly have moved to the Echo house in the wood*
Grand
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the
to
Temple.
Mrs.
N.
B.
representative
Stowers....E. G. Clifford and wife
the na
for the winter
Daniel Kimball and son Caleb
W. L. LANGILL,
See Coupon Advertisement >
-of Winterport visited Sunday at his sister’s
had a party at dinner Christmas, the write
of
What promises to be the best entertainmei
Signature
Mrs. Geneva Jewett’s.
fast Department Store.
for the winter is “An Evening in Birdland” t y
being one of the number.Mrs. George Gim
Main Street.
tf51
and Bladder
liUO tlvS.
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NUTTEk

FASHIONABLE
FURS!

j

OCTOBER 1,

A. S.

HEAL,

i-

Caution

MILLER, Furrier,

Notice.

■

; ELMER E.

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have

...

Always Bought

j

11

Auto

Horses
FOR SALE

BROWN, M, D„

Sleigh for Saif

Livery

early
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Youthful Maidens.
for
Trimmings at the
Styles. Furs Used
The Shape of Coats
Fur Toques. Hair
chan**Evening Slippers.
,.f The Journal.]
or prettier for a
ter
^.,.,
njng dress than white

Lff

vilh two

Lr.'i
■

,1

ft

three tucks

or

neck waist ruffled

iuw

the short sleeves.

.,ii

and rosette at the

...

Crepeinvaluable, because
the
is selected, and
qrtrerated, they will

lshion requires.
,..

A

summer.

very

velldw tint is made
around the

points

in

anu

oiccvco

ui

i<

even a ntt e

piece is turned to account.

than the V

wer

>nt, and just here
i piece of Oriental
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TO

provided with nature’s protection against
cold, are hastening to profit by the January concessions of C. C. Shayne & Co.,
who from precedent more than any other
cause, offer elegant furs at liberal re-

A

1 band down the
narrow

tong,
else

r

a

style

lace band or

together down the
more readilly fitted,
e

wound

We ask

EVENING

Of

rosette which is

are

plain

satin with

shoulders of satin,
material mav
as the ends

put plaited chiffon around it, and the
acme of style is attained.
Beading and

os

■

ma-

ranged,

wide braided or
imes five

or

importance,

■ii

six

that you

sitinn

fn

f Vwi

substantially

purchas

the

same

their tongues. Finally the preacher and
one of his ringleaders were quietly arrested, taken to prison and in due time
brought to trial, on the charge of trying
to overthrow the government. The chief

mprit.
We know from experience that personal rec
ommendation is the most valuable advertising
and that is the way we intend to acquaint th !
world with Uric-O’ Send for Uric-O, no mat
I ter where you live. It is sold by druggists al
over this country at 75c. and $1.00 per bottle ;
1
and we want you to have a bottle free.
thpir irr«>at

Verona Clarke.

'■

HKLFAST BY

MLE & JONES,
iHiigement have all
ill the time.

!
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SEXDjff=

'HIPMENTS.
Show Big Falling Off.
of statistics of the

n

the eastern port
is shown that there

ui
■1

in the number of
an

'"si

every city except
Halifax, N. S.,
larger

man

ever

153,542 barrels
i with 275,810 in 1907
The New York
hewed a decrease of
-mu

■•f barrels of apples
son of 1908-09 from
ilex, N. S., and An■

■0,006,

an

increase

use in of 77,994 bar"is over 1906-07.

ports Montreal

shipments

was

exceeded

shipping
i

456,845 barfrom Halifax,
'Tits showed also the
b.-low the previous

extent of
'was

269,298

bar-

far below its

\fter

t,

"•

sending away
barrels, a gain'of 23,-’"it 55,271 barrels were

i'|
*

* In..

'"f 115.020.
,u‘t sent from these
ports

L'nvT'i London, Manchester,
foreign places. This
inantity was shipped
!fcifs;
Fhi*"' "j.;v?uth Africa where the
On per
Kb
barrel, or about
N C the fruit,
p jutfh'bgs which has made the
h svjTT Popular in Europe is the
m °t
packing and grading.

1 met him out in Eastern Illinois,
I hadn’t seen him since he was a boy.
We took a little walk.
And had a friendly talk,
The night I played the town with Eddie

!

Foy.

asked him how the business was of late.
He answered, "Say Bill, it is simply great.
Our time is filled today
Till th« latter part of May,
And stacks of first-class shows can’t get a date.

I

Wednesday, January 20th,
2 P. M. in the University Chapel. Th
exercises will consist of the presentatioi
of the building to the State by the Pres
ident of the Board of Trustees, Hon. E

or

town who

owns a

horse

v-tf&L 1

or cow.

one

Farmer, One Year,

Republican Journal,

Year,

FOR

BOTH

Republican

One

JpM

2.00

Jpf

P

$2.25.

Journal

BELFAST,

$1.00

Pub.

Co.,

M/

MAINE.

Established. 1857.

For Coughs
and Colds

:

Contains

Few

ministers

prisoners
congregation,
in

a

would

consider

South African

Zulu

jail
Bridgman,
an

ideal

a

different

On and after January 1, 1909, we shall be found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have leased for
a term of years and where we have excellent facilities
for continuing our business. In our new location we

Kennedy's
Laxative

hope

Cough Syrup

prisoners attend the Sunday morning
service.

runs to tne

which I

stead of

these

There is no congregation to
enjoy preaching more than to
prisoners. Certainly no company

participation
way in which

more

devout in their

public worship.
they all reverently

in

The
kneel

during prayer on the stone pavement of
the long corridor which serves as a chapel, and the manner in which they thunder
their amens, makes one hesitate whether
to cry, laugh, or administer a rebuke
for hypocrisy.
The volume of song in
the

singing

of familiar

hymns would put
congregational singing in
The eagerness of the prison-

to shame most

America.
ers

1

transient Stable. # #

to merit and receive a continuance of the

ronage

we

have had for

so

pat-

many years.

for literature of

some

timely donation from
in Japan to help start

First-class Teams furnished night and day.
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

opinion.

“About half of the 350

of saints could be

■

Livery, Sale, Hack arid

opiates.

“A Cold or a Cough nearly always
produces constipation—the water all

For he writes:

t

Livery Co.,

American Board missionarv in Dur-

an

1

1899.

but Rev. F. A.

ban, evidently holds

1

no

Incorporated

Belfast

Nearly all other Cough Cures are
constipating, especially those containing opiates. Kennedy's Laxative
Cough Syrup moves the bowels.

PREACHING TO PRISONERS.

kind is sur-

Many little lives have been saved by Foley’s all run-down. Burdock Blood Bitters made im
Honey and Tar, for coughs, colds, croup and a well
ers,
catechisms, testaments or hymn
whooping cough. It is the only safe remedy Conn. woman.”—Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moosuj ; books. This is another
striking indicafor infants and children as it contains no opition of the desire for knowledge which
ates or other narcotic drugs, and children like
Careful mothers Dedication of the Hall of Agriculture a 1 is
Foley's Honey and Tar.
possessing our Zulus.”
keep a bottle in the house. Refuse substithe University of Maine.
tutes.
R. H. Moody.
FROM JAPAN TO ZULU LAND,
The only school for Zulu children in
The dedicatory exercises of the Ha l o t
A ONE-NIGHT STAND.
Agriculture at the University of Main : Durban, South Africa, has received a
a

city

price of THE TRIBUNE FARMER alone is $1.00.
8U*>8cr**>er8 a»d a** °ld subscribers who will pay up
arrearages and
year in advance we make this liberal offer

JP

After every service thirty or
"Generally debilitated for years. Had sicl prising.
headaches, lacked ambition, was worn-out am I forty crowd about me begging for prim-

will be held

in

new

The Tribune

W

respect of the whole civilized world.

“The lumber market at Sacramento
but little better than on the coast,
and so we left our interests with Capt.

and 15c.

woman

subscription

public contest
spirit and
the new liberal Ottoman sentiment, but
the Young Turkey leaders have openly
brought the contention to a legal test
and won the victory.
It is a salutary

was

is by The McCall Company, New York.
may be obtained at any McCall Agency.

or

adds that this is the first

rowing.

design

man

between the old Mohammedan

vessel and buying a cargo of lumber and
building material to be sold when we
reached the Pacific coast.
“The bark Suliote, Captain Simpson,
which made the voyage a few weeks in
advance of the Alden, carried a similar
cargo, and her lumber, which was bought
in Maine for $10 per thousand feet, sold
like hot cakes for $300 per thousand.
But the gold fever had such a run that
when the Alden arrived her cargo could
hardly be given away. Everybody was
so crazed by thirst for gold that nobody
would stop to build houses or even saloons, and mechanics refused a daily
wage of two ounces of gold, equal to $32
for work in ship yards, and all rushed to
the diggings.
“Not being able to sell the cargo ir
San Francisco, we kept on up the rivei
to Sacramento, towing the vessel by t
row boat manned by the crew.
Although
toughened by the hard work of the ser
I
hands
blistered
badly ir
voyage,
my

ve

practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrat*
Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most elaborate

Such a triftl and condemnation was never
witnessed in Constantinople. Dr. Greene

j

Alden and went to the mines. The cap
tain finally sold both vessel and cargo
and returned to Maine.”

The

1

He also claimed that he had
visions of saints and was inspired,
which led his counsel to enter a plea of
insanity. (One ca rnot help wondering if

newly discovered goldfields of California.

I

S)3
fThe

medan law'.

sociate were therefore judged guilty of
in 1849.
hand-painting are among the most exHenry J. Woods, father of Directoi treason and sentenced to death. The
pensive grade of slippers, and silver and
D. Woods of the Maine Agricul- ! record of the trial was given in all the
gold cloth also glitter from beneath yel- Charles”
tural Experiment Station at Orono, whc Turkish
low or white costumes.
papers with fitting comments.
in that town

that

jp
working

and interest every

p
I'

seen

but is
had lived some time
now residing in Newton, Mass., is one oi
the three survivors of the party of 5C
men and boys who left Belfast December
8, 1849, in the bark William O. Alden,
for a voyage around the Horn to the

er

S'

this Turkish lawyer had read about cerImtain trials in our American courts).
only
three survivors
I mediately the court ordered an examination by several doctors who pronounced
Of the 50 Men who Sailed From Belfast foi
California in the Bark William O. Alder the man perfectly sane. He and his as-

strip

§

JOURNAL

For only $2.25.

^

claimed that his object was not
revolutionary, that he was simply trying
to uphold the supremacy of the Moham-

!

REPUBLICAN

Dr. C. 1). Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in America, writes
regularly
for THE TRIBUNE FARMER, thoroughly covering the breeding, care and
feeding of
all domestic animals, and his articles meet the needs of every practical
farm-

j prisoner

If you will take Foley's Orino Laxative un
til the bowels become regular you will no
;
have to take purgatives constantly, as Foley’!
Orino Laxative positively cures chronic con
stipation and sluggish liver. Pleasant to take
R. H. Moody.

THE

XTHE

command to hold

f

AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME PAPER,

TRIBUNE FARMER is a thoroughly
ed national weekly. Special pages for Horses,
and reliable market reports.

anH rpppivpH

rorrirTIP

nnnr

to

New-York Tribune Farmer

!

formerly. Then, with a body of 200
or 300 men,
all having white muslin
bound around their head to show that
they belonged to a religious order, he
marched to the sultan’s palace. Imagine
their surprise and dismay when his majesty appeared at the window', heard what
their leader had to say, then bade them
be quiet! On their way back to Stamboul
the crow'd stopped the carriages of some
of the ministers, voiced the same oppo-

The reunions that marked each anniversary of the sailing day had to be finally
given up. The other survivors are Wil- i
liam W. West of 22 Trenton street, East
Boston: and Lorenzo G. Coombs of Globe, j lesson to those Turks who still hold to
The internal state of afArizona. Mr. West is one of the oldest j the old ideas.
members of the New England branch of fairs leaves much to be desired. It is a
the Society of California Pioneers, being
for instance, to develop a trustMr. Woods was for big task,
88 years of age.
but this is being efworthy
organization,
in
a
merchant
but
is
Belfast,
many years
now retired, while Mr. Coombs has been fected, though slowly. The new element
for a long time an assayer in Arizona.
controls the best sentiment of a majority
“When the news of the discovery of
of the people, and the leaders, both civil
gold in California was received in the
east a company was formed who bought and military, acknowdedge their indebteda bark, then on the stocks in Belfast,
ness to the Christian schools and colleges,
named her in honor of one of their numplanted by missionaries of the American
to
command
and
fitted
htr,
ber, who was
her out for a trip to the land of promise,” Board who have helped to create the
said Mr. Woods recently to a Boston right kind of sentiment. Chancellor von
“Forty men contribut- Buelow says that the Turkish revolution
newspaper man.
ed $500 each, making a "total of $20,000,
possesses a dignity which inspires the

|

SUBSCRIPTION

as

25c. package of Vxa-Lax Pills when receivin;
the free bottle, as the pills greatly assist Uric
f
(i. Use them together and be convinced o

a

easily made by taking a
of bias satin about an inch and a
half wide and rolling it together; then

course

special request,

HR

A YEAR’S

pro-

of his sermons to denounce the new
order of things.
He maintained that
their sacred law must be upheld, that
the equality of Mohammedans with “infidels” could not be tolerated, and that
their women must be veiled and secluded

a

SLIPPERS.

in

a

judicial

one

__

a

The newest

fringe.

Apply.

■

substantial foundation in
wreath shape, or a half-circle, is dotted
with small flowers or has a satin ribbon
bow at each end. Aigrettes, ostrich tips,
butterflies, and large or small roses are
in favor.
on

open the skirt at
two sides, each

■low of similar

Bottle

a

One of the preachers attached to the
great mosque of MoGiven Free To A1 I hammed the
Conqueror (1453) began in

If there are still any sufferers from Rheuma
tism in this country or wherever this pape
have not yet tried the wonderfu
Purchasers may feel sure that in pony, reaches, that
Rheumatic Remedy, Uric-O, we want them t
flat moire caracul or broadtail, coats will
| try it now at our expense. We firmly believ
not change for another winter. “The
hip- that there is not a case of Rheumatism in th
less effect” is also assured, and the Emworld that will not yield to the wonderful ef
pire style without the strap, continues a fccts of Uric-O, and we want to prove it t >
favorite. The “Merry Widow” hat is every doubter beyond all possibility. The bes b
a
bottle of thi
nowhere compared with the
toque of way to do this is to give large
sealskin, white fox, black lynx, mink or remedy to every sufferer and let him test am 1
If you suffer fror 1
ermine. These usually show an ornament try it to his satisfaction.
Rheumatism, no matter what form; just cu
rtf Crttrto
this notice out of the paper and send it; to
ostrich plume, or a satin ribbon bow.
|
gether with your name and address, also th
Muffs are larger than ever, and may truly
name of your Druggist, to the Smith Drug Co
be called pillow muffs.
245 Smith Bldg.. Syracuse, N. Y., and they wi] 1
send you by return mail an order on your Drug
HAIR DRESSING.
gist for a 75c. bottle free.

the front
Many fashionists now dress the back
stylish evening hair quite low, and wear immense baret■!' persian embroid- tes, which appear to support the hair.
Mcrs between folds Ornaments are varied, holly is seen in
i and the tucked
sprays or half circles, and satin ribbon

in-

Constantinople concerning

ceeding in that city.

SHAPES IN COATS.

across

been much facil-

75 Cent

Who

\

„s

A SIGNAL VICTOKY.
An instructive incident connected with
the new regime in Turkey is told in a
private letter from Dr. J. K. Greene of

TEST URIC-O FREE

ductions.

Ann

IN MAKING.

The Mission Mail Bag.

ALL Riibl MATIO
LWiTED TODAY

A loop of fur among other hat
trimmings,
or, if long enough, a band around the
crown or the neck of an
evening wrap,
gives a stylish air wherever placed. As
little else but ice, snow and bitter cold
winds may be expected for the next few
months, all feminines who are not already

eyes,

nose ana

out of the system
through the liver and kidneys. For
want of moisture the bowels become

dry

Telephone Connection.

tnroat m-

passing

j

|

and hard.”

Kennedy’s Laxative Cough Syrup
relieves Colds by working them out
cf the system through a copious

V. A. SIMMONS, President.
RALPH D. SOUTH IVOR!II, Treasurer.

BELFAST,

MAINE.

HAVE

Conforms to National

YOU

PURE FOOD & DRUG LAW

boys

and

girls

on their educational career.
The school
Cramped
; outfit is decidedly primitive.
j and miserable quarters are rented for

Governor Bert M. Fernal 1
will accept the building in behalf of th 3
State. Dr. Eugene Davenport, Dean o f
the College of Agriculture, University o f
B. Winslow.

iiiuvi IV.C4.11

BARRED

TRIED

————— ——

L/V7U1 u

are descendants of the
Hawkins
Royal Blue strain, carefully bred in this climate for winter layers; raised on free range;
are large, healthy and vigorous

BARGAINS!

Price $2.00 per Setting of 15 Eggs : $7.00
per hundred; $60 per thousand.
Sent by American express-to any point in New

England.
Eggs from pure bred S. C. R. 1. Reds at same
price. These are from stock averaging to lay

IN SECOND-HAND

better than 200 eggs per year. Come and let
us show you just what our birds are
doing, or
write

strains.

Also 30 Fine Male Yearlings at $2.00,
$3.00 and $5.00 each.
We shall have for sale in May 3,000'day-oid
chicks at 15c and 25c each.

PINELAND POULTRY FARM,
Belfast, Maine.
W. M. i: A NI»A! I., Crop.
S. E. rOWI' N, Supt.

Dressmaking.

ami

I

Kitchen Furnishings Camden Woolens
Stoves and Ranges

Dance Music

FOLEYS ilCNEY™TA8

a

Specialty.

KnH

1

prepared to do dressmaking

fancy work. Children’s work
MKS. INEZ CHASE.
specialty.

38 High Street, Spring Street Entrance
St*

A
9
9

eon

d-

n a n

d

goods of every deFurniseriptioii
ture, bedding, carB pets, stoves, etc.
9 Antique furniture
9 a spec ialty. If you
Jr have any tiling to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER II. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal blu ets, Belfast*

FOR SALE

Searsport National Bank.

am

and

Specialty.

Mitchell & Trussell,

us.

Breeding Cockerels for sale from both

Parlor Stoves

Plumbing

f LYMQUTH ROCKS.

Our stock

SOLDHY It, H. MOOD

j $0.25 per month, boxes and planks serve
for benches, but there is a fine teacher
who works for half pay out of sheer love
CARRIED IN STOCK BY
We are offering some good
for the children. Two months after
A dandy house saw Madam Butterfly,
deliver the dedicatory ad
opening the school had an enrollment of
Though not so good as Coming Thro’ the Rye. Illinois, will
in second-hand Parlor Swan & Sibley Co.,
Miss Annie Eva Fay
It is expected that lion. Payso
dress.
sixty pupils. The unexpected contribu- bargains
Had a bully matinee,
Jackson & Hall,
Smith, State Superintendent of Schools ; tion from Japan came in the nick of Stoves.
And Otis Skinner sold out, pretty nigh.
time to tide the enterprise over initial
Hon. A. W. Gilman, Commissioner of Ag
A Hot Old Time by John and Emma Ray
A. A. Howes & Co.,
and Hon. C. S. Stetson, Maste r difficulties. One result of the teaching
Done all the house could hold, St. Patrick’s riculture;
I_Al.
A_!_
T1
1
_]
11
C
We carry full lines of
OI ine state orange, win an ia*e part 1
uuici
1U1
day,
Horace Chenery.
The show I liked the best
the program. The members of the Leg
eign missionary societies the world over
Was The Gambler of the West.
is to show how the old question, Who is
nomas | islature will be invited to attend the ded
iiiuugn ouinc pticucu me ofiis uy
Shea.
ication and no doubt most of them wil 1 my neighbor, can be answered in the
Then Howard Gould he played The Witching take this opportunity to visit the Stat ? Christian way.
Hour,
i
Individual invitations ar
Grace Merritt done When Knighthood Was in University.
A Religious Author’s Statement.
Ladies' and Gent's Suitings direct
not being sent except to State official *
Flower.
For several years I was afflicted with kidney
That little Buster Brown
from
factory to the consumer.
and representatives of the press. Th
trouble and last winter I was suddenly stricken
Was the kid that caught the town,
with a severe pain in my kidneys and was conSpecial bargains in mill remnant
dedicatory exercises are public, am j fined
Packed the old place to the roof,
to bed eight days unable to get up withskirt patterns. Write for samples.
And Clara Turner knocked ’em with Camille.
out assistance. My urine contained a thick
every citizen of the State is most cor
F. A. PACKARD,
white
sediment and I passed same frequently
We let the house a week or two for fairs,
dially invited to attend.
I commenced taking Foley’s
a
Box B, Camden, Maine.
3m 1
j day and night. and
And local children done The Teddy Bears.
the pain gradually abated
Kidney Remedy,
Abe Leavitt’s burlesque show
and finally ceased and my urine became norRED NOSES
Had to hand out s. r. o.
mal. I cheerfully recommend Foley’s Kidney
But East Lynne packed the house with empty
Remedy. R. H. Moody.
chairs.
| Do you suffer the embarrassment of carrying
around an extremely red nose? or are yoi
He Lived in Hope.
The folks out here are stuck on Louis Mann,
tortured with a red, blotchy or pimply face? i \
The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s CorAnd think he’s most as good as Billy Van.
so you are foolish to stand it long; it is th
wil
ner, it mile from Northport Campground,
What, have you got to go?
James Pease of Hope, Me., has just
simplest and easiest thing to get rid of. N )
be sold at a bargain. Apply to
HIGH STREET, BELFAST.
Oh. yes, it’s late, I know.
matter what might have been the cause, th J won a
who
offered
to
him
should
DUNTON
prize
JOHN RWell, look us up next season if you can.
following harmless and inexpensive treatmen b raise the most potatoes from any acre of
8tf
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine
—Quincy Kilby. will positively remove all traces of your em
of
land
in
the
outside
Aroostook
State
barrassment in from two to four weeks.
county. His acre yielded 436 bushels and
Get this prescription filled at any Drug Store
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing Clearola, one-half ounce,
Ether, one ounce, A1 ! 26 pounds.
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad- cohol, seven ourtCes.
Mix and apply to the parts affected as ofte 1
vance ; and when payment is made it should be
Shake off the grip of your old enemy, Nasa
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
as possible, but morning and night anyway
Catarrh,
by using Ely’s Cream Balm. Then will
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
the Searsport National Bank will be held at
allowing it to remain on as long as possible » all the swelling and sorenes© be driven out of
their
also necessary to say that none of these publi- never less than ten minutes, the longer th
banking rooms in Searsport, on Tuesday,
the tender, inflamed membrances. The fits of
January 12, 1909, at 10 o’clock a. m., for the
better, then you can wipe off the powdery fill 1 sneezing will cease and the discharge, as ofcations are mailed with The Journal or from
of directors for the ensuing year, and
election
on the skin.
fensive to others as to yourself, will be stopped
this office. We have to pay for these publica- deposited
a
for the transaction of such other business as
You can get this put up at any Drug Store.
the causes that produce it are removed.
when
one
in
tions
year
advance, and they are then
For any skin trouble this has no equal.
may legally come before the meeting
Cleanliness, comfort and renewed health by
sent from their respective offices to our subA. H. NICKOLS, Cashier.
the use of Cream Balm. Sold by all druggists
RATES REASONABLE.
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
56
Warren
or mailed by Ely Bros.,
Searsport, December 14. 1908.—3w51
There is no case on record of a cough, cold c r for 50 cents,
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
New
York.
The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00 la grippe developing into pneumonia aft€ r Street,
Any number of instruments furnished.
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25 Foley’s Honey and Tar has been taken, as i
JOHN C. CLEMENT, Manager.
n * For Indigestion.
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.2.10 cures the most obstinate deep seated cough
*
Relieves sour stomach,
The Journal and New Idea Magazine..... 2.10 and colds. Why take anything else. R. h
tel. 4-3. Evening 164-11
tf53
palpitation of the heart. Divests what yon eat
•tops th« cough ud ho*l» lung* Day
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune. 2.50 Moody.
wiv.

Eggs for hatching from thoroughbred

native Christians
the

|

action of the bowels.

FOR

j

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, eon*
tabling about 100 acres of the best land; no
of wood, also se ine timber, good
j rocks, plenty
; pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
• Good
shed and carriage house, also
ell,
house,
| large barn. Cuts 40 tons bay, which will be sold
with farm if wanted. Also all fanning tools.
Located li miles from|postoffice. Inquire of

j

35tf

Lower

Belfast

THOMAS GANNON.
Congress St., Belfast, Me.
7w42

Savings Bank.

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 13,274, issued by this Bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
new books.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Belfast, December 21, 1908. —3w52

Thl REPUBLICAN

JOURNAL

AFFAIRS AT AUGUSTA.

Duplex ^Roller Bushing Co., vs. Herbert
Continued.
Duplex Roller Bushing Co., vs. Walter R.
Soper. Continued for judgment.
Andrew J. Stevens pet., vs. Isabel R. Tripp.
Report of commissioners filed. Defense files

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,

Black.

Judge Amo W. King of Ellsworth, Pre
The Inauguration of Governor Fernald.
siding.
Augusta, January 7. Before a large
concourse of people from all parts of the
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY THE
Wednesday morning, January 6th, was trie< I motion to have default stricken off.
City of Belfast vs. Inhabitants of Waldo] State, who filled the hall of the House of the case of Stevens vs. Stevens, an action 01
account brought against Wilbur Stevens b]
boro. Assigned for second day of April term.
Gc.
Journal
Bert
to
M.
Publishing
Republican
Representatives
overflowing,
Sarah L. Stevens, parties of Knox. The plain*
City of Belfast vs. Inhabitants of WashingFernald of Poland was Thursday inau- tiff claimed that she sold a farm and persona ton. Same.
to defendant January 31, 1906, ant
Swan & Sibley vs. W. H. Richards. Neither
property
Editor and
CHARI.KS A. PILSBURY,
gurated governor of Maine, succeeding again in February she sold more personal prop party.
\ Business Manager
to
That
a
fev
to
$131.69.
Albert
him,
Hon. William T. Cobb of Rockland, who erty
amounting
E. Haskell vs. W. H. Richards. Nei-

BELFAST. THURSDAY, JANUARY 14,1909

days later the defendant paid her on accoun
$72, thus leaving a balance of $59.69 her due
The defence claimed that he had paid th<
amount in full, although he had no receipts t<
legislature assembled for the purpose of show for it. The jury returned a verdict o :
administering the oath to the incoming $66.25 for the plaintiff. Bowden for plaintiff ;

Advertising Terms—For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequen insertion.

governor.
All the time honored ceremonies which
scores of years have surrounded the inGilchrest has been inaugurated Gover- duction into
office of the new execunor of Florida, but it was not Our
George; tive were faithfully observed. Preceded
and Quimbv has been inaugurated Gover- by the veteran messenger of the upper
branch, Chas. H. Lovejoy, the members
nor of New Hampshire, but that is not
of the senate marched through the doors
Our George either; and we are glad of it. of the house and after
being announced
them
We need
both in our business.
by the messenger in the form prescribed
by the statutes, ending with the words
We do not often see the Lewiston ] “make way for the honorable senate,”
down the center aisle and took
Journal, but in looking over a stray copy passed
seats at the left of the speaker’s desk.
the other day we came to the conclusion Next came the
gubernatorial party, led
that the L. J., and the junior senator, by Secretary of State Arthur I. Brown
from Maine are not “Hail, fellow, well and followed by former-Gov. Cobb and
the members of the executive council of
met.
1907-’08, and Gov. Fernald with his new
council, State officials and staff officials
The old saying that “doubtful things
completed the retinue. Mrs. Fernald
are mighty onsartin” was again verified
took a seat on the floor of the house near
at Augusta last week. Tuesday morning the speaker’s desk. She carried a beautiful bunch of violets, the gift of Mrs.
it was generally assumed that Hon. L.
Cobb.
C. Morse of Liberty would win his conAfter the oath of office had been adfor the State

test

assessorship,

ministered to the new governor by president Luere B. Deasey of the senate and
Gov. Fernald had added his signature to
the long list of chief executives of the
Pine Tree State, Secretary of State

and that

Gardner of Patten would
represent his district in the executive
H.

Ho.i.

...nmrnl.

L.

li.it knit

The heads of

Brown arose and officially declared that
Bert M. Fernald of Poland had been

departments presented

duly

Governor Cobb on his retirement from
the office he had so ably filled for the
past four years a handsome service of
silver; and he has in addition the golden

and sometimes
his

GOVERNOR COBB AND HIS COUNCIL.

marked the closing
hour of the present executive council
6th.
Councilor
W. Scott LibJanuary
bey, Lewiston, upon retiring presented
all the members with a costly edition of
the Poet Longfellow, and the Councilors
as a whole gave to Councilor Thurston
S. Burns, Westbrook, a silver mounted
ebony gavel who completed January 6th
14 years of consecutive service in the
State government, 6 in the House, 4 in
the Senate and 4 in the Council. C. D.
Newall, Richmond, made the presentation. Gov. Cobb was presented with a
solid silver service of ten pieces by the
heads of departments, the presentation
speech being made by Judge Warren C.
Philbrook of Waterville. At night Gov.
Cobb was given a dinner at the Augusta
House by the retiring members of his
5taff, who presented him with a piece of
oronze in
the form of a charging ele-

own

demagogue

a

to

personal ends succeeds in

creating

ill feeling against every man
who pays his just debts, and possesses a
clean shirt and a dollar.

reported from Augusta that the
Knox, in this
county, tor the September election were
found defective, as of the 151 votes cast
for Governor, Gardner the Democratic
It is

returns from the town of

candidate

was credited with
80, and no
return was made for the remaining 71.
The Journal’s report shows that these 71

votes

they

but

phant.

THE LEGISLATURE.

The House January 6th occupied the
.ntire morning in electing minor officers
md in adopting the customary orders
■elative to organization.
Prior to the
irganization for the session, the customtry drawing of seats for the House took
since. Two matters of business were introduced in the Senate by Senator Staples
if Knox, one of the Democratic mem;>ers.
They were an act to repeal the
so-called Sturgis law which created the
iquor law enforcement commission and a
resolve for the resubmission of the prolibitory liquor law to the people. In the
Senate Thursday the votes for Senators

Bert M. Fernald,
could not be included in the

were

cast for

official count.
The Journal has reason to deeply feel
and sincerely mourn the death of Hon.
Five Atwood of

Winterport.

During

of his long and honorable business

all

career

it

Maine he h-s been in touch with this
paper, and a close personal friend of the

two editors who have controlled its destbsies for the past 52 years. In the same
issue which made brief mention of his

(hath

there

appeared

these words:

column
wood of

Winterport
practical articles

ber of

mu

the

has written
on

the

a

ol

num-

develop-

otir

■*

l-f

IS I
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IGtehie and son wore recent
Mrs. (’. B. Hoit.The
Iiig!: M-hool began the spring term last week
taught by Miss Gertrude Perkins of BucksEdward Cox has returned from a visit
p'-rt
v. i;h friends in Bangor... .Eben
Young of Banwf Dr.

announced,

and

a

the committee assignments of the Waldo delegation: Senator C-olcord, railroads and expresses;
mercantile affairs and insurance (chairman;)
towns; claims. Representative
Morse of Belfast, legal affairs and insane hospitals.
Representative Miller
:>f Lincoln ville,
commerce;
pensions.
Representative Nickerson of Swanville,

TV

o

were

THE COMMITTEES.

Following

•

g

for Governor

committee was appointed on the part of
[he Senate to inform Hon. Bert M. Ferlald of his election.
The House also
ippointed a committee, which included
Representative Morse of Belfast, and
ifter the usual routine a joint convention
>vas held as above reported.
The committees were announced and the legislature adjourned to January 13th at 10
4. M.

editorial
“Hon. Fred At-

in

State and section and has
made many valuable suggestions
along
this iine.
That hut briefly indicates
the good service he has done in behalf of
h:e town, his county and his State, and
ment

of Maine.

Pleasing incidents

The abuse given John D. Rockefeller,
because he is rich, is not confined to
Rockefeller. The same thing is ommon
in every town in the country.
In a little
town, a man worth $20,000 is abused
because he is rich.—Atchison Globe.

Yes.

governor

page.

Cobb’s administration will stand sec-

ond to none.

serve

inaugurated

God save
closing with the invocation,
the State of Maine.
the
Gov.
FerFollowing
proclamation
nald read his inaugural address, which
consumed about an hour. The address
ivas
delivered in a clear and distinct
voice which penetrated the entire room.
The address is printed in full on another

opinions of every one in Maine whose
opinion is worth having. When the political history of Maine is written Governor

and

are

military affairs; library. Representative
Drake of Frankfort, ways and bridges.
Representative Cook of Unity, State
g* r is visiting friends in town. Arbutus
school for boys; library.
Senator Walker
Chapter, O. E. 8.. will install its officers on vf Castine is on State prison (chairman);
Monday evening, January 18th... C. H. Wel- education; library; military affairs; shore
Representative Duncan of
lington is confined to the house with measles. isheries.
Rockland is on shore fisheries.
RepreIrving Moody has returned to Bangor, sentative Jones of
Bucksport is on railwhere he is a student at the Shaw Business
roads and expresses. Assignments for
College-Mrs. Zadoc Shibles of Morrill is a : standing committees of the House are as
of her sister, Mrs. Kate Neal. ...Mrs. E.
Norton is spending several weeks visiting

ollows: Miller of Lincolnville and Dunan of Rockland on leave of absence;
lones of Bucksport on elections; Nicker
! :on of Swanville on
county estimates.

guest
G.
in

1

and vicinity... Mr. Macy Cox of
village died Thursday morning, January
7th. after a lingering illness of consumption,
Boston

this

THE

aged 23 years. The funeral services were held
at the home of his father on January 9th, at 10
a. m.
Rev. E. R. Dinslow, pastor of the village
church, read the Scriptures and offered prayer,
and the hymns, “Sun of my soul, thou Savior
dear,” and “There is a blessed home” were
sung by I. P. Griffies. The interment was in
the Cox lot in Searsmont cemetery... There
was no service at the church last
Sunday owing to the storm. Prayer meeting will be held
as usual Friday evening.

A

:

j

Coupon Advertisement of
Department Store.

See

the Bel-

!

rJAMES

Offer to
Offer ac-

Chesley

B. Ingraham libt., vs. Nettie W. Ingraham. Affidavit in support of motion for
continuance filed.
ContinI Walter S. Douglass vs. R. L. Dyer.
ued for judgment.
Francetto Connor col., vs. A. W. Fletcher.
Neither party.
Maude L. Robbins libt., vs. Arthur E. Robbins. Dismissed without judgment,
Rachael M. Pendleton vs. Northern Maine
Seaport Ry. Co. Neither party.
Rachel Pendleton vs. County Commissioners of Waldo county.
Dismissed by agree-

j

j Muslin Underwear

ment.

of Guiseppe Tassone, an Italian of
Frankfort, who wished to become naturalized,
had to be continued to next term, as he had no
witnesses present who had known him for five
case

•

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

1

j

this city, in September, 1907.
The
plaintiff claims the full indemnity, while the
company, under a clause in its policy, stipulating that one-fifth indemnity shall be paid if
the policyholder shall be proven intoxicated at
the time of the injury, tendered that amount,
$14, to the plaintiff, which he returned. His
claim is that he was not intoxicated at the
time of the injury, but that immediately after
the accident stimulants were brought to him,
while he was suffering great pain, which he
drank.
Many witnesses were called, including
several physicians. The case was non-suited.
The equity case entered as C. H. Merrill and
Charles E. Libby versus Charles A. Milliken
and Sarah G. Bassett, administratrix, involving
the sale of street railway property was taken
up Friday- This case has been in court since
1906, and there is an imposing array of counsel. The plaintiffs are represented by Hon,
Charles F. Johnson of Waterville, Judge Reuel
Rogers of Belfast and Hon. Enoch Foster ol
Portland, and the defendants by Heath & Andrews of Augusta and Hon. William P. Thompson of Bangor.
Saturday there was a hearing
before Judge King on a motion by plaintiff?
for leave to strike out the pleadings at law anc
plead in equity. Judge King took the mattei
under advisement.
The amount originally
involved in this case was $325,000.
The grand jury, which had been in sessior
since January 5th reported about noon Saturday, having found 13 indictments, as follows:
George E. Benson of Belfast, assault wit!
intent to kill.
Miss Vina Tourtellotte, Old Town, arson.
Lester Sanborn, single sale, three counts.
Lester Sanborn, common seller.
Joseph M. Larrabee, common nuisance.
Charles A. Monaghan, common nuisance.
Andy L. Knowlton, single sale.
Charles E. Marden, Liberty, common nuisance.

Homer Carter, Belfast, proprietor of the
Commercial House, common seller and twe
single sales.
No indictment was found against Elder

Rowell,

the young

who

man

was committed tc
on the charge ol
store in Liberty, by

jail three months ago, held

breaking

Trial

and

entering

a

Justice J. O. Johnson.

Rowell

was

dis-

charged.
George E. Benson was arraigned late Saturday afternoon charged with assault with attempt to kill Miss Stella Moore and pleaded
not guilty. He was held for trial.
The following new cases have been

respondent did not seem willing to discuss
C. O. Dickey, superintendent of the Camp
! Ground, said that last summer Mrs. T. asked
him to arrest Dr. “Tommy” Gray, who she
but
it.

said had insulted
on her she would

aken up by a committee of the legislaure.
The general sentiment in tempermce circles there is to ask for a still
law. Hon. H. H. Sturgis, the
! itronger
'ather of the Sturms system, will go to
to
kugusta
speak if necessary.

\

And Continues
We

going to Old Town to identify the respondent and to securing the suit case. Miss T.

superior

to any

than

more

a

j

consented to come to Belfast without a warrant; said she was in the cottage on the day of
the tire, had used a lamp to curl her hair and
threw the match on the floor, and if this
caused the tire it was an accident. City Marshal O. B. Fernandez of Old Town, Patrolman
George McNaughton of Old Town and Deputy
Sheriff C. E. Rackliffe told of the espionage
which had been kept on Miss T. at the request of C. 0. Dickey and corroborated the
evidence already given by Mr. Dickey. Althea
Mahoney of East Northport testified as to discovering the fire and giving the alarm.
Two witnesses for the defence, who could j
not be present Wednesday, were permitted to
testify out of their order. Mrs. Marion A.
Follett of Stockton said she had known the
defendant for 19 years. Miss Tourtelotte had
stopped at her house the night before the fire
and gone to Belfast next day. She returned
that night and remained until 1 o’clock Friday
afternoon. She appeared to be in her usual
condition, except that she was worried about
Mr. Gray, whose whereabouts she did not
know. Witness said Miss Tourtelotte had
come to her house on the day before the fire,
from Boston.
J. F. Fames, driver of the Belfast and Stockton stage, remembered respondent as a passenger on the day of the fire, going to Belfast
in the morning and returning to Stockton in
the afternoon of the day of the fire.
Adjourned to Wednesday morning.
Attorney General Philbrick is assisting the
county attorney in the conduct of the case.
When the trial was resumed yesterday morning Miss Tourtelotte took the stand and proved
an excellent witness in her own behalf.
She
told of her long acquaintance with and regard
for Mr. Gray and said it was anxiety as to his 1
whereabouts that took her to the cottage in
Northport, as she hoped to find there some
clue to his address. She took the clock in remembrance of him and in placing it in the
suit case took the clothing to wrap around it

!

|
|

i
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“entered

for this term:

Health is Worth

People

l
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even

*

shall offer are
have been able to secure for

we

we

Money=Saving Opportunity
Every Purchaser of

[
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f
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Mail and
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Exchanges

AGENTS

Telephone orders
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receive prompt and careful

made

or

refunded if goods

fully

PATTERNS.

attention.

|

B'.Kk

odd

meet your expo,

JAMES H. HOWES

i

and Some Belfast
Know How to Save It.

from

injury.

the suit case and
use, but meant to return
him. She
contents to Mr. Gray when she met
of
setting the tire and
protested her innocence
used in
match
the
from
started
if
it
;aid that
As to the
ighting a lamp it was accidental.
Mr.
and
herself
between
relations existing
her on an
[;ray she said he had accompanied
entire
excursion to Castine with others. The
morning was occupied by the direct testimony
and cross examination of Miss Tourtelotte.
At the afternoon session several witnesses
for the defence including the
>wn

were

You

called

in Milo to whom Miss Tourtilotte had
Both sides then rested and
>ent the suit case.
J.
when The Journal went to press Forrest

council
Martin, Esq., Miss Tourtilotte’s
addressing the jury in her behalf.

,

was

The following divorces have been decreed:
Hattie M. Braley, libelant, versus Albion C.
For desertion for
Braley, both of Belfast.
three consecutive years, ('are and custody of
minor children given to the mother.
Susan E. McLaughlin of Troy versus George
McLaughlin, residence unknown; desertion.
Maude 1,. Robbins, libelant, versus Arthur E.
Robbins; desertion for three consecutive years;
custody of minor child given to mother.

I

;

Parry

Sunday January LUtn, KevHer remains
officiating.

placed in the tomb in Pleasant Hill cemetery_Prior to the sermon last Sunday morning the Rev. J. Burford Parry took occasion to
thank his parishioners of Freedom for the
gifts and best wishes extended to Mrs. Parry
In addition to
and himself the previous week.
individual gifts from friends and the Ladies’
Circle, the ladies of the parish presented to
Mrs. Parry the sum of $30 for “the personal
adornment of one they loved.” “Nought has
touched our hearts more deeply than the

for

preciation

of Him

we serve.

It

presses itself upon our hearts as
that every family is represented

no

o ther.

especially
we recognize
in the gifts.
im-

We thank you from the bottom of our hearts.’
The pastor is now in his second year of service
Defies Boss

Pattangall.

your

in

savings

a

bank

%.

National Bank of

UNITED STATES DEPOSIT

II

This Bank is under the
Supervi
United States Government.
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(BELFAST’S

Underwear Sale

j
I
!

j
!

!
I

is now going on at the
Fashion. Muslin Underwear at prices that are
more than low.

\
X

X

t

*
THE STORE FOR MONEY SAVERS
IIIOII STKEET, I1KI.FAST.

I
}

*

FOR SALE
30 Shares of the Masonic

Apply

j

Temple’Stock.
to

O. E.

:

CONCERT

1

»

*

THE THIRD

Z

i

♦

1

*

!

♦
*
e

Band Com*

X

GREATEST

affection shown towards us,” remarked Mr.
Parry. “We have endeavored to do our duty
without fear or favor, seeking only the ap- j

desired results.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents

FROST,

Chairman Board of Assessors of the Belfast

Baptist Church.

BELFAS
Will Be

:

THE OPEf

I Thursday,
The Rand will be

MARK S.

CROCKET'

The well-known Cot

POLYMNIAN

QUARTET?!

Mrs. E. P. FROST, 1st >
Mrs. C. W. WESO I
Miss EMMA SK U

Mrs. E. S !
By the introduction of a bill to repeal the
Sturgis act, Senator Staples of Knox seems to
This
quartette made
give notice that he intends to take no orders
from Waterville for the Democrats to keep A black and white female hound, seven at the Concert of Nationhands off in that matter and leave it entirely |
ad by many to be the I
Return to
to the Republicans. He appears to consider it months old.
the duty of Democrats to live up to their platever heard in this city
H. H. SAVORY, Searsport.
form, which demands repeal.—Portland Press.
the State.
January 12, 1909.—3w2

LOST

to-day.

j

Dress Goods

<

commences

given

and 10%

Trimmings
for the next 30 days.
Terms, Ca$h.

Burford

home

your family and
not only to save
money

jiS The City

from

were

failed to find the

the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take

her

to

amount, and pay 4

New Hampshire
visited her sister. Mrs. Lida Hussey, last week.
_Mrs. Inez Bellows and son Charles were in
Waterville January 5th. Her son has entered
the school at Good Will Farm.The
Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs. Katrina Bryant

in

it

Savings Ml

guarantees absolute safety.
We welcome accounts

{

FREEDOM
Ora Thurston

owe

self,
place

j

DIVORCE CASES.

Mrs.

Your

[Keep

woman

J.

Me., says: “I can strongly recommend Doan’s
Kidney Pills. I have already told what this
remedy did for a member of my family in a
testimonial published in 1904. 1 still think just
as highly of Doan’s Kidney Pills as I did at that
time and keep a supply of them in the house alj
the time.
Different members of my family
have used Doan’s Kidney Pills occasionally
when in need of such a remedy and have never

M

She did not take
protect
for her
he articles intending to keep them
it

held

mendation.
W. J. Clifford, 9 Northport avenue, Belfast,

i:mj

8—————— ———————
;o

chosen for the year 1909: President, Mrs. A.
E. Linscott; Vice President, Mrs. Annie Libby;
Treasurer, Mrs. Edith Worth; Secretary and
Collector, Miss Effie M. Flye-Mr. George
Worth recently bought six cows of Dr. A. M
Small_The A. A. A. club met with Mrs. Edmund Murch Friday evening January 8th.
They read the life of Paul Lawrence Dunbar, after which ice cream and cake were
served_Mrs. Clifton Sleeper passed away
Friday morning January 8th. The funeral was

Saving,

Many Belfast people take their lives in their
hands by neglecting the kidneys when they
know these organs need help. Sick kidneys are
responsible for a vast amount of suffering and
ill health, but there is no need to suffer nor to
remain in danger when all disease and aches
and pains due to weak kidneys can be quickly
and permanently cured by the use of Doan’s
Kidney Pills. Here is a Belfast citizen’s recom-

A discount of 20% will be

j

a

eclipse

year.

Thursday afternoon January 7th. It was the
annual meeting and the following officers were

Our Semi-Annual Discount Sale
and Dress

is

This

|
*

1900 Sale

our

and to

by leave.”

True G. Trundy vs. W. S. Edminster. Harriman.
True G. Trundy vs. W. S. Edminster and
Geo. A. Edminster. Harriman.
George A. Mathews vs. Howard A. Ray,
Harriman.
Walter'S. Pond vs. Herbert Hannon and
Elisha G. Norton. Jones.
Sarah A. Spencer vs. Robert F. Dunton and
William P. Thompson.
Rogers; Dunton &
Morse.
J. L. Hammett Co. vs. J. H. Wardwell
Ritchie.
A. A. Howes & Co. vs. J. H. Wardwell.
Ritchie.
The following cases have been disposed of

to announce that

pleased

are

During the Entire Month

of riuslin Underwear will
effort. The values which

^

her, and that if he laid hands
shoot him. Mr. Dickey testi-

WILL FIGHT FOR STURGIS LAW.

j

Saturday, January

j

Arthur P. Libby et al vs. Portsmouth, Kittery & York St. Ry.
Assigned to first day of
April term ’09.
Lois Freeman vs. Aaron Ripley.
Non suit
by agreement.
Emma F. Lewis vs. Ida M. Emerson.
irclnance with rank ot colonel.
ConJohn J. Dooley of Portland, assistant tinued for iudsTnent.
Edwin
P.
Treat vs. Warren A. Murray.
hief of ordnance with rank of major.
Roland E. Clark of Houlton, military Neither party.
Frank L. Marston vs. J. H. Montgomery and
ecretary with rank of major.
F. O. Clark. Neither party.
Joseph A. Smith of Portland, aide de ^ William Hart vs. Geo. Barnes. Continued
( amp with rank of lieutenant colonel.
for judgment.
Louis B. Goodall of Sanford, aide de
Charles F. Thompson and Benj. H. Mudgett
vs. Sydney T. Sprague.
Neither party.
rank
of
with
lieutenant
colonel.
amp
Hannibal H. Grant vs. Atwood T. Harding.
Charles A. Judkins of Kineo, aide de
Defaulted.
( amp with rank of lieutenant colonel.
j Jas. Libby Jr., vs. A. W.'JHarding. DefaultMatthew S. Goodrich of Waterville, j ed.
ide de camp with rank of lieutenant 1
Lewis Thompson vs. Atwood T. Harding.
( olonel.
Defaulted.
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., vs. H.* W. Baker.
AS- PAGES TOGATHER.
Neither party.
Albert E. Fletcher pet. vs. Mabel E. Staples.
There was a very pleasant reunion at the
c
itate House Tuesday afternoon, January Neither party.
££ when
Representatives Kelley of Boothl ay and Morse of Belf ast met and shook
\ ands. At the session of 1891 these two
oung men were pages for the house. At
| hat time both of them decided that some
ay they would come back as members,
* nd this winter, 18 years later,
they are
1 laking their determination good.

The temperance people expect to be
1 orced to fight hard to keep the Sturgis
] aw and will be represented at Augusta
] ly some of their ablest leaders. Mrs. L.
] J. N. Stevens will represent the W. C.
P. U. and Rev A. S. Bisbee will repreent in part the anti-saloon league and the
« lood Templars.
There will be a large
lelegation from Portland when the quesion of a change in the Sturgis law is

-**BEGINS«r

years.

|

Lester Sanborn and Joseph M. Larrabee, both
of Jackson, against whom four indictments
were found bv the irrand iurv. were arraigned
in court
Monday morning and pleaded not ;
guilty. Jackson was found guilty on the com- j
mon seller charge and was fined $100 and costs
with 30 days additional in jail.
He retracted
his plea of not guilty in the single sale cases
and was sentenced to pay $50 and costs and to
serve
30daysfin jail on each, the sentences in the
latter cases to begin at the expiration of the
first sentence.
The case of Joseph M. Larrabee of Jackson,
hpfnrp hpr ripatli and if. was known she was il
indicted for common nuisance, was started
at
12.30 and continued at the afternoon session.
in bed two weeks, unconscious the greatei
part of the time, investigation was commencec Larrabee was found guilty and filed a motion
He was allowed to go on his
and it was found that some other person ac- for a new trial.
knowledged the deed, claiming she was Marj former bail, pending the decision.
The trial of Vina Tourtelotte of Old Town
E. Shute. The defendant, upon advice of his
This is
counsel, allowed the case to be defaulted for arson opened Tuesday morning.
the well known case involving the burning of a
Dunton & Morse were attorneys for the plain
tiffs and Eben Littlefield for the defendant number of cottages on Northport campground.
The case of Stephen S. L. Shute administatoi The accused came into court accompanied by
her counsel, Forrest J.Martin, Esq., and pleaded
vs. Hartford Shute and Belfast Savings Bank
A jury was drawn and only one
trustee, was taken up Friday morning. This not guilty.
was challenged Alton E. Andrews, the Lincolnis a suit to determine the ownership of certair
ville
stage driver. The jurors are: Geo. H.
moneys in the Belfast Savings Bank and Searsport Savings Bank, left by Mary E. Shute j Erskine, foreman; Alfred Reynolds, J. B. Lane,
deceased. Certain orders on these two banks ! F. L. Philbrick, Eli Moulton, John W. Prescott,
appeared, purporting to be signed by Mary E { Edgar P. Ellis, Herbert C. Hadley, Thos. O. ,
Shute, but which were suspected to be forged j Shields, Percy Turner, W. A. Nelson and
Quite a number of witnesses were heard, in- Cyrus Ryder.
cluding experts in handwriting. William H | County Attorney Buzzell opened the case
Quimby, formerly treasurer of the Belfasl with a presentation of facts concerning the
Savings Bank, Wilmer J. Dorman, the pres- fire and the movements of the accused at the
time. A map of the Camp Ground showing
ent treasurer of the bank, and William K
Neal of Portland qualified as handwriting ex- the location of the cottages burned and other !
perts, and all gave their opinion that the or- J buildings was placed where it could be seen by
the jury.
ders were not signed by Mary E. Shute. Mrs
C. H. Gray of Old Town, owner |
Tryphosa E. Erskine of Sandypoint and Ralph ! of the cottage in which the fire originated, was j
the first witness and testified as to his owner- j
B. Herrick, manager of the New England
I
Telephone & Telegraph Company in this city ! ship, etc. Did not know personally of any
trouble between respondent and any member
were also examined.
The testimony was al'
of his family.
in at 12 o’clock and the court permitted counTestified as to knowing res- ;
sel to rest until afternoon before putting ir pondent as a tenant. Milton B. Hills of Norththe arguments. The case was sent to the port testified that he was present when Miss
jury about 3.30. Verdict for plaintiff foi | Lillian Gray, daughter of C. H. Gray, locked
$1068.48. Dunton & Morse for plaintiffs; Eber j the cottage September 18th, and to locking the
F. Littlefield for defendant.
| back door. Could not say as to the others. H.
The case of John B. Nealley of Northporl j S. Hills testified to seeing Miss Tourtelotte
versus the Great Eastern Indemnity & Casj g°ing towards the Camp Ground about noon on
ualty Company of New York, an action of con- the day of the fire carrying only a jacket on
tract. was called late Friday afternoon and ocJ her arm and returning with a suit case. Mrs. j
cupied the greater part of the day Saturday. Hills and I. 8. Hill corroborated this evidence.
The plaintiff put in a claim for injuries receiv- ; Mrs. I. S. Hills drove Mrs. T. to Belfast, and
ed in the lunch room of the Commonwealth noticed the fire after going about two miles,
hotel in

*

j

■
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JANUARY SALE

a

cepted.

Ritchie for defendant.
In the afternoon the case of Thomas C
Nickei son vs. Elnatha W. Robbins was on tria [
before a drawn jury. There are two case
between these parties, which are actions fo:
trespass on the part of defendant in crossinj :
plaintiff’s land. The defendant claimed ii
justification, first, that he was entitled to
way of necessity over the plaintiff’s land, a
appurtenant to his lot; and, second, that th<
city of Belfast had laid out a private way fo
him over the plaintiff’s land. It developed ii
the progress of the trial that the facts wer<
not in dispute, and the case was withdrawi
from the jury to be placed, later in the term
before the presiding justice or reported to tin
law court.
Dunton & Morse for plaintiff ;
Ritchie for defendant.
The case of Stephen S. L. Shute, Melinda E
Willis, Fred A. Shute, Ralph D. Shute, Edwart
Shute, Mildred Shute, Daniel Shute and Irene
Shute, versus Hartford Shute, continued fron
last term, was settled by default for plaintiffs
In this case the Shute heirs were contesting
for the real estate in East Belfast of Mary E
Shute, who died the 24th day of last March
The farm, containing about 125 acres, was ir
her name. Soon after she died a deed, purporting to be signed by her, was recorded ir
the Waldo registry of deeds, conveying the
real estate to her brother, Hartford Shute. As
the deed was not acknowledged until four days

J

Ml-O-NA is responsible for tens of thousands ;
of cures. In fact, it is such a positive cure for
indigestion and all stomach troubles that it is
guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co. to cure or
money back. The price of a large box of Mio-na tablets is 50 cents, and they are sure to !
promptly relieve the worst case of indigestion !
or gastritis.
Try them.

ast

'ollows:

\

juices.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

as

Augustus B. Farnham of Bangor, adutant general, chief of staff, quarternaster general and paymaster general
vith rank of major general.
George M. Kavanaugh of Lewiston,
< :ommissary general with rank of colonel.
James B. O’Neill of Portland, surgeon
j general, with rank of colonel.
Albert J. Stearns of Norway, Judge
J alvocate general with rank of colonel.
Elliott C. Dill of Portland, chief of

If you have indigestion, your food ferments
in the stomach and bowels. It does more; it
decays, and the nutritious matter which should
go to make new blood decays with it, and this
leads to an impoverished condition of the blood,
to nervousness, biliousness, constipation, sick
headache, bad breath which disgusts your
friends, and other disagreeable and unpleasant
conditions.
And all this trouble is caused by the food
that doesn’t digest, but ferments and ofttimes
rots in the stomach.
And fermentation is caused by the stomach
not being strong enough and energetic enough
to thoroughly mix the food with the digestive

CURES CATARRH, ASTHMA,
Bronchitis, Croup, Coughs and Colds, or
jr.cncy Lack. Sold and guaranteed by

GOVERNOR’S STAFF.

The staff of Governor Fernald is

POSITIVE CURE
FOR INDIGESTION.

ther party.
Nahum S. Piper vs. Benj. Kelley.
be defaulted for the sum of $10 filed.

had been the State’s chief executive for
four years. It was 11 o’clock when the
joint convention of both branches of the

Subscription Terms—In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

HOWE^l

H.

on

on

all other

goods

J. W. FERGUSON & CO.

>

l
k
;

|

EMERY F. WHITE
Will receive pupils in vocal culture during January and February. Apply afternoons and evenings at No. 4 Bay View
Street. Pupil of Albion Reed, Boston,
4 years, Clarence Hay, Boston, 3 years,
and of Francis Fisher Powers, New York
tf2
City, 2 years.

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK. BELFAST

Dance music will be

in

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
THE ADMISSION, 35
the City National Bank for the choice of diIncludes
concert and
rectors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them, will be
held at their hanking rooms on Tuesday, JanuOF
CARD
ary 26, 1909, at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT. Cashier,
We wish to express our
kind friends for assists'
Belfast, December 26, 1908.—4w53
our
recent bereavement
thanks for the many beau
Mr. and Mrs. Ch'
Mr. E. R. Thom a.'
for children; oafo, sure. JVo opiate*

^

TttANtf

FOLEYSHONBYHCAR

■'

Acknowledgments.
We are indebted to
old and good friend Howard Owen of
Augusta for his biographical Sketches of the
members of the Senate and House of Representatives of Maine for 1909, and note that this
is volume 24.Hon. C. C. Roberts has sent us
a copy of the Chicago Record-Herald of January 8th containing an obituary of Charles F.
Kimball, a prominent Chicagoan, and a carriage
manufacturer known throughout the United
States. He was born in Portland, Me., July 31,
1854, the son of Charles P. and Mary King
Kimball of that city.With the compliments
of Mrs. Ellen M. Castle we have received a
copy of the annual mid-winter edition of the
Los Angeles (Calif.) Times.
It consists of innumerable pages and has many illustrations.
From J. F. Wilson we have received the
semi-centennial souvenir edition of the Denver
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson are
(Colo.) Times.
spending the winter with their son Jesse F.
Wilson, in Fort Collins, Colo.

of BELFAST.

0 NEWS
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It is
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proposed

teaming in the Belfast
k ending January 12ih*
frame

Mrs.

of the
a collection of $12
fund on the Sunday
:
,.l forwarded it the next
fulof Father Hamakers

,'iuary

21st.

time of

House

The

,-asion by its former
well known cor»‘s' quartet, which is a
The band will furnadmission, 35 cents,

dunce.
List
V.

week two handS. mint in San

bearing
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.i,

the date of

of a silver
and shield and the
merica, 1908, on one
allegorical figure and
Filipines. The coins
the size

in

25th.
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Call

and

see

the

I

many

offering.City farm for
address, N. S. Piper, Swan

Call on or
Lake avenue, Belfast.Mr. and Mrs. Charles
A. Ludwick and Mr. E. R. Thomas publish a
card of thanks.The semi-annual discount
sale of J. W. Ferguson & Co. begins today and
will continue 30 days.
A discount of 20 per
cent will be given on dress goods and dress
trimmings and 10 per cent discount on all other
goods.O. E. Frost offers for sale 30 shares
of the Masonic Temple stock.
H. H. Savory,
Searsport, has lost a black and white female
hound, seven months old.The underwear
sale is now going on at The Fashion at prices
that are more than low.

j
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You Have Always Bo#}
“*

i

Sample Embroidery Goods,

AT EXACTLY ONE-THIRD LESS THAN REGULAR PRICES:

Consisting of Pillow Tops, Center Pieces, Doilies, Tray Cloths, Bureau Scarfs, Aprons, Bibs,
Corset Covers, and all other goods found m a big line of samples of
Embroidery. We picked
up this bargain by closing out the sample line of Charles E. Adams & Co., Boston, the agents
for the famous firm of Belding Bros. Read their letter :

Embroidery Novelties for 49c.

75c.

“

“

25c.

“

Miss Louise Dennett and Mrs. Clarence E.
Read, vocal solos by Miss Marian Wells and
Mr. John Parker, a violin solo by Miss Hazel
Doak, a duet by Mrs. C. W. Wescott and Mrs.
E. S. Pitcher, and selections by the newlyformed ladies' quartet, Mrs. E. P. Frost, Mrs.
C. W. Wescott, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Miss
Emma Skay. The stage looked most attractive
in its decoration of fir trees, and the appropriate combination of American and Italian
flags. The committee in charge, aided by
many other most helpful workers, spared no
pains in making the benefit the complete
success it was socially, and the financial result, which exceeded all expectations, is a matter in which every citizen may feel a just
pride, as it represents Belfast's contribution to
the relief fund.

1.00

17c.

Embroidery Novelties
“

50c.

for 66c.

««

"

33c

Some are slightly soiled, but the lot as a whole are in good
condition, and it is offered
you at prices that enable you to buy cheaper than ever before.

Put this Question Squarely Up to Yourself—Can You Afford to Miss this
Big

This January Sale of Winter Coats

are

specialized

in

New Elastic Belts in
Black, Blue,
Brown, Green and Red, with an endless
variety Gold, Silver and Black Buckles,
and our entire stock of 50c.
quality Silk
Belts in all colors and styles of buckles
and all regular sizes, offered
during this
January sale at only
25c. ©aCh.

price.

REDUCED TO $ 3.50

COATS

$ 6.00
7.00

“

9 00

“

“

“

6.50

10.00

“

“

“

7.50

12.00

“

“

“

8.50

16.00

“

“

“

12.50

“

dozen Children’s Black Ribbed Hose
purchased direct from the mill at exactly
half price—subject to very slight imper100

fections—wearing qualities not hurt, in the
least—all sizes. A splendid opportunity to
stock up the children.

8.50

Cloaks, mostly $5.00 values,
duced
$1.50 each.

re=

Special

to

Phenomenal Purchase

|

15 Cent Hose 7 l-2c.
“
25
12 l-2c.

Limited lot of Children’s

Onr

j

Children’s Hose.

4.50

12.00 CLOTH RAINCOATS REDUCED

Sale?

144

And those who have not already utilized the money-saving advantages
offered here can do their buying now and derive the same special concessions
on the following listed lines as well as a dozen others that for one reason or
another

Bargain

50c. Elastic Balts 25c.

Offers Many Exceptional Values.

250 IhmstitcliliHl Tray Cloths, 25c,
value, si/e 17x30 inches. 15c. each.

nf Mnclin t

and Combination Suits

ers

The best laxative is
us.
Do as he says.

FROM A LEADING NEW NEW YORK MANUFACTURER CAUSES UNPARALLELED ENTHUSIASM.

j

On Account of bad

CHANCE TO PURCHASE A SUPPLY OF FINE UNDER-MUSLINS
AT EXACTLY ONE-FOURTH OFF REGULAR PRICES.

19c
50c Corset Covers, .37 l-2c
19c
50e Drawers.
37 l-2c
$1.00 Combinations 75c
93c.
$j.25 Combinations,
ROBES AND CHEMISE AT SPECIAL REDUCTION.

25c Corset Covers,
25c Drawers,

§

^HLf

__i:_■
uaic

For this January Clearance.
29c
SILK, 27 inches wide.
SHANTUNG SILK, 27 in. wide-42c
49c
RAJAH SILK, 27 in. wideCOLORKO TAFFKTA SILKS.69c
TIOGA

•

Two pieces, extra heavy table damask;
seventy-two inches wide; desirable patterns; worth $1.50 per yard; reduced to

97c
$3.00 Napkins reduced to $2.25
A

•t/0

4%

“

“

3.75
4.50

"

2.98
3.50

“

"

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK
ORGANIZED

1868.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President,

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

....

....

$1,527,659.28
100,000.00
153,734.18

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,

$867.75

Dividend No. 81, Dec. 1, 1908, at the rate of

paid

to

depositors

to

date,

^%>

This Bank
of

4 °Io

paid

$1,324,888.89

dividend on Dec. 1, at the rate
confidently expect to maintain this rate in

its 81st semi-annual

per annum, and we

the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of tms Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

Deposits received and placed

on

Flannel Night
Robes and Short Skirts

Outing

75c Nii-lit Kobcn.5ftc
98c
1 25 "
25c Short Skirts. 19c
"
39c
50c

1000 yards good quality outings—light
fancy colors—special for this January sale,

!

SPECIAL LINEN FINISH PILLOW
“

interest the first of each

month.

Today'we shall place on sale a limited lot of
Apron Check Ginghams—blues and browns
—as long as they last only

4 3-4c.
Unbleached

are

exempt from taxation.

yard.

Sheeting

yards good quality40 inch unbleached
cotton cloth priced special forjthis sale,
1500

6 3-4c

yard

in India Linons
10c

Regular 12$c value for..
13c
«

.....

25c

*•

30c
50c

19c
25c
••

“

CASES, 42x36

“

35c

v^ases

EXTRA QUALITY SEAMLESS
“

“

111-2C.

“

45c.
49c.

SHEETS, 72x90 INCHES,

67c.

81x90

73c.

“

“

FURS REDUCED
#5 00 Chinch i let te.
5 OO

Coney Far.

0 50

8 OO

Grey Squirrel Throw.

5 98

Grey Fox Fur.
10 00 Brown Coney Fur.

7 50
7 50

10 OO Black Hare.

7 50

...

In black and all desirable colmarked down to

3 98

8 50 Isabella Fox Fur.

10 00

ors

3.98 each
100 Silk Down Pillows
Marked Down for this

13 50 B'ue Wolf Fur. 10 OO
15 00 B!uck Bear Fur..10 Oo
25 OO Black Fox Fur. 16 50
5 00 Blue Opossum Muff....
3 98
5 00 Chincliilette Muff.. 3 98
..

«

$5 Silk Petticoats
3 98

January Sale.

...

5 00 Black 11 are Muff.
5 OO Grey Krimmer Muff.
...

Grey Squirrel Muff
Grey Squirrel Muff.

18 in.

20 in.

22 in.

24 in.

33c.

43c.

53c.

3 98
3 98
5 50
9 00

23c.

Silk Lace and Worsted
Dress Skirts Marked

Waists Reduced.

Down
i

$ 7.50 Skirts reduced to $5.50
8.50

“

9.75

“

11.50

“

“

12.00

“

“

"

“

6.50

“

7.50

“

I
I

j

Not all sizes in any one style.
#3 08 Lace Waist? reduced to. #1 05
5 OO
3 70
5 08 **
4 50
0 50
4 98
8 08
GOO

8.98

5 00 Silk Waists reduced to.

3 70

8.98

5 08
“.
2 75 Worsted Waists reduced to
3 50

4 50
1 98

All $5.00 Skirt8 reduced to
$3.98 each.

Outing Flannel

1200 yards best quality figured outings—no
plain colors—reduced to
3Gb

j

"

3 OS

'•

6 00

2 00
2 08

2 OO

3 *0
98
I 59

3 00

2 59

1 25 White Linene reduced to....

Yarns

Marked

Down

SHETLAND FLOSS, 8c.
STRICTLY CASH SALE. ALL GOODS
CHARGED AT REGULAR PRICES.

SAXONY,

9c.

DOMESTIC YARN,

8c.

TRUSTEES:
ROBERT V. DUSTOS.

JAMES ff, BOWKS, FRED tf. WHITE.
ARTHUR I. BROWS, BBS D. FIELD.

4%

4%

A. JOHNSON 7- ^
IFRRD
V_^AT

\

THE

ADV&RiTISE>ft' or

;

10c.

INCHES,

45x36

"

12£c

“.- .17c

m uw

SEAMED SHEETS, 72x90 INCHES,
SEAMLESS SHEETS, 72x90 INCHES,

10c.

January Reductions

20c

Deposits in this Bank

“

Only 6c yard

Apron Check]Ginghams

t

ago, and we’ve been very busy selling. If you can anticipate your wants
and buy now—at the January sale
prices—you’ll make a good saving.
Each Sheet and Pillow Case torn and hemmed.

8 50
12 00

Outing Flannel 6c

$28,811.06

;

I

Fifteen pairs, large size, white, soft wool
blankets; blue, pink, red and yellow borders; sold regularly for 4.75 per pair; reduced to only

$3.95

WILMER J. DORMAN, T.easurer

Deposits December 1, 1908,
Reserve,
Surplus,

$4.75 Wool Blankets

anu

Purchased direct from one of New England's leading manufacturers
continues another week. You were given full details of this sale a week

yd
yd
yd

$1.50 Bleached Damask

BELFAST, MAINE.

Total Dividends

j

**

ui

•iAv>Hviumaij

9

weather.

!
i

j
j

UNEQUALLED

AN

Qnlonrlirl

A A7
1

f

Our sales have reached new “high-tide” marks each week-all previous records have been
broken—there is still a liberal supply left tor this week’s selling, and we promise you better values than you can find in any other store in Belfast-it is positively

_SHIRTS,

January 25th,

|

a

The roll-call was answer''Hines, as the subject of the
in was “The Puritans.”
Mrs.
'r;ui
Longfellow’s “Rhyme of Sir
and Miss
Emeroy Ginn read a
^ mpse of a Puritan home in
Alfred M. Ferguson had
the evening on “The Early

350 Pieces

was

■

k;:..

throats,
doctor what experience

CONTINUED TO

I

Ooss

give

coughs, colds, bronchitis,

9c.

$

of the

Everywhere
generous response
Temple, No. 11, made to appeals for
co-operation. The use of
public supper at Memorial Hall was
given by Thomas H.
the Pythian building on
Marshall Post, G. A. R., the use of a piano was
alary 15th, at 6 o’clock, given
by Mr. E. S. Pitcher, with free transs
The
invited to attend.
portation for it given by the truckman. The
i« r.s has gone abroad and all
grocers, and fruit dealers, the milkmen, W. E.
are. The price is 25 cents,
Hamilton, florist, and many others, were most
followed by a private ingenerous, and it was this practical helpfulness
All sisters and brothers
that helped materially toward swelling the
rt sem at me iiisuinauun.
Memorial Hall
; sum total of the proceeds.
;r of Seaside Chautauqua
was arranged as a most attractive tea room,
Mrs. E. P. Frost, High and from three to five tea and punch, wafers
oon, January 18th. The and salted peanuts, were served. The pourers,
from the Chautauquan were the wives of the clergymen assisted by
i'ainters
of Domestic | several others, and the young ladies who
(\ L. S. C. book, “Seen served
were
gowned in white, with the
■iv.
No
six, seven and eight, ! Red Cross badge on their left arm.
meeting will include a one could forget the object of the affair, for,
n Helmholst;” reading,
; scattered over the border of the cloth covering
aeh us; a description of the long table were red crosses, and a
large
Ter Borch; news relating one drew attention to the attractive white
*n “Schools and School
draped booths where 1000 Red Cross stamps
were disposed of during the afternoon and
nations on Science.
regent, Mrs. E. P. Frost, evening. The heavily laden candy table was
also well patronized. The little tables where
miary meeting of John
I’aughters of the American the refreshments were enjoyed by the visitors
in the afternoon remained arranged about the
me on High street Monroutine business was room during the evening, and coffee was added
alternates to the Continen- to the list of good things procurable. The in1
'Id in Washington in April formal musicale was a novel as well as a thor‘regent is the chapter’s oughly enjoyable affair. The program includto the National by-laws, ed several selections by the Entre Nous orchestra, piano solos by Miss Amy E. Stoddard,
are Miss Emeroy Ginn and
n

i

...

experience

have great

Carle & Jones’

...

most

i

When any need in your home or wardrobe develop s you will think of this
January
if you are a careful, frugal money-spender.
Clearance Sale
This is one of the two times each year when we REDUCE PRICES ON EVERYTHING in the Store—when we don’t count the cost of many
things in our determination
to sweep the Store clean of the season’s stocks. Clearance becomes the
sign-board of
economy—for you. As in these instances:

:

Red Cross.
The tea and
musical given in Memorial Hall, Friday aftermint.
noon and evening, for the benefit of the Red
ids with the Tribune
Cross work in stricken Italy, was the success
but orders previously
the object deserved, and the proceeds of the
d
as soon as possible,
affair, which amounted to $100, were sent the
landing as to the price
first of the week to the Society’s headquarters
it the contract on the
in Portland. The movement was started by
Tribthe
e
of
publishers
! the Guild of the North Congregational church,
U) cover clubbing offers
and the Union of the First Parish (Unitarian)
carefully as we must foland their efforts were ably seconded
1 in several cases of late church,
by many of the ladies in other denominations.
•n insufficient.
former Belfast boy,

nearly seventy

Be well; be strong. You cannot if year bowels are constipated.
Ayer’s Pills, all vegetable. Ask your doctor if he agrees with

are

sale.

..,

:r.o

j

The Greatest Event of the Year!
The Biggest Economies of theWinter!

Cloughs

and weak lungs. Ask your own
he has had with it.
He knows. He can advise you
wisely. Keep in close touch with your family physician.
No alcohol in this COUgh medicine. J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.

their 9 cent and general clearance sale

January
bargains they
until

band

•tt, the

in

clay!

which followed the January thaw
left the ponds in fair condition for ice boating
and the sport was enjoyed by many on Tilden’s
Pond last Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Some of the Pitcher's Pond boats have been
transferred to Tilden’s Pond, which is the
headquarters of the Chymelque Ice Yacht Club,
and all one day there was racing, but as a
course had not been laid off it does not count in
the contest for the Chenery cup. Saturday’s
snow storm was followed by rain Sunday, and
Monday the ice was in good condition again,
and the first race for the cup was sailed Tuesday. The Ten Spot of Clubs, owned and sailed
by Horace Chenery, The Scoot, owned by Mr.
Chenery and sailed by Charles Brown, the
Favorite, owned and sailed by R. H. Howes,
the Rag Picker, owned and sailed by J. H.
Howes, participated. The race was 10 miles—
3 times around a triangular course. The boats
crossed the line in the following order: Rag

fast welcomes accounts of any amount and
pays 4 percent on savings deposits_Emery
F. White will receive pupils in vocal culture

•-incert and ball of the

Opera

We’re but

But this gift from the Travellers’ Club
Never fear—
Will last through the whole of your
Happy New Year.”
The gentlemen were announced at the expected time and at 6.30 the entire company
Eben Whitcomb’s Colt “Topsy.”
Young
were bidden to
partake of a most delicious
Eben Whitcomb of Citypoint has a
big black
spread. The tables were laid in the dining
colt Topsy, sired by Tonolu, which is
attracting
room and south room adjoining and every apfully as much attention and winning as much
The place cards done
pointment
was perfect.
praise as did Fourth of July Jack, sired by
a local artist, Miss Helen Doak, were novel
by
Island Prince and owned and broken by Eben’s
and beautifully executed. They were singubrother, Merle Ray. Jack was two years old
larly appropriate and each represented a
the fourth of last July, while Topsy on the
woman in travelling attire ready for a trip
ninth of last July completed her first year of
! with grip, or trunk, close at hand. It was an
existence.
was
equine
broken by Eben,
Topsy
1 original idea of the hostess. The menu conand for reliability and good horse sense has
sisted of
no rival, unless it may be her half brother
Crackers
Clam Bouillon
Pickles
!
Jack. All last summer Topsy did her share
Chicken Patties with Peas Hot Rolls Coffee
of work on the farm,
!
Fruit Salad with Casara Cakes
plowing, mowing,
Ices with Cake
Nuts
Candy
raking hay and hauling loads, and she also
j
The decorations were carnations with ferns
did her share of the family driving.
I^ast
September the ladies of the family took a long Picker, 1st, Scoot, 2nd, Favorite, 3rd, 10 Spot and potted plants. The evening was delightdrive with her. feelintr nprfWtlv
on^
fully spent, some of the party amusing themof Clubs, 4th. Time 25 minutes. Mr. Chenery |
WHII Lilt; liibLlllcUlllg ptiuic puniico
comfortable, and since have done much of
Mr.
Howes
to
defend
immediately challenged
the day. The thanks of the club and the guests
their driving with her.
Topsy is an exact L11C tUj).
are due the host and hostess for one of the
match for Fourth of July Jack, and they make
A Musical Afternoon. A most interest- most delightful affairs in the history of the
a
very noticeable pair, hauling their heavy
1
loads of wood, hay, etc., writh the ease and ing and enjoyable meeting of the Alliance of club.
spirit of older horses, and when unharnessed the First Parish (Unitarian) church was held
i
There is no case on record of a cough, cold or
frolicing and playing about the yard in a way at the home of Mrs. E. L. Stevens on Monday la
grippe developing into pneumonia after
which proves them to be not at all over- afternoon. It was a musical session, and after Foley’s
Honey and Tar has been taken, as it
the
current
events
and
religious intelligence I cures the most obstinate deep seated coughs
worked or over tired. Each colt weighs 1080
and
colds.
Why take anything else. R. H.
pounds and stands fifteen hands and three given by Mrs. Ansel White and Miss Carrie
Moody.
inches high. They were fitted to their first White the following fine program was given:
shoes January 1st and seem to wrear them very Mezzo soprano solo, “The Lord is Mindful of I,INf!OLNVILI.K.
His Own”
Mendelssohn
proudly, and they evidently feel that they wish
Earl Hannan has gone to Bangor to attend a
Mrs. C. W. Wescott
to be a credit to their
commercial school-Mr. Alton Drinkwater is
Paper, A sketch of Chaminade,
young owners who have
Miss
Melvina
V.
Parker
labored so conscientiously to give them thus
spending a few weeks with his uncle, Mr*
Piano solo, “Flattery,”
Chaminade
early a thorough business education.
Jasper Lindsey_Mr. Gustin Warren is driving
Miss Louise Dennett
the mail, acting as substitute for Mr. Alton
New Advertisements. The time has come
Paper, A sketch of Rossini,
Mrs. George W. Stoddard
around again for the Red Tag Clearance Sale !
Andrews, Mr. Andrews having been chosen on
Contralto solo, Tancredi,
Rossini
the jury_Capt. and Mrs. Jacob Coombs held
of Harry W. Clark & Co.
It is the fifth semiMrs. E. S. Pitcher
a golden wedding reception at their home on
annual clearance sale and begins
today, Janu- Paper, Modern Italian Composers,
Miss Charlotte W. Colburn
Saturday evening. It was largely attended by
ary 14th, and lasts just 17 days, or until FebruPiano solo, Valse Caprise,
friends and relatives, who presented the happy
ary 1st. This sale includes the entire stock,
Miss Louise Dennett
not merely odds and ends, but
couple with many beautiful gifts. Mrs. Coombs
Kuppenheimer Contralto solo, “Goodbye, Sweet Day,”
Vannah was formerly Miss Harriett Bragg and was
suits and overcoats and Widow Jones’
boys’
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher
suits and overcoats are offered at a decided
born in this town. Capt. Coombs was born in
Much to the regret of all, Miss Marian
reduction. Note the special for the first three
Lincolnville in 1834, and at an early age went
who was to have given two numWells,
to sea, which occupation he followed until his
days of the sale.... Don’t forget that Fred A.
bers wras unable to sing, but the program was
Johnson’s January clearance sale is still on and
retirement a few years ago. They have five
that he is offering great bargains at his dry finely arranged and was thoroughly enjoyed.
children: Mrs. Adelaide Hahn of Kansas; Mrs
Gentlemen’s Nic.ht at the Travellers’ Fred Brown of Penn.; George of New Haven^
goods store in Masonic Temple. The price of
everything in the store is reduced for this sal. * Club. One of the prettiest and most success- Conn; Mary and Ralph of this town; also five
ful social functions of the season occurred in grandchildren and one great granddaughter.
and some of the bargains are enumerated in
the advt. Read what is said of the pheno: cnal purchase of muslin corset covers, drawers
and combination suits from a leading New
York manufacturer,.. .James H. Howes* January sale of muslin underwear will begin Saturday. January ifith, and continue during the
We have had
with
years of
entire month. This sale will eclipse
every i
Pectoral.
That
makes
us
conpast effort in the values offered, and it will
be a money-saving opportunity for every
in it for
weak

during January and February. Apply afternoons and evenings at No. 4 Bayview street.
his small congregation
Mr. White is specially w'ell qualified for an in:tri! ution sent from this structor.
Owing to the bad weather and
travelling Carle & Jones have extended the
in the

lines:

“The good resolutions you make on this day
May shatter to fragments—Alas!

The freeze

fidence

\ up

n

by the following

Desert Island, Me.^—Boston Globe.

buyer of muslin underwear. Mail and telephone orders will receipt prompt and careful
attention.... The City National Bank of BelFrancis
St.

Woodbury.

v.

fering from cerebral hemorrhages. Anderson
formerly lived in Belfast, Me., and the chief of
police there has been notified. Capt. Roberts
says Anderson has a brother, a doctor, on Mt.

Ayer’s Cherry

r..

owns, John A. BurA. II. Clement, H. N.
Bureau, W. S. Strout,
k

doorway

70 Years with

•ourse.

_h:irn,

Early Monday morning Capt. Roberts of

Commercial wharf found Walter Anderson, 60
years old, with no home, lying in the
of 62 Commercial wharf. He was taken to the
Relief station, where it was found he was. suf-

U1

|

zoning by a local aggre•es the Belfast Alumni
Coach Phelan will
Hin.
dime

W. A. Walker has received word from PaySmith, superintendent of schools for
Maine, that the American Institute will hold
their summer meeting at Castine during the
week beginning July 5.
son

the observance of Gentlemen's Night by the
Belfast Travellers’ Club Tuesday, January 12,
at the home of Mrs. Ainos Clement. Despite
the fact that a blizzard was in progress all the
members of the club save two were present
with several honorary members, and the light
and cheer of this most attractive home were
never more
apparent. The regular business
meeting was held at 3 p. m., followed by a fine
literary program. A pleasant feature of the
afternoon was the presentation to the hostess
of a lace and linen centerpiece as a reminder
that the day also marked another milestone in
her life’s journey. The gift was accompanied

....

at

,,

The Univeramlist Social Aid will meet with
Miss Lulu Mason this. Thursday afternoon and
and will have a social gathering with Mrs. E.
Sherman this evening.

our
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BINDS STATE

475.00 over
The total

ANDGOVERNOR
Solemn Govenanf

a

HIS MESSAGE TO LEGISLATURE
Complexity

Great

of

Moral and Economic Fields

to

Be

of

Re-

Demands Earnest Consider-

ation—State

Satisfactory

Institutions In a

of

1906.

jnerits

It should be remembered that while
have a large cash balance at this time
much of this will be used in the next
few months for current expenses, or before the state receives revenue from any
available source.
While it is a matter
of gratifying pride that we are increasing rapidly in wealth, we should practice
the same careful economy that, has won
approval of the citizens in the past. In
using this term “practicing economy,” I
wish you to understand that I employ it
in the broader sense which means to
“deal liberally with all,” to stint no institution or state function but to keep
within the reasonable limits of our ability; to expend our money wisely; to see
that we get a good return for our expenditures and to live so that we may
pay our debts without placing heavier
burdens upon the tax payers.

Solved—State Finances In Excellent

sources

that

we

In

Problems

Condition—Conservation

wisn to can your attention to the Maine sanatorium at Hebron,
for the treatment of tuberculosis
of the lungs. Today,
this
sanatorium,
which is largely endowed by private philturn
is
to
obliged
away many
anthropy,
patients for lack of room. The results
obtained there are surpassed in point of
the
recovery by no other institution in
of this
country. I recommend the
Institution to your consideration in the
way of appropriation and with it. also,
a consideration
of the grave Issues of
tuberculosis as a matter of general legislation. It may be that it rests with us
In this generation to stamp out this disease before it is too late. I have no hesitancy in calling this subject and the
Maine Sanatorium at Hebron to your attention and to urge upon you a consideration of the same.
So far as a cursory examination of
the condition of the Maine State prison
can go, I find evidences of good management and a spirit of co-operation and
harmony among its officials. A bill will
doubtless be presented to you providing
for the retirement on half pay of all
wardens and inspectors who have actually served 25 years or more as such. I
heartily endorse such a bill. You will also
have for your consideration a proposal
for the building of a fireproof carriage
shop, harness shop and repository at an
expense not to exceed $15,000. There is
no question of the great need for such a

receipts for the years 1907-8
were $6,298,252.48.
The total expenditures for the same
years W'ere $6,327,689.06.
The estimated ordinary receipts for
1909 are $3,958,440.82.
The estimated ordinary receipts for
1910 are $3,809,393.82.
The estimated ordinary expenditures
for 1909 are $3,856,343.29.
The estimated ordinary expenditures
for 1910 are $3,736,751.42.

Governor Fernald’s Oath of Office

work fn Maine,

ture before 1911, I woura aavise purchasing them, from time to time, as we can
make the purchases on a reasonable basis.
The present valuation is $428,212,465.00, showing an increase of $33,479,-

Most

Condition

7.—In
his
Augusta, Me., Jan.
message to the legislature today Governor Fernald says:

solemn
uepai

and

imcm

decisive
iu

Keep

admonition

Conservation of Our Resources.

wiinin

siriciiv

its

own limit and to beware of infringing upon or assuming the power rightfully belonging to another. With an undoubting assurance that the rights, powers, and responsibilities conferred on the
executive will not upon your part be interfere! with or assailed, I can assure

1

you that it will be my pleasure, as it
is my duty, to leave the legislature and
all other departments to the free, full,
and
uninterrupted performance of the
duties enjoined upon them.”

Lot Morrill’s View.
Exactly fifty years ago. to a day, GovLot

ernor

M.

Morrill

also

stood

in

this

Place, and said:
"The checks provided
not
only in the two distinct branches
of the legislature, but also in the participation of the executive indicate with
what jealous care these important functions have been guarded.”
Governor Enoch Lincoln in 1S27
referred to duties appropriate exclusively to
his office, and Governor Hubbard went
farther than this and even declared that
"opinions formed and acted upon under
tin* inliuenc•• of party dictation or under
that ef affiliated societies, whether
political. moral, or fauatual are dangerous
to our liberties and subversive of democratic. principles.”
If these quotations
from the fathers of our state serve to
leaver understanding of our
give us a
respective line of duties,
they have
served my purpose.
Starting out, there
for*
with this understanding that you do
your work and that I do mine, each in
helpfulness to the other, let us consider what are the duties that
press upon
us. and the importance of our consecration to a high estimate of the same.
I
do nor believe it is necessary for me to
euggest tha.t
these duties are solemn
and potential.
You know, as well as I,
that the consequences of vicious,
hasty,
end ill-advised legislation may be a
blight
upon a state for years and years to
come: while the fruits of wise and beneficent laws make states happier and better.
I beg of you, however, to consider
this phase of your duties seriously.
If
there be any man here who looks
upon
his oath of office taken before God and
of small account, let me
man, as
c

A

Prosperous Two Years.

It is hardly necessary for me to say
that our state has been very prosperous,
the past two years, and that our finances are in excellent condition.
Our total
bonded indebtedness is but six hundred
ninety-eight thousand dolars ($698,000),
no part of which wrill fall dur
during this
administration.
On December 31, 1908,
there was $568,534.44 cash in the treasury. We have paid three hundred ninetylive thousand dollars ($395,000) on the
bonded indebtedness In the past two
All but two hundred sixty-eight
years.
thousand three hundred dollars ($268,300)
of our present bonded indebtedness is
bearing Interest at the rat© of three
percent and
gf oy^»
flin

sired
It is

iu

ue

reform

in

this

direction.

The Cattle Commissioners.
The laws governing the Board of Cattle Commissioners need some changes,
as there are several inconsistencies which
should be remedied.
The Board of Cattle
Commissioners has been active in its
work and in sections where the testing
wvmc

luut-icuiUMs

ii.is

ueen

going

for the past three years, the percentage of diseased cattle has dropped from
six percent to two percent.
A report
of this commission will be before you,
and you will have to consider the question of its finances, as wel' «s of the
other questions suggested.
Some reform is necessary in our caucus law.
The platforms of our political parties are pledged to it and the
evils of our present lack of system are
apparent to every voter. Either a system of primary elections or a law that
would provide for the holding of all caucuses the same day, to be fixed by statute law. or such other method as seems
wise and judicious to you, are within the
The questions
scope of my suggestion.
involved in this legislation are of great
importance to the purity of the ballot
and to the safety of the state.
I urge
you to work in harmony to enact a law
which shall meet the requirements of
I consider that there is no
this state.
issue of greater moment than a purification of our present loose and irregular
methods of procedure in caucus.
We
have the benefit of .the experience of
thirty-two states which have enacted
primary election laws. We ought to be
able to profit by their wisdom.
Such a
law. I believe, would tend to elevate the
right of suffrage in Maine.
I heartily endorse a measure shortening the hours of labor for women and
children in our factories.
Upon this
question both of the leading political parties in Maine are united.
Such legislation is humane and progressive in its
tendency, and the law proposed, which
limits the legal measure of the hours of
work for women and children in our factories to fifty-eight hours a week is on a
level with those adopted by every other state in New England.
on

State Elections In November.
I suggest to you also the consideration
of legislation leading to a change of the
date of holding our state elections to

and their management a general credit
to the state and to the officials.
Under the provisions of what is known
as the state care act, which becomes
operative in 1910, all of the insane of the
state who are now supported
in
large
me

a

pers which do not circulate in the loThe expense
cality interested therein.
of advertising a hearing for private legislation should be borne by the interested parties.
I suggest to your consideration a reform
in our corporation laws.
While it is
true that the state is receiving large
revenue from this source, it is also true
that, in a considerable measure, it is the
price of prostitution. Much of the scandal connected with corporations Is made
possible by such loose corporation laws
as we have in Maine.
I hope you will
take steps to remodel them, along evident lines of reform, thus restoring to
Maine her selfrespect.

Under state direction the time is at
hand when we must replant forests carelessly destroyed. The state can produce
pine and spruce teees for a very small
sum per thousand. A state water
supply
commission naturally would co-operate
with the Forest and Game commission to
establish
nurseries
of forest trees.
The work which I commend and which
is justified in the state of New York,
should he given to men who have expert
knowledge of the subject. Skilled engineers, members of such shite water supply commission, should supply exact information regarding water powers undeveloped and should equip us with information and advice promotive of public
rights in harmony with vested rights.
The interests of existing
corporations
and the people are in harmony
when
properly understood. 1 agree with the
governor of New York that “no
grant
should be made of water power privileges without compensation, nor without
restriction that will properly protect the
rights of the public from whom the privileges are derived."
It is noted that the science of forestry
is now invoked in 70 percent of the forests yet remaining in the hands of the
nation and of states, while in but one
percent of forests owned by corporations
forestry has been invoked. The excellent
record of public forests as distinguished
from corporate forests is due to the fact
that forestry in public lands has been
conducted by experts devoted to scientific forestry. The opinion of the supreme
court, enforces the rights of the
people
to regulate the cutting of logs as against
destruction of forests and I call to your
attention the power thus vested in you,
to be used judiciously for the preservation of your rights and those of your
pos-

—.'<*

toward

obviously extravagant to advertise
hearings upon local issues In newspa-

Our State Institutions.
I have visted nearly all the state institutions within the past few months.
I
find their condition to be
satisfactory,

1,13

bodlment of Justice into law that we
shall not fail to justify our service alike
to our consciences and to our constituencies.

Much of the legislative advertising of
hearings before committees of the legislature is waste. Your co-operation is de-

terity.

beg

..

ii
any man
there he who assumes his first
duty to
be to his political party and his second
duty to his state, let me Deg him to
desist.
This is not the proper field for
an exploitation of party
prejudices or of
personal and political ambitions.
The
gravity of the duties here imposed calls
for a higher estibate of our service
than
this, and constitutes an appeal to the
patriotism of every man, in such degree
that he will ungrudgingly sink himself
and his party, in a devotion to the
service
of the whole people.
I need not say that large issues
confront us.
Rarely has a legislature faced
a greater complexity of
problems in both
inoral anil economic fields of
legislation
than does voUrs.
Your solution of some
of them may determine the
policy of
the state for years to come and be the
means of setting her face either
towards
progress or decline. It is not much legislation. but wise legislation that we need.
A fearless regard for the
rights of the
people is required of each of us.
The
study if these problems demands our
whole time and requires that our service l<e in the very spirit of the
religion
of our better natures.
I believe, in all
solemnity, as I doubt not you do, that
the Lord has this nation and this state
in His holy keeping, and that He
will
lead us by His kindly light as He has led
until now’.
us
Reliance on Him, confidence
in
ourselves, determination to
be swayed from what we believe to be
right, neither by wealth nor by power
nor by any infiuenc* or combination
ot
Influences that may be brought
against
us, will carry u«
to such an em-

November,

to conform with the
customs in other states of the Union, and
to bring our election in presidential years
on the same day as that of the election
of presidential electors.
It is a waste
of time and money to hold two elections
where one can serve as well.
I hardly need call to your attention
the crowded condition of public departments aud the lack of adequate committee rooms in this state house for it is
evident to you all.
Several departments

sup-

m

as

by the slate, expense for
the
same to be paid from the state
treasury.
About three hundred people will thus become wards of the state under this
act,
end this legislature must make provision
for their support. To meet the
requirements. I suggest that one more wing
with a capacity to care for one hundred
i
Ul«
ItW
|ldai
and fifty patients, be added to the Eastyears, the housing of which greatly overern
Maine Insane hospital at
Bangor. crowds the building, understanding fully
This will balance up this institution in as
you do that a limit must be set upon
all its departments, and complete it In our
expenditures in any given year, you
accordance with its original design both must,
nevertheless, note the serious conaa to architecture and to
capacity. This, dition that confronts us. Valuable docit seems to me, will meet the state’s re- uments are stored
here in hazard of Are,
quirements for the coming two
years.
You have inadequate quarters for your
Any subsequent addition to the insane committee work. There
is every indicaHospitals In Maine should be, for the tion that the demand for room will increase
greatly
within
the
I
next two years.
present,
believe, on what is known as j
If new departments are created the questhe “cottage plan.”
Under this plan,
tion
of
where to house them becomes
buildings of less expensive material can
be constructed in which harmless
practically unanswerable.
Various
expapedients have been suggested, such as the
tients enn be cared for in such a
as
way
erection
of
an office building or an exto relieve the state of the enormous initension to the state house.
I suggest an
tial expense entailed in their care.
Unearly consideration of this by the comder present conditions, bills for the
supmittee
on
public buildings.
port of insane pavients are usually rendered to the town, a ?t»w private pa- ;
The School Question.
tients paying directly to the hospital. A :
Several conferences have been
held
large amount required for the mainten- 1 recently between the governors and
govanee of the insane, is collected from the
emors-elect of the New England states,
estates or the
ported

--

families thereof.
When
this new law goes into effect there will
be no available way of continuing these
collections according to the present method, and some other method must be devised by you.
1

Well Directed Philanthropy.
Such institutions as the Naval and
Military Orphan asylum at Bath,
the
Maine Industrial School for Girls at Hallowed, the School for the Deaf, and the
School for the Blind at Portland, and
the State School for Boys at South Portland, are excellent examples of well directed public philanthropy
and
merit
the outlay of money required from the
state for their proper support. Some of
these will require larger appropriations
this year, both for running expenses and
for needed improvements.
The
State
School for Boys at South Portland has
undergone an entire change the past
ten years, and when the new stable is
completed, for which an
appropriation
will be asked at this session of the legislature, here la one institution, at least,
that will be absolutely
complete, and
for which I can conceive of no further
In
the near future.
requirement
In. ognq££ttQn jrltly our philanthropic

ards

a

of

living

in

those

states.

I

have

special suggestion as to definite legislation covering this point, but it has

no

occurred

to me that if the state take
cognizance of the conditions and so proceed as to assist in raising the standard
of the teacher in Maine by proper certification on the standards of teachers in
other states, the remuneration will follow.
I believe that, today, we have as
fine a teaching force in Maine as can be
found in any other state in the Union,
but it is an unquestioned fact that every
year the difficulty of retaining our best
teachers Is greater than before.
Second: I would be glad to see an
increase in the minimum required school
year.
Third: It has been suggested that a
change be made in the free high school
law permitting the approval of a standard high school course of study for one,
two, three or four years, in place of the
arbitrary course of four years now reirnn

Must Replant Forests.

to

large percentage of their graduates leave soon after graduation for
more remuneratfve fields of labor.
Money spent for the common school brings
highest possible returns in good citizenThe school house is the poorest
ship.
place conceivable for the display of parsimony. The teacher Is peculiarly worthy of his hire, and I believe that if we
are to maintain the
standard
of
our
schools on the basis of other New England states, we must pay salaries which
shall be proportional to the salaries paid
by them based upon the cost and standcause

building.
Some Suggested Legislation.
May I suggest for your consideration
the advisability of some legislation looking to public aid for manual and technical training schools?
A proposition to quired.
FYmrth: T strnno-lv 11 fro 11 nnn
meet the expenditure by towns and cities for these purposes by an equal ap- | form of legislation to encourage medical
propriation from the state within certain Inspection in our public schools.
Fifth: I suggest the fixing
of a minilimits, is akin to laws in other states
where technical training
schools
are ; mum of standard schoolhouse construcproving a blessing to the individual and tion and equipment in accordance with
views
of
advanced
education—these
standards to meet both educational and
Recent developments in regard to impurity of milk offered for sale in some sanitary requirements.
of our communities and the presence of
State Roads.
bovine tuberculosis among dairy herds,
Other New England states are buildBUggest faulty construction of our milk ; ing state roads on a general
plan for the
inspection laws so far as provisions for development of New England, and I bethe enforcement of the same by local inlieve it will be necessary for Maine to
spectors is concerned. I suggest to you set about the construction of
thoroughthe need of legislation looking toward
fares crossing the state from border to
the state inspection of milk.
The ex: border. A passage of uniform laws repense, thus entailed upon the state, would
garding the license and control of autobe lifted from the communities, but even
mobiles, uniformity in insurance
law’s
if the expense were not thus relieved,
and the preservation and propagation of
the lives of little children and the safeshell fish are also subjects of common inty of the whole people are not to be im- terest to Newr England. The
presenvation
The present
periled by false economy.
of shell fish is of more than ordinary
laws are notoriously inefficient. In many
importance as a legislative question at
cities they operate practically to create
this time, because it is being so seriously
sinecures for political workers with not
agitated in other New’ England states,
even a pretense at the inspection of the
where they note the rapid depletion of
watered and doctored decoctions that the shell fish beds
through unscientific
pass for milk.
treatment.
Massachusetts proposes to
The competitive system which has allease the unproductive tide w’ater lands
ready been established in the state in to
private parties for the cultivation of
certain lines should be extended and othshell fish, especially clams and quahaugs.
er contracts entered into by the state.

The oath of office taken here today in
Since the legislature of 1907 adjourned,
the presence of the people of Maine has
the Supreme Court of Maine in response
become a solemn covenant binding them
to a request of the Maine senate, has
and me.
published an opinion affirming that the
Behind us both, as a guide and a procan
legislature
regulate the cutting of
tection of that covenant, is the constitulogs on wild lands. This opinion was weltion of Maine, which both the legislacomed by the president of the United
tive and the executive departments of
States as an important and formal decthi£ government have now sworn to oblaration in favor of the public rights in
serve and to cherish.
Under the proviresources
which ownership does
public
sions
of that constitution, the powers
not alienate. In the past two years hisof this government were divided into
has
been making along these lines,
tory
three distinct departments,
legislative, and the
various congresses for conservaexecutive, and judicial, with the extion and irrigation and the gatherings of
no
declaration
therein
that
press
person
governors of states which have
been
belonging to on3 department shall exheld in 1908,
have
developed
public
ercise the poweis belonging to either of
thought alnntr
linos ftf tha ival/inma
of
the others.
Against any usurption
opinion of our Maine supreme court. I
prerogative,
against overstepping the am
persuaded that the waste of public
dividing line between your duties and
equity, notably in our forests, makes it
mine. I hereby give you the pledge of
imperative that the present legislature,
my solemn purpose thereto, and with
should at least make a beginning in the
the notification that I shall exact the
direction of state forest reserves
and
And also I
same
obligation from you.
state water storage. From year to year,
In order to emphasize the importance of 1
nation has gone on, hit or miss, our
the
this principle of good government, and ;
rivers have shrunk, and our forests have
been invaded so that, from one end of
of the executive department under those
the country to the other, there is reasonsections which relate to a distribution of
able alann. Exhaustion of natural rethe same, may I call to your attention
sources, of water power and forests would
the apt expressions of a few of the earbe a grave disaster to corporations as
lier chief executives of our state upon
well as to the people. Floods waste and
this same important
which
question,
in the spring, and in midsummer,
destroy
to
seem
me
to serve us so fitly both
autumn and winter we go dry. Unless
to counsel and admonish that I beg you
we preserve the forests on our mountain
to hearken to them today as to the voice
and hillsides the soil will be carried by
of wisdom from out the past.
the heavy rains into the valleys and the
Standing here sixty-eight years ago
mountain slopes be
forever
desolate.
today Governor Kent, distinguished alike
of acres in other countries
Thousands
as a lawyer and an executive,
said to
now
desert were made such by waste
both branches of the Legislature:
“This :
and pillage of wild lands. To preserve
provision for the distribution of powers !
and cultivate the forests at our river
between the distinct departments of the !
seems to me to be our immegovernment of Maine, and the definitions headwaters,
diate
duty.
of the functions of the same would reI recommend
Accordingly
that
the
strain me from attempting to dictate or
direct the subjects or the course of leg- : legislature authorize and create a state
water
to
supply
devise
commission,
Islation, but the constitution of Maine 1
plans for the development of our water
also makes it the duty of the governor
power, under ultimate state ownership
to give the legislature Information as
and control, so far as is practicable. This
to the condition of our state, and to
is no new matter. Since July 12, 1907,
recommend
to
its
consideration
such
there has been such a law on the statute
measures as he may judge expedient, and
l ooks of New York state, operating unin fulfilling this direction I wish to be
aer experi direction. me Empire State
regarded as performing a duty strictly
a year ago owned 1,518,450 acres of
pubenjoined upon me by my guide and dilic land, of which upwards of 95 percent
rectory in tl:e discharge of my duty, and
was in the Adirondacks. In his
I ask and desire for my views no other
message
of Jan. 1. 1908, the governor of New York
weight of influence but such as they may
recommended that the state of New York
be entitled to upon full and sober conextend its purchases, at the same time
sideration.
In my opinion, the great
urging that any effort of private intercharacteristic feature of our government
ests to invade the common
of
rights
.is to be found in this careful
these lands should be defeated.
anil jealous distribution of power and
this

Other states, so great is tms aram upon
that qven our normal schools, supported largely by the state, fail fully to
serve us in the
supply of teachers be-

us

j
!

w 1 Lit ill

the chief purposes of which have been
to promote, so far as possible, legislation along lines which the New England
states have in common.
I have been
privileged to attend some of these sessions, and it has occurred to me to suggest to you several topics which have
been generally agreed upon as worthy of
especial attention in order that so far
as possible,
we may fulfill our part of
the general plan to do all that is possible
to increase the prestige of New England
and to benefit the individual states.
In
this connection, I wish to call to your
attention five recommendations relative
to our common schools and high schools
In Maine, which are particularly essential, it seems to me, to this state, if It
la to keep in line with the rest of New
England in educational matters.
First: The requirements of a state
certification of teachers with a view to
secure
better qualifications
from
the
teachers and higher salaries
for
the
teachers.
The average salary In the
schools of Maine Is lower than any other
northern state, and few southern states
have a lower average.
The result, of
course, Is a constant drain of our teachother
Ins fWfift to
lines. oLnrork _and £o

cmvw.

The chairman of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game commission estimates
the
prospective value of the clam industry
alone in that state to be from $6,000,000
to $7,000,000 annually,
in place of
the
present income of about $700,000. Maine’s
interest in a similar industry may easily surpass that of Massachusetts if w’e
take steps to prevent further extermination of our beds and to cultivate them
in places w’here they have already disappeared. I am aware that the state has
taken cognizance of this situation
in
previous legislatures, but much remains
to be done,
especially in the determination of some law by which this valuable
industry may be safeguarded and fostered.
Whether additional legislation is required or is possible touching riparian
rights, I leave to your honorable body,
but I recommend an inquiry into this
subject. There is a provision in some of
our states that no municipal or
public
corporation or public board or other intdrPQt
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city with water, should acquire lands
additional sources of water
supply
save
the
state
authority
approves.
Whether the beds of our rivers and the
or

for

shores thereof can be alienated in such a
way as to prevent competition in the
storage of ice, and in other uses regarded to he for the public well-being, seems
to me to lie a proper subject for inves-

tigation.
Prizes For Forest Growth.
I shall transmit to you later the proposition of a citizen of Maine to give to
the state of Maine to be its property forever, one thousand dollars, on condition
that in consideration of said gift the
state shall, once in 18 years offer five
prizes for the five lots of young forest
growth, the same to he awarded by the
state forestry
commissioner, subject to
the approval of the governor on Jan. 21,
1927, and once in 18 years thereafter forin accordance with certain rules
ever,
laid down by the
donor, said forestry
prizes to be known by the name of the
donor. The details of the proposition will
be submitted to you in connection with
the offer. Inasmuch as the gift entails
the obligation upon
the state for all
time to give a similar prize once in 18
years by state appropriation, the matter properly comes before you for your

consideration.

I desire also to call to your attention
the matter of pollution of rivers
and
lakes, which are now or may become
sources of supply for domestic purposes,
nnd to tlie determination of the powers
of the state board
of health under all
circumstances where public health
is
menaced. The evils arising from the discharge of raw sewage into streams and
lakes are enormous.
It is pointed out
that sanitary science prescribes definite
and effective methods of sewage disposal.
When you consider the fearful mortality
from this source throughout the country,
which in 1900 was estimated by the census to be over thirty-five thousand
lives,
it is plain that there is a material waste
as well as a disregard of human life in
present crude methods observed in the
disposal of sewage.
Protection of our forests from fire will
require your attention in some pleasure
at this session, and it is suggested first
of all that the governor be empowered
to extend close season in years of extreme drought, such as we
have
just
passed through. Other and possibly better methods than this will be presented
to you, I trust, and I hope every possible means will be taken by you to afford
precautions fTiat will diminish the danger from this source.

The

Report of the Tax Commission

and

a

Prospective

Tax System.

In view of the impending consideration
by you of the report filed with the
governor and council by a taxation commission appointed by Governor Cobb, in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 10S, public laws of Maine of 1907, I
shall not discuss in detail those Issues
of taxation which otherwise would have
had a place herein. I refrain from this
discussion because the commission
has
placed before you, as the law making
branch of the government, for your determination. such questions as the larger taxation of certain public service corporations, a more equitable taxation of
the wild lands, and the creation of a
utilities
public
commission—questions
that, whatever may be
our
personal
views, must now be met. Through the
tax commissioners’ report these subjects
are explicitily before you.
You do not
need to be told how grave are to be the
ultimate conclusions thereof, or how diverse and complex are the problems they
present. Certainly, I have no desire to
add to their complexity through the imposition of
which
personal
opinions,
might be construed to carry with them
the weight of official approval or disapproval in advance of your own candid
deliberations. Later, I shall not hesitate
to address you on any of these issues if,
in my judgment, it seems to me that the
demands of justice and equity are not
attained.
On the general proposition or the formulation of the tax system I will, however,
enter an appeal that you make it, as far
as possible, complete and durable. Let it
be a system, not a subterfuge; let it
follow a policy, not a pretence.
To my
mind that system is best which is inclusive of all Interests in fair measure,
and easy of modification so as to meet
the needs
of
succeeding generations
without tearing down the whole structure. The time is ripe for the development of a fixed policy and the determination of how to 'enforce it.
To depend
exclusively on one source of revenue is
not wise. There is an ethical, as well as
an economical side to this question; for
ZQU. Tnnwt not Iqba sight UL tfaft ta.o% that
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a lax system that Is broadly in .usive of
every interest in the state is hereby also
broadly Inclusive of a watchful care by
funds
those interests to see that the
thus taken by the state are properly ex-

pended.

Easy Money Begets Easy

Morals.

that it is frequently urged
that revenue is the sole consideration,
but permit me to say, that In my opinion where the money from taxes flows in
a
golden stream into a state treasury
from sources seemingly apart from the
I

am

aware

people, extravagance and corruption may
ensue in the administration of public affairs. Easy money begets easy morals.
And, in the final analysis, the people always pay the bills. It is better, therefore,
In my opinion to have every community

pays its share of the state taxes in some
form of direct levy, that a responsibility
may rest upon the state to make a proper showing of how the same was expended. and that every citizen may keep
his eye upon the state. I believe that this
is a wise course, for it is more and more
the disposition and the duty of the modern suite to take over to systematic control those public functions hitherto relegated to towns and cities in the buildand
ing and care of public highways
bridges, the care of the poor and the
and
quasiInsane, and the aid to public
public philanthropies which never will attain their proper usefulness until they
become the care and consideration of tin
whole people of the state.

Relief From Excessive Taxes.
While
whit'h

I

choll

speak
Kr.

thus

innluclvo

for
T

a
system
tiAnrtilv nn-

prove of the general suggestion of the
tax commission's report
for relief from
excessive taxes on real estate and tangible property in general, and the placing
of a larger proportionate share of property reached by special taxation. In Maine,
we have relied too much on direct property tax. The burdens have been inequitable. I think it is generally agreed that
some of our public service corporations
and the largely appreciated values
in
wild lands should pay a larger relative
tax than hitherto, and I hope that the
legislature will meet no serious opposition in the determination of a fairer levy
upon the same. The method by
which
this is to be done is for you to determine. 1 hope it may be simple, as far removed as possible from manipulations by
interested parties, equitable and feasible. The method in Maine long has been
to tax railroads on gross receipts; I
have always believed In this method as
scientific, practical, and especially easy
of application, since it is absolutely under the control of the legislature.
By
means of it we show a greatly
increased
revenue from public service corporations
In the past six years, and without the
addition of extra machinery, we have it
in our power to secure additional revenue. You will have before you, a statement of the varying plans for the taxation of railroads and other public service
corporations. I commend to you a study
of the same.
The direct inheritance tax. the
taxation of savings banks deposits in national banks, the graduated automobile tax.
an
annual tax on foreign corporations
doing business in Maine, a license fee on
foreign corporations, new laws governing the taxation of steamboats and an
original suggestion for the
apportionment of state tax wholly on land values,
thereby more nearly equalizing the burdens upon land in unincorporated and in
incorporated towns -all these are
proposed by this report and will come to
you presumably from the legislature as
matters for your determination. May I
ask every member of this
legislature,
carefully to read the report of the tax
commission, or should I not rather assume that every member of these deliberative bodies here assembled has already
read it? You owe it to the state, a: least,
to appreciate the gravity of some of its
suggestions, before you enter upon the
consideration of these subjects, some of
them implying a radical departure from
the customs and policies of nearly a cenLet every personal consideration
tury.
be set aside in your
Let
public good over-balance private greed.
Let us do nothing in haste that we shall
have to repent at leisure, but let us not
be afraid to go ahead. While the best
of tax systems is bound to be faulty,
that system is absolutely vicious and unspeakably evil that is fashioned in favor-

you bear ever frT mind when y5ii cast
your vote that you legislate great consequences Into being, potent for good or
ill, to Maine.
God has given great blessings to our
state.
He has made her, as we believe,
fairer and richer than her sisters.
He
has lifted her hills, and cupped the harbors and the bays between the rugged
barriers to the restless seas.
Our natural beauties, the Inestimable wealth of
our forests and our water powers, our
Incomparable climate, the purity of our
rivers, the intellectual and moral strength
of our people, these also, are our heritage, and these must be kept intact for
our children’s children.
I doubt the sincerity of purpose of no man or interest,
but self seeking frequently clothes itself in a garb that bears the name of progress, forgetting the claims of the future in its desire for the reward of the
present. Be cautious and on your guard;
remember that we are servants, not rulers, and that the talents committed to
our keeping for a time must be husbanded against that day when our Master,
who is the People, shall call upon us for
an

conceived

in

I

able but if you look to me for
new
devises
or
I
have
expedients
none
to offer.
Your duty and mine
are
fixed
the
constitution—mine
by
to
to
execute,
yours
legislate, but
and mine are fixed by the constitution—
mine to execute, yours to legislate, but
I shall not hesitate to exercise every
constitutional obligation
and
privilege
belonging to my office, to redeem the
solemn pledges that we have made for
enforcement.
Today, we have prohibition in the constitution, state enforcement in the statutes, anjj resubmission in the limbos.
If you •ill be content to let them remain there, with such legislation as you
may devise to simplify their operations
and equalize their burdens and responsibilities, and will turn your attention to
graver things, such as the conservation
of the great natural
of the
resources
state, the determination of the pressing
issues of taxation; to legislation in keeping with the national spirit of moral and
economic reform, you will pursue
the
wiser course.
Here I would leave the discussion, were
it not for the fact that a fourth element enters into the situation, a spirit
of so-called nullification,
which
rises
like a menace or stalks behind like an
evil thing in the night.
I believe that
neither you as legislators, nor I as executive, will be doing our duty, if we fall
to oppose every step that tends to promote it.
The people
have not
chosen
us in the full understanding of those issues to come here and hoodwink the law
or stultify ourselves. It is not my purI shall
pose to threaten or to cajole.
not declare here and now what I shall
do in this juncture or in that, but I do
as

am

uvj

ill

ufiai U

temperance legislation,
you
must
legislate state enforcement out of

bowels,

“•**"■*»»•***.
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statutes.
The issue rests with you,
I repeat what I have said, that if I see
in the deliberations of this legislature a
need of further and more explicit declarations from me, I shall not hesitate to
make them and in such time and place
as T think will be the most emphatic and
will do the most good for public welfare.
1 believe the prohibitory
law(to be wise,
judicious and salutary. I should considI
er It a disaster to the general cause of
public morals throughout the land should
from
Maine.
they pass away
I

j

to carry to

every

organ and tissue an
increased supply of
oxygen, the great
supporter of life.
for

booklet of

Information and

cures.

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
are sold
by all druggists or
will be sent postpaid on
receipt of price, 50 cents
per box, six boxes for

$2.50.
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Statistics of the 74th Mai:,'
show that the oldest m< mli<

Y

ate is William S. Knowlton
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Howes, 27. Four senator.30 anil 40, 11 between 4o
tween 50 anil 00, ami live
and 70.
Twenty-three wen
towns where they now
born out of the state, tv,
country, while the remain,!,
of the State. Ten receive,
education and eight

J
T
•

refer,

training
Eight of

at seminaries
the members are
teen have had previous lev
rience.
There are six lawyers u
three merchants, three K,
facturers, two lumber im; farmers, two real estate
agents, two business men
er and merchant, one fare
in horses, one farmer a,
dealer, one contractor an, i
physician, one insurant’,

_
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m

m
«•

granite manufacturer, onsummerhotelproprietor.il]

p

jl

paper mill agent. Ti,
Congregationalists, six iM>
Catholics, two Baptists,
one

tist, one Universalist, one 1
! Spiritualist and six wl

arc unknown.
The oldest member of t'
Capt. Lemuel H. Stover
83, and the youngest John I.
Durham, 22. Seven of th,
between 20 and 30 years,
and 40, 47 between 4o and
50 and 00, 14 between 00
between 70 and 80 and on,
and 90.
Sixty-five members of th,
born in the towm they rc|
were born out of the State
of thej counrty.
Thirty-s, v
a collegiate education, 32 \\
in seminaries, academies
colleges, while the rest
common schools.
Thirty-th
previous legislative expen.
are 17 single men and four
There are 28 farmers. Is
i merchants, 12 physicians.

preference

A
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i,,me.

ii
editors two farmers and nn
Give Relief at Once.
farmers and manufactur
It cleanses, soothes,
estate agents, two farmers
heals and protects
real estate, two foremen,
the diseased memfleers, and one farmer ami
j
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
one each of the following:
:
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
ent, newspaper reporter.
Initiative and Referendum.
! the S uses of Ta4o and ►Smell. Full size !
teacher, contractor and lb i
During the year just passed, we have
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
|
sterman, fisherman, stone
the
initiative
and
adopted
referendum
Ore-.
Balm
for
use in atomizers75 cts.
by the vote of the people. This secures
I tendent, millman, farmer
’
*
oC
S.
Warren
New
York.
Ely
rotlicis,
reet,
to the voter a power which as yet he
steam towage contractor,
hardly appreciates, and which yet has to
maker, general manager.
be tested. Under this, there can be small
\\m
I bookkeeper,
manager,
complaint at inability, either to sound
[ papermaker, packer, shipm;
public sentiment or to participate in
ation promoter, traveling sa>
By Harry F. Howard
general legislation.
And now, gentlemen, members of the
A Book
| er, salesman, farmer, cm
One Should Read
blacksmith. One is retired.
seventy-fourth Maine legislature, in your Nothing visionary, nothing assumed, everj
care these issues are placed.
thought substantiated by scienI proffer
There are 19 Methodists,
tific and Biblical proofs.
them not in a spirit of self assertion,
ists, 18 Congregationalists.
The author explains many of the things in the
but as issues which I believe demand
nine Catholics, six Free i
Bible by modern science which has always
your attention, if Maine is to keep up in
Unitarians, two Protestants, :
the procession of her neighboring states. puzzled you.
Rev. 21:4, 22:2.— And there shall be no more
one each of the following: F|
The people will forgive honest mistakes,
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall
but they never can and never should forDisciple of Chr
there he any more pain: for the former things I Christian,
give wilful misrule. I do not stickle for are passed away. And he shewed me a pure ri ver
Brethern, New Church, Spit
of water of life anti on either side of the rivei
methods. I but plead for measures, deepden Rule. The religious pri
was there the tree of life,
and the leaves
laid In Justice and in right.
I do not
52 are unknown.
of the tree were for the healing of the nations.”
ask you to follow absolutely in my way,
Bound in cloth.
400 pages, sent postpaid
but I ^sk you to follow in some way that
for $1.00. Order of the Author.
leads into avenues of progress and reSimple Remedy for La C.i >PI’C
form. I do not ask you to do violence to Harry F. Howard, Rochester, N. H., U. S. A.
Rackinglagrippecoughsth.il
your party or your affiliations, but I do
into pneumonia over night are <|Us*
ask you to remember that higher than
THE CHILDREN LIKE IT
by Foley’s Honey and Tar. The:.
you or your party or your friendships, is
darned lungs are healed and stri
your duty to the state and, in the fear
is
quickh
a dangerous condition
ot God and In. reapft&t* ot that duty, must
i‘
Take only Foley’s Honey and Tar
low package. R. H. Moody.
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP
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the old farm in the sunaa r
winter secured employment
camps. Then he went to B..st"i
as a teamster until 1878, w i,
donned the blue uniform, an
has carried the polieemat
club instead of the musket.
The first two years of his
the “finest” he was at tin .J
station, but in 1880 was tta
Station 15, where he has be.
He has seen the station \
from 32 men to 75, and, whi
think that 600 arrests was
number, he says that 6,000
the present time does not s.
as the 600 of those days,
lb
patrol wagon over 5,000 mil.
On July 20, 1875, he led M is
Ware of Gardiner, Maim
They have four children, tIt
are sons. All are married, :
boasts of three grandchildr.
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Dr. Williams’
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red matter in the
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at the
both in years and point of sen j,
to
helped bring about peace b."V"
South and the North by enlist
First Maine Heavy Artillery,
life elected to serve as a guars
He was wounded tv i,.
peace.
battles in which he partkip.,
the Civil War, and an equal rut.
times while trying to make at,
Shaw was born in Winterpnr
January 18, 1847. He was i.
when the call to arms rang
country, and unable to cur b 1
to don a uniform and shout,
in the interest of the north, :
to Bangor, where on Dec.:
he enlisted for three years
Maine Heavy Artillery, whs
ifs baptism of fire at Bloody
Private Shaw was shot in
joined his regiment again
At Petersburg Shaw was a
ed in the leg, and he still earn,
as a reminder of that skinni-

with
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for several years,
port, is the oldest
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county, who is 69. The your,
is from the same countv.
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With a record of 30.’years
of Greater Boston, dur.
which he has been at Station I
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JOHN SHAW’S GOOD

Any illness
caused by

a course

J.

yours,

35c. at drnpmists.

Tar Spreading Latest Vandaliam.
“Jack the Tar Spreader” Is giving
the detective force of Indianapolis no
end of trouble, and there Is not a night
but
women's expensive gowns a a
ruined at the theaters. In addition
smearing tar on gowns he drops sma
balls of It on the floors, and they a
trampled over the carpets by thosa wb
happen to tread on them.

Temperance and Prohibition.

Respectfully

Some of the most common cam*—
ill health are hasty meals, m,.
and over-eating.
The stoma, c Y
under such abuse and sickm
Such errors may be quick!;,- r
few doses of the “L. F.” Auv
ters.
They sweeten stomac:\

Carl G. Fisher of Indianapolis, Ind.,
and George L. Bumbaugb, who recently made a short trip In a balloon with
an automobile for a basket, are planning a trip through air across the Atlantic ocean, and their plan has been
approved by a number of well known
professionals throughout the country.
It Is proposed to make the trip In a
gigantic balloon, attached to which
Will be twenty smaller supply balloons that may be bled into the larger
bag as the leakage makes necessary.
Instead of a basket to carry the paaiengers, a specially built boat will be
made.

a

And now, as we draw neai the close,
permit me to say a word concerning the
laws prohibiting the sale of intoxicating
beverages and their enforcement.
In
the first place,
I
the
urge upon
you
thought with which I opened :hisaddress,
namely, that the burden is upon you and
not up m me to formulate legislation.
I
am glad to fulfill my duties which
are
to suggest, admonish, or inform, so
far

ble.”

Fisher Propose* Trip Under Qae Bag
With Many Little Feeders.

spurt or reprisal.
The current questions of taxation can
never be settled right, even for this generation until they dispense justice
to
every man, rich or poor, and so far as
possible dispose the burdens of public
tax in just proportion to every interest,
great or small.
or

“We have
Atwood’s Bitters in our farni[v' ,
twenty-five years with good
,‘0r
We always keep them in the
are
excellent for stomach YJSc'
They

accounting.

Fly Reveals Poison In Milk.
A wholesale attempt to exterminate
the roomers In a boarding house In
Los Angeles, Cal., failed because a fly
was Instantly killed when It fell Into
a live gallon can of poisoned milk.
As
Sirs. Martin, the proprietor, started to
carry an open live gallon can of milk
into the house from the back porch a
fly flew Into the milk and almost InShe Immediately notistantly died.
fied the police, and detectives ordered
that a chemical analysis be made of
the milk.
When this was made by
City Chemist Miller the poison was
fliscovered.

5

Maintain
Good Health
use^° the^tm'

ACROSS OCEAN BY BALLOON.

deliberations.
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State assessors, Otis G. Hayford of Canton, George Pottle of Lewiston, and WilVanishes in Five Minutes liam J. Thompson of China:
The total valuation of the cities, towns
YOU Feel Fine.
and plantations of the State, as certified
and forever rid to the board
n0VV— today,
by the municipal assesand Indigestion? sors for the present year, 1908, is $364,u h trouble
blues and grumbles. 898,714.
Compared with the valuation
,r, (s the
returned in 1907, the total increase is
hen take Pape’s Diapepsin
The gain in real estate
uices working. There $10,381,866.
iv,
amounts to $8,314,004 and in personal
.>r belching of Gas or
estate, $2,067,862.
no feeling like
,rt ..red food;
The increase by counties is as follows:
t}1(. stomach, of heartburn,
1

fl.

!

Androscoggin $1,285,153; Aroostook, $703,
444; Cumberland, $3,595,833; Franklin,
$275,878; Hancock, $220,129; Kennebec,
$252,358; Knox, $250,528; Lincoln, $38,742; Oxford, $419,940; Penobscot, $1,706,ts only 50 cents for a
store here, and will re- 321; Piscataquis, $249,909; Sagadahoc,
Somerset, $125,223; Waldo,
aate case of Indigestion $28,925;
$157,939; Washington, $120,576; York,
live minutes.
$950,963.
the

se

,ne

take Gas
stomach and in-

better to

lsc

triangule

will

digest

blood all
>ound, healthy stomach

nation into the

your stomach rests—
up—and then you
you come to the table*

k?

i-loans

|
;

j

Misery

is

n"

with its 57 years of earned reputaof

'T'U..

most every

17

WILL

$7,602,295

$512,580.

polls.

35c.

MAKE TOUR CHILDREN WHAT
THEY SHOULD BE.

50c.

JOHN HAMILTON

$1.00

The average rate of taxation upon
property in cities, towns and planta-

l'liL

BROWN.

To the Editor of The Journal:
Here is another Waldo county man, with
a record.
John Hamilton Brown was
born in Liberty 70 years ago, the son of
Joseph Brown, who lived on a farm on
the west side of George’s Lake. John
Hamilton left home before he was twenty
years of age, and worked in Massachusetts for a while. He invented while
there a hand pegging machine for pegging shoes, went to New York to dispose
of it and has lived there ever since.
He
has at least one hundred patents to his
credit.
After inventing various machines to make ruffling, fluting and all
kinds of fancy goods worn by women, he
invented a sewing machine to quilt cloak

tions is $20.83 upon each $1,000 valuaThere will probably come before the
tion. In 1907 the average rate was $22.08. ;
iwl
The total amount of municipal indebted- next Legislature a bill in favor of the
overseers
and officers of the State prison,
is
ness as returned
$7,603,030, being
state
$20.84 for each $1,000 valuation. In 1908 who have served the institution for a
it was $22.22, in 1907 $21.66. Two hun- period of 25 years. The object of this j
\|mh of Interest to Maine dred ninety three cities, towns and plan- i bill will be for the retirement of such j
tations report no indebtedness and many 1 overseers and officers at half pay at the \
People.
end of 25 years service.
of these have a surplus in the treasury.
;s of the several deThe profit per capita of convict labor
The total amount appropriated for pubnt.
government are
;
over and above cost of subsistence and
Maine people. We lic schools by the cities, towns and plani
was as follows:
■till summary of the tations for 1908 is $1,645,309, an increase clothing
Net profit of carriage department,
I game commission- of $197,194 on amount appropriated in
tvwith the salient 1907. The amount appropriated for main- PI 1,949; net profit of broom department,
tenance of highways and bridges is $1,- 84,303; net profit of harness department,
87,188; net profit of furniture depart422,687, an increase of $8,303.
iMMISSIONER.
The exploration of wild lands author- ment, $1,010; total $24,451.
and coat linings in squares, checks, zigx
caj 111.1^0
luc
avcia^c
jeauv
law created by the ized by a resolve of 1907 was continued
net with a fairly through the year of 1908.
During 1907 [ convicts was $112. The net cost of sub- zag, and all kinds of ways. Before his
hands of the peo- and 1908 there have been explored two sistence, including insane department machine this
quilting was done on maSttite,” says State townships in Hancock county, one in and U. S. prisoners, was $7,466. The
chines
with
one needle and it was a very
net
cost
of
insane
defive
in
Franklin county,
Oxford county,
■■!■ Paul D. Sargent
clothing, including
He made a machine that
four in Penobscot county and two in partment, was $1,389, the total cost of slow process.
the
conThese
Somerset
of
had needles enough to quilt a whole web
one-third
supporting
prisoners being $8,855.
iation
townships
county.
It is recommended that a new prison
■'non of the State tain a total of 247,343 acres. In 1906 the
of cloth at once going through.
He
The expenditure total valuation of these townships was oe built as soon as the finances ol the
made it possible for one girl to run or
State will permit.
is
amount
and
for
1908
the
for
aid
$1,401,716
applying
sew on several machines,
like running
STATE PENSIONER’S REPORT.
paid 22 inspectors $1,713,431, an increase of over 22 per
cent. The amount paid the explorers for
uses $2,485; balance
He then took up
In his report for 19C8 State Pension looms in a cotton mill.
this work is $3,175.49.
!, $11,107.”
Agent E. C. Milliken says, in part:
gunmaking and made the gun that the
N w England highl'HE STURGIS COMMISSION.
“There have been 2,365 applications Creedmore team used a number of
years
o
Boston to secure
TXT
1,1
+
,-.4? I->
4'~.,.1
filed and 2,181 certificates have been iswhich Mr. Sarago when they went to England and beat
not
of
either
as
last
so
sued;
many
year.
of Auburn and Albert
In Henry W. Oakes
is described.
the British team.
1
Mr. Brown was a
H. Lang of Skowhegan, the Sturgis en- Increasing years and feebleness of many
aw, Commissioner
forcement" commission, in their annual jf the applicants have seemed to make it member of this team and made the highthe cost of the enforcement imperative that a higher raring be made est score at 1,000 yards. Shortly after
State road law is report give
There have been a large
The in many cases.
as $54,467.
for the last two
he conceived the idea of making a builtGenerally speak- cases instituted years
of original applications filed and
by counties were Andros- 1 number
satisfactory.”
of
these
cases
have seemed to de- up cannon that could not be bursted with
Knox 391, i many
Franklin
78,
863,
coggin
has received within
Somerset mand the highest possible rating. These gunpowder, and made what is well known
a.
letters request-, Penobscot 971’, Sagadahoc 72,
Com- certificates, if paid in full, would call for the world over as the Brown Segmental,
total 2552.
67;
109,
Washington
be
! to
presented
The deaths
an expenditure of $87,268.
on the work the commissioners
menting
n
h.ture, compelling
which have occurred anil changes made Wire-Wound Gun, and thatnow holds the ;
say;
icon farm wagons
“Cases enough have been brought be- for other causes, the amount actually world’s record. The test was made by
To prove the
fore the courts by our deputies in each of expended with other allowances and ex- United States officers.
-RE FISHERIES.
the counties, where they have been at penses of the office paid from the appro- strength of his invention he made a tube
would
balance
the
amount
apRockland, commis- work, to have practically put an end to priation,
and put a breech block into each end,
propriated by the legislature.
nnro fisheries, in his the liquor business in these several countilled it with powder and touched it off.
“There
have
deaths
of
been
65
which
those recommenda- ties, had the full penalty provided by law
1 have received notice either from mu- The
been imposed.
powder burned and the gas all came
nicipal officers of towns, or that I have out of the touch-hole without injuring the
I’rol of fish should
“Undoubtedly a wide margin might obtained
from the columns of the news.table fishways in have been allowed for first offenders and
tube. That test was made more than 50
for special circumstances requiring leni- papers. Of the deaths which have occurmade, by leasing ency, but when the liquor business is red, 35 were widows, three mothers, two times. It has been figured by U. S. enone son and one daughter.
23 gineers that a 12-inch
out entire depletion
gun made on this
analyzed any liquor seller stands in the fathers,
fiats and provide for position of violating the law simply for were invalids, 18 of whom left widows plan will throw a shot 100 miles, a 10-inch
who
have
for
and
been
applied
granted
legation of barren what profit he can make out of it. The State
pensions; one widow remarried, 6 l miles and a 6-inch, 30 miles.
conclusion seems irresistible that the
one
remarried
and
left
the
It is well known by those familiar with
daughter
limiting should be responsibility for the continuance in
1 as far-reaching as business of these offenders lies with the State, the pension of one invalid has guns that the rifling is a very important
courts and the court officials.”
feature, and when the rifling is gone or
a
The commissioners say the recent increase in United States pension; the
uniform herring
certificates of two widow's have been re- worn off the gun is thrown aside as no
while
decision
that
the
court
law
ing
liquors
present
j
supreme
in transit cannot be seized has seri- voked on account of receiving United good. The life of a gun is from 60 to 100
States pension, which also included quite
shots, and this government, and the
passed requiring all ously affected enforcement conditions in an amount
of back pay, the certificates
the lobster industry Maine.
whole world, have racked their brains to
of
three
have
widows
been
reduced
in
“The result has been to open up an en1 amounts when United States pension find out the cause of this wearing away
owners of dams
..
tirely new phase of the liquor business was
received; seven invalids have enter- of the rifling and to discover a remedy
ot ovide suitable fishand to complicate seriously the question
Numerous express ed the Soldiers’ Home at Togus and their for it.
of enforcement.
Mr. Brown claims to have solved
certificates have been revoked.
.lops should be pro- companies have come into existence
“The service pension act passed by this problem and is now having his inunlawful
sale
is
the
whose
real
business
.illy.
Congress, February 6, 1907, has relieved vention tested at Sandy Hook by our
.vith, but should be of liquors.”
I he commissioners make these recom- the necessities of a large number of the government officers. If it proves to be
towns to appoint
old soldiers in Maine, and as these men
what he claims it will be worth millions
penalty provided mendations:
severally reach the required age under
.ittee to properly
“Express companies organized under said
of dollars, for it will prolong the life of
law
will
result
in
still
benefit
larger
the law's of the State should forfeit their
to them. The act passed by Congress the expensive heavy ordinance used by
minting the netting charters upon conviction for violation of
of the Sheepscot the liquor law and should be subject to April 12, 1908, making the minimum rate i ali nations more than one hundred fold or
a-1 so as to prohibit investigation by the legal department of of pensions to widows $12 per month has for an indefinite time.
a
lor present condi- the State, and
foreign express com- relieved great deal of actual suffering
Mr. Brown had a gun constructed on
trawl defeats the panies, guilty in the same manner, should and want among those most worthy apbe excluded from doing business in the j plicants. Where persons by reason of his plan with the safety appliance to
ing law.
age were entitled to receive $20 per prevent
vi
dating to the her- State.
scoring and that gun is being
i ries the commis“The statutes should be amended in month under the service pension law no tested at this moment at
Sandy Hook, as
State
has
been
unless
it
pension
the
granted
!>e wiped out.
If regard to the liquor law, so that
was shown that the applicants pending I have said, and so far with success. The
statutes
the
\
hoy should be thor- sentences prescibed by
the existing dif- should be imposed, and it should not be the granting of such pension should suf- whole world will be greatly benefited by
ciliated.
The rec- left to the discretion of the court to fer. There have been quite a number of this invention by a Liberty, Maine, farmcases where State pension has been grantVVhite Head law change them.
er’s son. Without attempting to mention
;'"i- the entire State
“The statutes of Kansas provide that ed to such persons, to continue until the
of increase in United States pen- all of his inventions I will refer briefly to
mhibiting of seiners proceedings may be instituted by the at- receipt
a few recent ones: A
thousand feet of any torney general, county attorney or any sions.
gas burner that
“I know of no case where State penin
citizen of a county, where a liquor nuiyou can blow out or turn on after the
sion
has
been
withheld
where
it
was
beir and seine fisher- sance exists, in the name of the State, to
flame is gone without an escape of gas;
abate and permanently enjoin the same, lieved that suffering would result in not
! a gas burner for advertising purposes
ies are discussed at and that when judgment is rendered in granting the same.
“I have persons on the rolls from 366 that comes and
the history of the in- favor of the plaintiff the court shall also
goes like a flash light; an
cities and plantations in this State.
e]y gone into. It is render judgment for a reasonable at- towns,
attachment for railroads to prevent colWe
have the same number of applica■'■h for 1908 was ap- torney fee against the defendant, which
lisions from front or rear and that stops
'.000 pounds.
He shall be taxed and collected as other j tions for pensions for soldiers of the
trains from running into open bridges
Aroostook
war as in the year 1907, cere nt laws with such
costs therein, and when collected paid to
I could make this list
recommended will the attorney or attorneys of the plaintiff tificates have been issued to each one of and switches.
the applicants. I have had a great many
use in the
much longer, but will only say that he is
supply of therein. Our statute should be amended letters
from
in
with
connection
parties
to
the
to give similar powers
attorney
now working on a safety, non-explosive
motor boat with its general, to citizens and to the enforce- the Aroostook war inquiring if widows
ol soldiers in that war were entitled to automobile tire that can be punctured
rum for hoisting the ment commission.
“If the conduct of liquor cases is left pensions. There is no provision of law twenty-five times and not necessitate
impetus to the scalState. The Maine in charge of the county attorney regard- for pensioning such widows.
for repairs.
The automobile
“Many inquiries have come to the office stopping
that of Massachu- less of his attitude toward enforcement
world will soon hear more about this
in'i in that it is much an entire docket of criminals may prac- relative to the report that the legislature
ives in much deeper tically escape punishment. We believe of Maine in 1907 adopted a pension law invention.
this it was impossible it should be the duty of the court to see giving all former Maine soldiers $8 per
The writer is an own cousin of the inmonth. No pension is paid by this State
V'
many of the better] that the liquor docket is fully and comventor and dined with him at his home,
to
other
in
States.
persons
acted
residing
and
■•rung of the motor- pletely presented
properly
“Certificates have been issued during 494 Clinton avenue, West Hoboken, N.
''Sieved that a close upon, and that the court should deal with
-November each year ] any county attorney who fails to attend the year to two soldiers of the war with J., a week ago. At the table were four
Spain and to nine widows of such soldiers.
uobscot bay in Knox to his duty properly in this respect.”
of his family, and it was
There are on the rolls 813 invalids, 1,292 generations
made.
i only discovered by myself, and attention
THE STATE PRISON REPORT.
11
three
20
fathers,
widows,
i'
mothers,
was called to it.
says that the deThey had not thought
•> i■ wive and salmon
of it, although it had happened a number
j The annual report of the Maine State sons, 24 daughters and 18 sisters.”
O.
is
an
Bernes
Norton
■hated to the same' Prison,
warden,
of times before.
Mr. Brown is a widRHEUMATISM RECIPE.
iution of rivers and interesting document. The total number
ower and lives with his daughter, and her
amble fishways in of prisoners in the institution for the
daughter’s son was present, representyear ending November 30th w’as 299, the Directions to Prepare Simple, Yet Remark- ing the fourth generation.
joint work of the number received dur.ng the year ;being
John Hamilton Brown is classed with
able Home Mixture.
The sentences of 52 prisoners ex'it and the Maine de- [ 97.
the great inventors of the world, and is
three were pardoned, five died,
A well-known authority on Rheumatism gives known all over the world.
ng the waters of pired, TT
Every nation
O
_t_
a._J_£
_1 1
|
the nractice of dvthe following valuable, though simple and that uses heavy ordnance knows him
to
the
federal
in
and
n greatly reduced,
prison Atlanta, Ga.,
well.
Yours Truly,
which any one can
John K. Brown.
report are carefully nine were transferred to the insane hos- : harmless, prescription,
The
crime
which
resulted
in
the
ing the value of the pital.
easily prepare at home:
•be two years 1907 and largest number of commitments was
Her 86th Birthday.
Fluid Extract
one-half ounce;
compound larceny, six persons being Compound Kargon,Dandelion,
one ounce; Compound Syrup
Five
eatch for 1907 was taken to prison tor that offense.
Mrs. Matilda Burleigh celebrated her
Sarsaparilla, three ounces.
as follows:
86th birthday at the Burleigh house on
Mix by shaking well in a bottle, and take a
alewives, went for manslaughter and four for
>1.215; clams, $602,196; murder.
teaspoonful after each meal and at bedtime.
Academy street Monday afternoon.
Of the 97 persons committed 56 were
•••'bi. $13,335; flounders,
He states that the ingredients can be obtain- About 200 friends from Dover, Somers1
accustomed
to
use
41
North Berwick and other
intoxicating drink,
$916,377; ground fish
ed from any good prescription pharmacy at worth, York,
!"rr|ng, $540,896; lobster, professed to be total abstainers from all
neighboring towns were present between
.i. $21,607; salmon, intoxicating drinks, 84 used tobacco in small cost, and, being of vegetable extraction, 3 and 6 o’clock. Mrs. Burleigh, with her
'"’
are harmless to take.
'23; scallop, $578,456; one form or another.
daughters, Mrs. John M. Burleigh and
Edward A. Chase, who was sentenced
This nlensant mixture, if taken retrulnrlv for
Mrs. James T. Davidson, were assisted
swordfish, $46,893;
Daniel A. Hurd of
$26,626; tongues and October 1, 1888, for murder, John G. a few days, is said to overcome almost any in
receiving
by Mrs.if_:
xt_al
r»_:
Farr of London, Eng., who was sen- case of Rheumatism. The
"""cod, $1655.
pain and swelling,
"f the catch for 1908 tenced January 21, 1881, for murder, if
by a trio composed of Miss Lena L.
any, diminishes with each dose, until perma’'"led as follows: ale- Eugene C. Hurd of Harmony, who was nent results are
Miss Hildegarde Brandegee of
obtained, and without injuring Dube,
sentenced
October
for
Boston and Miss Sue Winchell of Bruns12, 1882,
murder, the
$154; clam, $540,233;
stomach. While there are many so-called
John
McWilliams
of
who
was
wick.
Miss Florence Darville sang.
Lubec,
$20,024; flounder, $4,,"f $909,884; ground fish sentenced February 19, 1890, for murder, Rheumatism remedies, patent medicines, etc.; Miss Sarah Morton of Salmon Falls pour:’:T‘"g, $450,665; lobster, are among the oldest prisoners in the some of which do gfive relief, few really give ed tea, and Miss Margaret Hobbs of
•*v"wl $22,449; salmon, jail.
permanent results, and the above will, no doubt, North Berwick poured chocolate. Miss
Warden Norton reports that the finan- be
scallop, $84,209;
greatly appreciated by many^ufferers here Ellen L. Leib of Searsport served orange
ice in the hall. The four granddaughters
sword fish, $19,825; cial condition of the institution is excel- at this time.
of Mrs. Burleigh, Misses Elizabeth,
$11,620; tongues and lent; there is a good balance in the bank;
Inquiry at the drug stores of this neighborthe
accounts
on
the
books
and
are
““cod, $5,865.
good,
Ouillma, and Mary Davidson and Anita
hood elicits the information that these drugf
the
The
bills
small.
l ATE
outstanding
special
Burleigh assisted in the dining room.
ASSESSORS.
appropriation of $5,000 made by the last are harmless and can be bought separately, oi The birthday cake was sent by George
*
"I'nopsis of the annual Legislature has not been used and will the druggist here will mix the prescription foi W. Burleigh of New York City.—York
“embers of the board of be returned to the State treasurer.
qur readers if asked to.
Transcript.
cured of Indigestion.
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WEDDING BELLS.

NOTICE.

Spaulding-Toward. Arthur R. Spaulding and Miss Ethel Toward, both of
Waterville, were united in marriage last
evening at the home of the bride’s parents on upper Main street in the
presence
of a large party of friends and neighbors.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Rollin O. Everhart, pastor of the Methodist church, in the p rlor of the home,
which w"s prettily decorated in green
and white. The double ring ceremony
was used, Miss Elsie Frost being
ringbearer. The bride was attired in whi e
silk and carried bridal roses. She was
attended as bridesmaid by Miss Florence
Clark of Fairfield, who was gowned in
silk. The best man was Alton B.
toward. The wedding march was played by Mrs. H. J. Toward. After the
ceremony a wedding lunch was served in
the dining room, which was tastefully
arranged. The bride is the youngest
child of Horace A. Toward, roadmaster

Whereas, Hannah Kelley of Stockton Spring*
in the county of Waldo and State of
Maine, by
her mortgage deed dated the seventeenth
day
November A. D. 1906, and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, Book 252,
Page 479, conveyed to one John L. O’Connor, a
certain lot or parcel of land, together with the
buildings thereon, situated on Cape Jellison, in
said town of Stockton Springs, the land bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake
standing in the easterly line of Clifford street,
one hundred and fifteen
(115) feet in said line,
southerly from the southerly line of Western
avenue, so-called; thence southerly thirty-five
(35) feet to a stake in the ground; thence easterly eighty (80) feet to a stake; thence northerly thirty-five (35) feet to a stake; thence
westerly eighty (80) feet to a stake and the
place of beginning. It being the same land
and buildings deeded to the said
Hannah Kelley by the said John I,. O’Connor, Nov. 17,1906,
and whereas

the Maine Central, and a granddaughter of the late Mrs. Mary Snow, formerly of Belfast. She received her early
education in the public schools and is one
of the most populir of Waterville
young
laHiftS. Thp crrnnm IS
r»n
Maine Central as brakeman and is
very
popular among his associates. On their
return from a wedding trip to Portland
they will reside at 259 Main street,
on

Expels Impurities.
Best Worm Remedy.

t-

and upon

mother.

Cleanses the System.
Enriches the Blood.
Tones up the Stomach.

-----—

to

x«/vr«s.

Sink

tion, is the ideal household remedy

a total gain for the two years of 1907 and
1908 of $24,529,942.
The total valuation of the twenty cities
of the State for 1908 is $164,196,568, an
increase of $5,375,816, and with the increase returned in 1907, $6,500,207, gives
for two years a total gain of $11,876,023.

amount

as you decide to begin
,!! your druggist that you
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j

you good.
all Stomach

TRUE S ELIXIR

The increase in valuation as returned
for the year 1907 was $14,188,076, making

xi,

NOTED INVENTOR.

The tender ages of childhood need a strengthening
tonic to produce healthy,
red-blooded American men
and women.

nzziness, and your food
son your breath with
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You are protected

by the millers

when you

this flour.

the said John L. O’Connor

use

the

assignment of that date, recorded in Wa do
County Registry of Deeds, Book 292, Page 30,
assigned and transferred said mortgage dt;ed
to the undersigned, the Stockton
Springs Trjst
Company, a corporation duly organized under
the laws of the State of
Maine, and having its
principal place of business at said Stockton
Springs; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by
reason of the breach of the
condition thereof,
the said Stockton
Springs Trust Company
claims a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this twenty-sixth
day of December A.
D. 1908.
3w53
STOCKTON SPRINGS TRUST CO.
By L. P. Lawton, its Treasurer

Their perfect system in
milling is a guarof its absolute cleanliness, whole-

antee

goodness and uniform quality.
A baking or two will convince
you that no other could give
some

you entire satisfaction.
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Waterville.

on

twenty-second day of December A-1). 1908, by

his

Y ates-Blaisdell.

Announcements
have been received by Belfast friends of
Mr. and Mrs. Philo C. Blaisdell of New
York and Northport, of Lhe marriage of
their daughter, Miss Ada Grant Blaisdell, to Howard Douglass Yates, son of
Rev. Walter J. Yates, formerly of the
Pine street Methodist church in Bangor

Notice of Sale.
Pursuant to a license from the
Honorable
George E. Johnson Judge of Probate in and for
the county of Waldo and State of Maine I
shall
sell at public auction on
Monday, the first dav of
February, A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, on the premises, all the right, title and
interest which Martha A.
Arey, late of Winterport, in said county of Waldo, deceased, had
in and to the
following described real estate
namely: A certain lot or parcel of land, situated
in said Winterport,
beginning at a stake in the
east corner of land of
Edgar S. Cole; thence
northeasterly by the Chadwick line forty-five
rods, more or less, to a stake set as a line between land formerly of
Benjamin F. Staples
and the late Aaron Black; thence
by said line
eighty rods, more or less, to land owned by
!
Fredericks; thence southwesterly
,W:
by Frederick s land to land of Edgar S Colethence by said Cole’s land to
place of begin6

ANSTED & BURK COMPANY, Miller.,

Springfield, Ohio

For Sale at Your Grocer’s

and for several seasons
manager of the
Northport campground. The wedding ;
on Sunday at the home of the
Blaisdells in New York and the young
couple will be at home after April 1st, at
468 Riverside Drive, New York. Both
On and after October 5, 1908, trains connectMiss Blaisdell and Mr. Yates have spent ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
several summers in Northport and have trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portbeen identified with the social life of the land and Boston will run as follows:
resort, and are popular with a large numFROM BELFAST.
ber of friends. This is the second wedP. M.
P.M.
A,M.
to
take
12 15
3 20
ding
place in the Blaisdell family Belfast, depart. 6 55
since the close of the summer season, Citypoint. t7 00
U2 20
325
tl2 30
'3 35
Miss Ellie Blaisdell, the elder daughter, Waldo .47 10
12 42
'3 47
Brooks. 7 22
marrying Howard Bryant of Bangor, at Knox.
3 59
34
+12 54
Northport, just before the family left Thorndike. 47
7 40
1 00
4 05
for their New York home.
7

llaiue Central R R.

took place

_

Blackington-Philbrook.

Mr. Fred
M. Blaekington and Miss Alveretta E.
both
of
Philbrook,
Rockland, were married December 30th at the home of the
bride’s sister, Mrs. Freemont Arey, 44
Sea street, Camden. Only the near relatives of the contracting parties were in
ou,tuuaiii.c.

iiic uxluai

party

aiuuu

uu-

der an arch of evergreen and the service
was performed
by Rev. S. E. Frohoek.
The bride was becomingly attired in a
of
white
batiste trimmed with
gown
white silk lace and carried a bouquet of
white pinks. The presents were numerous and beautiful.
You would not delay taking Foley’s Kidney
at the first sign of kidney or bladder
trouble if you realised that neglect might result in Bright’s disease or diabetes.
Foley’s

Remedy

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.

48
8 10
8 28
Benton.
8 38
Bangor. 11 35

8 44
A.M.

Portland. 11 50
)E.D. 330
Boston,
w D. 3 20
~

TO

P.M.

iE.D
w D.

Boston,

Here it is clear and warm and I go about
my work in my shirt sleeves. The ground
has not frozen a mite.
I wish our boys
could see them
are

200

men

paving the streets. There
and 50 teams at work and

they make things git. The pavement is
asphalt and when done it is as smooth as
glass. There are 17 miles to pave, at a
cost of 5750,000, and it will be completed
by July, 1909.
It is fun to
It takes six

see

them shell

corn

A.M.

;

P.M.

9 30
5 30
8 25

1 05

9 50

4 15
12 25

6 55
6 45

Bangor.

P. M.

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, depart.

7
7
8
8
8

02
13
25
44
52
t9 00
915
t» 25
*9 35
9 40

19
10
10
10
11
til
11

56
05
20
45
00
10
30
11 40
til 50
II 55

22
33
50
09
17
t5 25
5 40
+5 50
16 00
6 05

Stockton

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Stockton Springs Water
Company will be
held at the office of the
at

a

funnel about 80 feet

long

to

ALISLltl' HI. AMES, Secretary.
Stockton -Springs, Me., December 29, 1908.

ANNUAL MEETING

k

Stockton

and see the

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
Stockton Springs Trust Company will be
in their banking rooms at
Stockton

held

j Springs, Maine, on Tuesday,
January, 1909, at 10 o’clock in

$2.25

!
!

Bankrupt
j

I

Happy

:

j
i

I

law
1905
that the Governor may create the office
of special attorney for the State to enforce the law against the manufacture
and sale of intoxicating liquors was declared unconstitutional by a rescript
handed down today from the Maine Law

j
That’s what
Coal

our

as was ever

coal is—as good

mined.

from slate and dirt
sible

to

get

as

Coal.

As free

Bangor.

Coal that will

OR. HUMPHREYS’ SPECIFICS.

1 II, O'

.,...1

p'ease

you both in

quality and price.

Price

1- Fever*. Congestions. Inflammations.25
2. Worms, Worm Fever, or Worm Disease 25
3« Colic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
4. Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
6. Dysentery. Gripings, Bilious Colic.25
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis .25
8. Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia..25
9* Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
10. Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13. Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25
14. Suit Rheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
15. Rheumatism, or Rhev.matic Pains.25
16* Fever and Ague, Malaria.25
17. Pile*, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.25
18. Ophthalmia, Weak or Inflamed Eye*.25
19. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.25
20. Whooping Jougli, Spasmodic Cough.25
21. Asthma,Oppressed, Diilicult Breathing.26
27. Kidney Disease, Gravel, Calculi.25
28. Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness.1.00
29. Sore Mouth, Fever Sores or Canker..25
30. Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy and Diphtheria.25
35 Chronic Congestions, Headaches. .25

Court

Street, to

Office

answer

telephone call, 236, ring 11.
telpenecall, 32, ring 22.

House

6tf

WE
WANT
YOUR

SUBSCHIPTION
To

THE

REPUBLICAN

want you to take

JOURNAL.

advantage

that we offer the two

Swan & Sibley Co.,

We

of our com

together

for $2.00

Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at

this

olliee.

LIVE STOCK

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO

Belfast, Maine

Commission Merchant.
P. L. LIBBY,

calls.

bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
MAGAZINE. We have already announced

rue

Languages.

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

Carefully

tnglish, German, Spanish, Portuguese and French.
FOB

1.0000,1.

Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evenings I shall be at my residence. 23

it is pos-

Court. The rescript was written by
Chief Justice Emery in the case of the screened, and every ton a full ton.
State of Maine By Information vs. Amos
Why should it not be a burning
K. Butler, which was entered at the
M ireh term of the Supreme Court for success?
Try us with your next
Sumerset county last year and was argued at the June term of the Law Court at order, and you will certainly get

So.

Mo

S. W. Johnson, M.D.

I

Skowhegan, January 7. The
passed by the Maine Legislature of

Five

previously disposed of at private sale) at
the store formerly occupied by him at the eorne
of High and Main streets, in
Belfast, on Fri
day, January 15, 1909, at 10 o'clock in the foreall
the
stock
in
noon,
trade, tixtures and book
accounts belonging to the estate of Richard H.
Moody, bankrupt, also the equity of redemption in the homestead of said
bankrupt, situate
upon Court street; in Belfast, aforesaid. Terms
cash.
JAMES S. HARRIMAN, Trustee.
Rolf,let

Law Unconstitutional

in

License being granted by the United States
District Court, I shall sellat public auction
(un-

<

Your friend,
Ed. F. Clement.

Directions with each Vial

Sale.

less

j

Special Attorney

a

RETURNING

city

New Year.

the 19th day of
the forenoon, to
and transact any

hoard of directors
other business that may legally come before
therr3w53
ALHEKT M. AMES, Secretary.
Stockton Springs, Me., December 29. 1908.
elect

prettiest city of its size in
I am not hired to boom this

and pay my own postage.
I wish you all good luck and a

Springs Trust Company

the

First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston

a

Stockton

on Tuesday, the 19th
day of January,
A. I). 1909. at 12.90
p. m., to hear the reports
of the officers and act
upon the same, to elect
a board of seven directors for the
ensuing year
and to transact any other business that
will
properly coine before said meeting
Per order,
3w53

Steamers leave Boston Tuesdays, and Frifurnace and, like the wicked, are burned
days at 5.00 p. m.
up. They shell from 3,000 to 4,000 bushLeave Rockland, via Camden, Wednesdays
els a day, and the cobs are Heaven’s own ; and Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m., or on arrival
of steamer from Boston.
fuel.
For four cents a day you can burn
Leave Winterport Mondays and Thursdays
all you like.
! at 10.00 a. m., Bucksport at 12.00 noon.
All freight, except live stock, is insured
There is one thing I am sorry for.
j against tire and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Foreigners are coming here by the car
Belfast, Maine.
load and getting all the best land; but
they make good citizens and have such
fine children.
Give my best regards to Ben Hazeltine
and Fred White, to Ben Field and Elmer
Sherman, and tell them all to come out
the world.

Secretary

Springs

men to feed the machine. I
Steamer Bay State leaves Belfast about 2.30
The corn comes with the husk or in box p. m., Mondays and Thursdays for Camden'
! Rockland and Boston.
cars or on the wagons of the near farmFor Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport,
ers.
The cobs are fed to the machine by about 7.45 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from
j*
u .1*._j
_i__i
a_ | Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays.

through

Springs Water Company

BANGOR DIVISION.

here.

or parcel of
land,
with the buildings
176 in the first di-

ANNUAL MEETING

4
4
4
5
5

Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
E.
F.
BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.

! Eastern Steamsliip

Winterport,

JOHN W. AREY,
Adm’r of estate of Martha A.
Arey. deceased

A.M.

Waterville.

said

Dated this twenty-ninth day of December A

!

00

7

ofher certain lot

Winterport,

9 00
g 4-

Portland... 10 35

Citypoint.

I
The Journal of December 24th
that it is good sleighing and 5 below zero.

A.M.

in

Also one other certain lot or
parcel of land
situated m said
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Being the same real
estate conveyed to the said Martha A.
Arev by
Hannah J. Norton by her
warranty deed dated
October 2o, 1897, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 251, Page 230.
All the above real estate
being subject to the
husband s right by descent, and the first
two
parse s being subject to a mortgage on which
one note of two hundred dollars
and interest
remains unpaid, and the last
parcel being subject to a mortgage of one hundred and sixty
dollars and interest.

P.M.

Waldo

by

6 22

one

standing thereon, being lot
vision in said
Winterport.

13
35
07
16
10

2 12
P,M.
4 50
7 55
9 05

7 00

Brooks.

see

Akso

situated

BELFAST

Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities and Unity....
all kidney and bladder disorders. R. H. Thorndike.
Knox.
Moody.
“OKLAHOMA CITY”

3 20

4
4
6
6
6

ning.

A.M.

Waterville.

cures

‘‘The Garden of the World.”
To the Editor of The Journal:

108
1.30

Clinton.

?^utter

Burnham, Maine,

-AND-

Real Estate
*

IN WALDO COUNTY.

We buy and sell.

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

Farms wanted.

ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast, Maine.

77. Grippe, Hay Fever and Summer Colds... .25
A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
uc sent on receipt of price.
Medical Book sent free.
HUMPHREYS' HOMEO. MFDIOINE CO., Como
William and John Streets. New York.

pocket. Sold by druggists,
__

FOLEYSIHMY^TAR
Cores Celdsi Prevents Pneosionls

Weekly shipments of live slock to Brighton
Cars leave Belfast every Monday morn
ing and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Fox
croft every Saturday morning.
I solicit youi
consignment, promising you prompt and satis
factory returns with the party's name and adMarket.

dress I sell your stock to.

Write for

shipping

directions and my weekly market letter, free.

SHOATS FOR SALE
-AT-

PRESTON’S
Washington Street,

STABLE,

off of
3wl

Main, Belfast.

>

with several solos by Miss Laura Blanchard of
Sandypoint, after which a bountiful repast was
served in the banquet hall. All participants
unite in declaring the occasion most enjoyable.

SEARSPORT.
Frank I. Gross of Bangor spent Sunday in

town.

North Waldo Pomona.

Sch. Kittie La wry arrived Thursday from
Rockland with grain to Pike Bros.

C. C. Atwood was in Winterport Saturday to
the funeral of his uncle, Hon. Fred Atwood.
attend

Angeline N. Carver, who has been
in Hartford, Ct., returned home Satm3 id me

W. A. Chisholm arrived last week from Milhe had been at work the past
three months.

linacket, where

irauc-marK

oi

Scott’s Emulsion

F. M. Harris of Boston were at
the Searsport House Sunday, the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Adams.
Mr. and Mrs.

■

I

and ison every bottle of it sold ■
in the world—which amounts H

Twenty Poles who were employed at the
Penobscot coal dock left Monday for a two
week’s vacation in Boston.

Louis P. Closson,

while at work in Pike
Bros, mill-yard Saturday rolled a log onto his
foot, crushing one of his toes.

many

pale,

restored

anaemic girls and

to health so

Mrs. L. A. Colcord found a silk parasol with
ivory handle Sunday, which the owner can
have by calling at her residence.

thousands in the first stages
of Consumption.

g

Miss Bessie Brown of Bangor arrived last
week to take the place of assistant to Principal Tibbetts in the High school.

Send this advertisement, together with
name of paper in which it appears,
your address and four cents to cover
postage, and we will send you a
‘‘Complete Handy Atlas of the World.”

BR

Sch. Dorothy Palmer, Capt. Harding, sailed
Friday for Rockland, where she will lay up on

;

Schs. Ned I*. Walker and Fred H. Emerson
arrived last week from Weymouth, Mass.,
with fertilizer for the A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s
Point.

Mr.

day morning.

j

engineering plant.
a

special

meeting Thursday evening, January
Percy Clark, district deputy of Prospect, will
have charge of the work.

Baker, Carver & Morrell of 75 Front street,
York, have sent out a very handsome
calendar for 1909, on which is a full length
portrait of Abraham Lincoln delivering his

Gettysburg

oration.

Grand
masquerade ball in Union Hall,
Wednesday evening, January 20th, under the
auspices of Penobscot Lodge, No. 135, K. of
P. Good music will be furnished. Supper
will be

served in the lower hall.

slight shock of an earthquake was felt on
morning of January 7th at 5 o’clock on
Prospect avenue by some of our farmers who
The snock was not
were milking their cows.
strong enough to register on the local seis- j
A
the

mometers.

er

Rain and fog
Sunday and

son?

14th.

New

famous

Tuesday

Mrs. Alvah C. Treat spent Sunday with her
sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Gerrity,
in Bangor. She returned Monday.

gone.

Penobscot Lodge, K. of P., will hold

He returned

The Current Events Club met Wednesday
afternoon with Mrs. Lillias N. Staples in regular session.

valuable horse Saturwas as well as usual
found dead early Sun-

Daniel H. Devereaux left January 7th for
Brunswick, Ga., where he will be employed for
the next four months in the Parker & Hensel

I|

W. J. Creamer arrived home from Ban-

Saturday evening.
morning.
gor

18th.

Wesley Webber lost a
day night. The horse
Saturday night and was

H
K

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

The dance to be given by the seniors of the
Searsport High school has been postponed
from Friday, January 15th, to Monday. January

H

SCOTT^^OWNE^o^earlSt^^Y^B

v

;

the features of the weath-

Monday. Our fine sleighing is !
Shall we have its equal again this seasaies at o. vi.

uuiiudj

fancy goods
the

were

uimueri s

ary

ana

were large, judging from
big boxes he was disposing of

store

numerous

a gifted
Clements,
by
praiseworthy response was given by Ira Veazie
of Granite Grange.
C. C. Clements presented the matter for
printed programs, which met with great approval and was accepted by the usual vote.
The assignments were as follow’s: February,
Northern Light; March, Sunrise; May, South
Branch; June, Seven Star; July, Sebasticook;
September, Hillside; October, Granite; November, Star of Progress; December, O. Gardner;
January, Morning Light. These programs will
be printed immediately and copies sent to each
grange in the jurisdiction, that they may know
the work assigned for them to accomplish.
No further business appearing at this time
proceeded to install officers, with Annie B.
Clements and Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Dow acting
as installing officers.
Mr. Stinson installed
Mrs. Clements as secretary and made some fine

remarks to the grange and thanked all those
who had been his associates in office during
the past year and wished them a prosperous

year. A rising vote of thanks and appreciation
were extended to Mr. Stinson for efficient serMasonic Block Association in annual
meeting declared a dividend of 5 per cent for j vices as Master, and he surely steps down into
stockholders, checks for w’hich will be sent as j the ranks with honor. As a veteran of the
soon as possible.
Civil War, as a Patron of Husbandry, and as a
Miss Melvena Grant of Prospect arrived ! good citizen, Alfred Stinson ranks
high in
here Saturday to remain over Sunday writh her j
Long may he be spared to
niece and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Waldo county.
grace these meetings with his presence and
Ames, returning Monday.
counsel. Thanks were also extended to the
The officers of Pownal
F.
&
A.
M.
Lodge,
will be installed Wednesday
evening, January j installing officers and to O. Gardner Grange
27th, with public ceremony—mason’s families j for hospitality. Remarks by each of the ofand two invited guests by each member.
ficers followed. The trustees for the current
Mrs. Celia Herrick continues to slowly im- year are Lewis White, D. M. Kimball and W. S.
prove and during the past week has been able
j Littlefield; finance committee, O. B. Dow, D. L.
to. put on a dress occasionally. Her numerous
friends hope for a more rapid gain in the Dyer and Harold Clements. The grange voted
;
future.
that the secretary should continue to act as

last week.
The

college next

Alfred Reynolds is making business hum at
the old Isaac G. Reynolds’ place, which he has
bought. He cannot keep away from this village, however, and some of the young ladies
know the reason why.

One of the courageous school ma’ms of
Brooks is Miss Erma Barker, who walked some
three miles to her school the other
morning as
her horse was not shod in condition to
drive
over the ice and she makes it a
point never to
be late at school.

snow

Red

Tag Price of $11.95, 13.95
«q

J

$5.00 to $7.00 Suits and

now

§|

|

39c.

I

25c. Gloves 19c.

Special

Men’s and

■'

Boys’

f®

our

price

98

....

jgjg

two weeks ago, will leave here
for Baltimore to load 1500 tons of
coal for Porto liico. The vessel's bottom was i
found to be considerably injured. About 15 1
feet of her false keel was split, 26 feet of her
shoe was knocked off and six feet of gripe was
missing. The repairs, which have been going i
on in the dry dock, East Boston, were com- !

launching
Thursday

j

j

1

pleted yesterday.

Skins,
Duck,

Fee's

Fowl,
Geese,

|

RETAIL PRICE.

Beef, Corned,
Butter

Salt,

14

Corn,
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover

Seed,

Flour,
H, G. Seed,

Lard,

8
65
9
50
60
8
8.00
26a28
3
8a9

ON A $100.00
**

Etc.

Thaa Ml

Street

Clothiers,

_

BELFAST,

MAINE

75 Pollock,
18 Pork,
1.70 Plaster,
Sa9 Kye Meal,
18 Shorts,
00 Sugar,
5.75a6.75 Salt, T. I.,
0.00 Sweet Potatoes,
13 Wheat Meal,

Department Store

PURCHASE, VALUE
•*

OF COUPON S25.00

■*

it

K

jq

“

4.00

“

«

(i

ii

“

1.00

«

a

ii

ii

Coupon

not good after January

23,

RICHARDS,

EAT

6
13
1.13

34

Out

rune,

45 Main

Street

diaries R. c ;oinl

1.40

54
38
4
4

CM Bail Go ’s
Vanilla Drops,

(I still keep the old Hnn

Cocoanut Gems,

Nice for a

dainty

lunch.

I

assistant. I can n
tin* business, for wliicii I
of my life, to the
study of

Everything

Also

-AI.SI I

Heavy

Slate Burin / i (Hilt*
ways in stoi

I

EQUAL LUNCH CRACKERS.

Calls answered
prompt
Home telephone, 48-3: oft!
Ambulance for movin

promptly.

.j

We have sold this

_:

for

company’s products

three years with marked sucA trial will convince you that
they are fine goods.

1

|

both of Stonington.
Weed-Stinson. In Deer Isle, December 29, *
Harold J. Stinson of Stonington and Miss Edith I
B. Weed of Deer Isle.
In Searsmont, January \
Wilkins-Bryant.
10, by Rev. C. II. Bryant, Oscar Blaine Wiikir.s
and Miss Mabel A. Bryant, both of Searsmont.
__j

••

iuii mu* oi

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH

over

cess.

Modern
Casket

"THE BERKSHIRE” SALTED SODAS,
and the only original

I

as inv

SMALL BOSTCN CRACKERS,

both of Bluehill.
Hatch-Coomrs. In Vinalhaven, December
31, Ernest E. Hatch and Miss Lizzie Ava
Coombs, both of Vinalhaven.
Jones-Keep. In Woodfords, December 30,
Clifford B. Jones of Portland (formerly of
Rockland) and Miss Alice M. Keep of Rockland.
Mills-Vivian. In Oakland. Calif., December 21, W\ A. Mills (formerly of Rockland) and
Miss Grace Vivian, both of Antioch, Calif.
Payson-Oxton. In Alberta, Canada, January

DIED

my door).

MR. CHAS. E.

Baby Peanut,
Baby Cocoanut,

Ames-Amks. In Orland, January 2, James F.
Ames and Mrs. Lillie M. Ames, both of Orland.
Barter-Rich. In Rockland, January 2, Guy
E. Barter and Clara E. Rich, both of Isle au
Haut.
Coomrs-Parker. In Castine, January 5, by
Rev. R. C. Douthit, James Coombs and Miss
Alice Parker, both of Castine.
Grindle-Bacon. In Bluehill, December 30,
Forrest E. Grindle and Miss Lena A. Bacon,

ever

services of

M Alt It 111 I)

December 24,
Ada F. Eaton,

*s°n

«

I

of Alberta.
Weed-Eaton. In Stonington,
Thurlow Ernest Weed and Miss

| ,-j

3.4
13al4

and Mrs. Herbert J. Hopkins, a son.
Saunders. In Brooksville, December*25, to
Mr. and Mrs. James fc. Saunders, a daughter.

a

Salt

1.10
4.4

Gott. In Orland, Decomber 29, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph R. Gott, a son.
Hopkins. In Orland, December 30, to Mr.

And do didoplng,
printiim..
Finns for all sizes and mis.

72 MAIN STUKK'I.

PRICES MODERATE.

WHITTEN BROS.,
Sole Distributors.

Winterport, January 6, Hon.
Fred Atwood, aged 70 years.
Bowden. In Penobscot, January 1, Sophronia,
wife of Richard Bowden, aged 61 years, 8
months and 21 days.
Clement. In Seal Harbor, December 24,
In

CITY FARM

FOR SALE

Situated on Swan Lake Avenue, l.\ miles
‘rom Belfast postcfficejoO acres of fine hay and
Herbert Clement.
1
Gilchrest. In Wiley’s Corner, Mrs. Abigail
rop land; house and barn comparatively new
Gilchrest.
! ind in good condition; house contains six good
Cox. In Liberty, January 7, Macy Cox, aged | 1 arge rooms, cistern in cellar; cuts 20 tons of
23 years. Interment in Searsmont.
lay; has wood enough for home use and timGould. In Winterport, January 6, George j 1 ier enough for repairs and additions.
Ice
Gould.
] irivilege and two never-failing springs of
Marden. In Fresno, Calif., J anuary 4, C. 1 yater. This place has all the advantages of
W. Marden, a native of Swanville, Me., aged a city home; good schools (one within 100 rods
74 years.
< if the house), churches, library, mail
delivery
Merrithew. In Stockton Springs, January 1 wice daily, telephone, etc.
Must be seen to
1 e appreciated.
Price reasonable.
11, Levi Merrithew, aged 89 years.
For full
Moody. In West Appleton, December 29, 1 larticulars call on or address
Frank A. Moody, aged 47 years, 5 months and 8
N. S. PIPER,

days.

Swan Lake

Rankin. In Rockland, January 4, Harriet E.,
wife of Knott C. Rankin, aged 74 years.
Randall. In Belfast, January 10, Mrs.
Elizabeth C. Randall, formerly of Farmington,
Me., aged 73 years, 10 months and 17 days.
Sleeper. In Freedom, January 8, Mrs. Clif-

Sleeper.

o

IVIain

40.00

W. H.

150 It N

Atwood.

\J(

•

RETAIL MARKET.

10 Lime,
lb., 18a20 Oat Meal,
78 Onions,
75 Oil, kerosene,

May Oxton

n

,

Cut this Ad. Out

18 Veal,
*?1
34 Wnnl linwashm)
12 Wood, hard,
4.00a4.50
18 Wood, soft,
3.C0

v

7

and will end on
January 23, 1904!
it is worth ail you wish to make it
allow you 1-4 of the amount of
chase for it, you to pay 3-4 of amount of
purchase in cash.

j

7a8

ll'Tallow,

Calf

25c Ho

Anniversary Coupon

Belfast

14.0U

Beans, pea,
Lamb,
Beans, Y. E., 2.75a3.00 Lamb Skins,
27 Mutton,
; Butter,
5a7 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
Beef, fore quarters, 5* Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
Cheese,
14‘Straw,
Chicken,
14iTurkey,

™!/™ an<

Began December 31,

PAID PRODUCER.

2.50a2.75

53 85

‘

--AT THE-

CURRENT

Apples, per bu, 50a75 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,

Cojdf

11,1

■

Our 20th

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

S
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Cents]
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j

BELFAST PRICE

Granges.

9c.

now

tn

ll

customer, and never sold to dealers. Here's another bargain. We have an overstock in Boys'Suits, in sizes 3 to
6 years—$2.00, $3.00, $4.00 and $5.00 values—for this
sale

and se ».

$3.95.

15c. Hose

10 dozen Boys’Knee Pants, ages 3 to 6 years, AT ONE
CENT A PAIR, the only stpulation being that you buy at
least 50 cents worth of other goods. Only two pairs to a

(J|j)

16.9f

*«" —'

Special for first 3 Days of Sale.

ftlft

ton

$5.95

now

now $3.95.
Bovs’ $•? 50
Overcoats now $1-95 and $2.95. Men’s
Corduroy Sheepskin I ined
Men’s Canvas Sheep Lined Coats now $2.98.
Special in Winter TTnd
SO, Underwear aow 35a Men’s Wool Fleece
Wright’s Health Underwear now 50c. and 79c. Wool Underwear «i no
EOc. Caps now 35a AH $1.00 Caps now 75.. All

la
I

and

„0M ^

Tag Price

Overcoats

,

tc

$5-00 WIDOW JONES’ Boys’ Suits and Overcoats

§

„_

NEWS.

a

Red

|||j|

many years.

a\°

$12.50 and $13.50 Overcoats and Suits, Red Tae Prim*
Special Lot „f Suits and Overcoats

||

We recently received from
Joseph Higgins
of Thorndike his annual
subscription for The
Journal with the compliments of the season.
He has long been a subscriber to it and is
a
constant reader of all the news. He was born
May 28, 1819, and is therefore 89 years old. He
also voted for President in 1840 and he noticed
the items in regard to Mr.
Ferguson, Almon S.
Forbes and other young old men of Waldo
county. Well, he has our best wishes and we
hope that he may for many years yet enjoy
reading The Journal which he has taken for so

Sv

in a sale of
this
that a merchant’ cuts his entire
stock
bls
oldstocb a"d odd^ and ends-but in that
y
this sale is an excer i
our braild new
Kuncnheimer $15.00, $18.00, $20.00 and $22

“er?

get

f|

suprise was afforded Mrs.
annual installation of the
the
O
of
E. S., it being the presentaofficersaof
tion of an emblem of the order in the form of a :
badge in a collar pin in recognition of her
faithful and efficient service for a
long time as
an officer of the lodge.

■

^ues nfot

^

°vercoats at

jp

A very pleasant
W. H. Rolfe at the

Unt11 .

seIdo™

1S

down

I

One of the recent marriages which we have
not mentioned is that of Merton W. Gibbs
and
Miss Hattie Work. They will move to the
Calvin Work place in Jackson and
their
try
luck at farming. Miss Work was one of the
class of B. H. S. ’08.

or

Sale

KUPPENHEIMER SUITS AND WINTER
OVERCOATS

|tffo
|

shop.

Days,

year we

a

thln^

R
i
R

“Ike,” our jumper man, whom most everybody in Waldo county has bought something of,
has been confined to the house for some
days
by neuralgia and rheumatism. It is a long,
dull day for him when he cannot
get to the

To-Day

and Lasts dust 17

forget the cost of goods. Forget them for this reason
Clothimr i
that
™Prove Wlth age. Next year a little different
"!p"■
styl m
"d ,n order
do justice to our customers, give them the
new things
it
is
8
imperative to
out our stock the season it is bought.
c!tbli
few bargains, look them over-better
liere’s
come
to
stiff,
the
store
and examine
l
You will find them even better than ice can
describe them.

|

autumn.

rain storm last week cleared off the
As before stated in these items a comfortand the downpour was so very heavy
able room has hppn fitful
that the streams wrere all raised to a high !
house
which is kept warmed and lighted, the
Mr. and Mrs. William Ladd and
have reporter.
pitch. The engine room at Pike’s spool mill gone to Bangor for the winter. children
Remarks regarding the State Grange were intention being to make it a club room for the
Their house !
had so much water in it that work wras susfire department, W'here, under the direction of
on School street has been rented
!
(furnished) made by A. Stinson, C. C. Clements, G. H. their
pended for the day.
to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Grant, who are nowofficers, they may post themselves in the
Stevens and others who attended the sessions theory and practice of their business. It is
At the anr.nal meeting of Mariner’s Lodge, occupying it.
No. 68, F. & A. M., held January 5th, the folin Waterville. Remarks on the Duty of the proposed to make it to some extent a reading
Mr. P. D. Lancaster came from Bangor last
room and literary
society; at least that is whan
lowing officers were elected for the ensuing
Saturday night to join his wife, who had been Pomona to the Subordinate Grange by G. H. some wish it to be. Mr. John H. Gordon
year: John Murphy, W. M.; G. P. Carter, S.
in town since Christmas with her mother, Mrs. York were full of spirit and evoked
W .; Elmer Webster, J. W.; W. N. Colson, S. D.;
hearty ; chairman of the Board of Trade, who has
B. Pendleton.
They returned to applause. Then the minutes were read and taken much interest in this department, has
B. E. Larrabee. J. I).; J. E. Wentworth, C. A. Sylvester
Bangor Monday.
presented them with one hundred volumes as
Whittier and W. N. West, Trustees.
approved and the grange closed with usual a nucleus for a
library. It is understood that
Mrs. F. O. Hichborn of Portland arrived formalities.
At the annual meeting of the Searsport R.
other books, papers or
magazines from any
from Machias (where she had
A. C., held January 6th, the following officers Monday evening
source will be acceptable.
spent a week with an aged, invalid aunt) to
were elected for the ensuing year: J. E. Wentvisit her husband’s sisters, the Misses HichNews
of the
In a recent issue of The Journal we noticed
worth. H. P.: John Frame. K.: G. P. Carter. S
born, on Church street.
A. H. Nichols. T.; J. P. Nichols, Sec.; C. N. j
correspondence from a neighbori g
i in
Whittum, C. H.; John Murphy, P. S.; F. A.
D. D. G. M., Mrs. Alice May Hichborn, was
The following officers of Honesty Grange No. town that Mr. Blank or some other good fellow
Nye, R. A. C.; W. N. Colson, T. V.; L. M. Sar- invited by Anchor Chapter, O. E. S. of Sears- 83, Morrill, were installed Wednesday, January had bought a sleigh and a cow. The combination attracted our attention at once and we
gent. S. V.; F. K. Sawyer, F. V.; W. N. West, port, to install its officers Wednesday evening
6, 1909: Charles Woods, Master; Clarence Paul, weie carried back to the days when we did not
Sen.
of the present week.
Bethany Chapter was
have to pull our pants up so high to
invited to attend in a body.
Overseer; Delbert Paul, Lecturer; Roy Paul, on
get them
The many friends here of Thomas H. Lord,
as we do now, and when we had an
animal
Morris
Asst.
Grace
of
the
firm
of
&
Steward;
Pearson,
Lord and for j
Steward;
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet for work
formerly
of the cow species well broken to a sled and
Bridge
the past 33 years secretary and treasurer of this,
Thursday, afternoon with the Misses Woods, Chaplain; Simon S. Erskine, Treasurer; used to have no end of fun in driving him.
the Boston Marine Insurance Co.,will regret to Mary and Harriet D. Hichborn, Church
street, Ernest E. Bowen, Secretary; Ray Cross, Gate Later, on a visit to Nova Scotia, we found that
learn of his death, which occurred in Boston
A cordial invitation is extended to all interesti in one of the counties that it was the common
January 8th, at the age of 81 years. The firm ed in the welfare of the Universalist parish to Keeper; Viola Higgins, Pomona; Bethia Bates, | custom in the country districts to drive a
of Bridge & Lord, Back in the early 60’s, wTere be present.
Flora; Hattie Paul, Ceres; Cora Wilson, L. A. S. young animal hitched to a cart or wagon. So
interested in vessels built in Searsport and
why not right here in Waldo
We
Mr. and Mrs. Libbeus B. Wardwell and two
other towns on the coast of Maine, and also
Tranquility Grange, Lincolnville, held its wonder if Mr. Blank has not county! with
grappled
children of Camden, after spending a week
acted as agents for several Searsport firms.
annual installation of officers last Saturday that idea and is not
to
us
a
new il,
going
give
with Mr. W.’s aunt and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
and there was a large attendance. I lustration of an old custom born of necessityThe Ladies’ Guild of the Congregational John E.
Lancaster, left last Thursday for home evening
perhaps; and if we are not to have a revival of
church held its first meeting for the year at Old schoolmates are
Warren
Mrs.
Gardner
of
Rockland
acted
as
to
Mr.
in
W.
glad
greet*
that primitive form of
the home of Mrs. A. M. Ross. It is hoped that his native tow-n.
transportation. Here
installing officer and performed the work in a the county is full of cows ar.d we are importthis year will prove as successful, both finanTho
_*.
norses
in
most
droves
to
and
do
our work and pull us
graceful
appreciative manner. She ing
cially and socially. The so-called Calendar
Club by a series of monthly entertainments, Events Club last week by Mrs. Everett Staples, was assisted by Mr. and Mrs. James Morse on the road. With Boy Libby to pick up the
cow npadsters for canners and Mark
Pease to
together with annual summer sale and a “Sock Jr., proved a success in all its features. Mrs. and Miss Cora Morse of
Megunticook Grange export the veals there is a new phase of afSocial,” brought the earnings of the society to Alvah C. Treat extended an invitation to the
ladies to meet in ihe same manner at her resi- and Warren Gardner of Rockland. Following fairs put into the business"of argiculture in
an amount between six and seven hundred dol|
lars, thus enabling the ladies to meet regular dence on Wednesday afternoon, January 20th. are the officers installed: Master, David Mc- Waldo county. When a horse fails up now the
! only thing left to do is to bury hirn or sell
expenses arid make repairs upon the parsonage.
Miss Flora Gardner arrived home from Fox- Cobb; Overseer, Fred Andrews; Lectuter, Ella the
body to Mont Davis for hen meat, but with
About the first of March work will begin on boro, Mass., last Friday, being unable, from Mathews; Steward, Edgar Pottle; Asst. Stew- ! a cow it is different. They can be fatted for
the extension of the Eastern Steamship Co.’s heart trouble, to endure the work undertaken1'
beef and at the same time do considerable road
ard, Ralph Heal; Chaplain, Henry Peavy; |
work. We would respectfully call the attenpier at this place, which will be run out into in the straw shop. She was under treatment
the harbor about 200 hundred feet and a T put ot a specialist in Boston after leaving F., be- Treasurer, Charles Moody; Secretary, Annie tion of the Hon. Ed. Evans to this
matter
on the end.
This will make the wharf 700 feet fore leaving to join her mother, Mrs. A. M. Lermond; Gate Keeper, William Knights; Ceres, would modestly inquire if this subject is notanp
o"
long. In 1768 this point was called Stimpson’s Gardner.
Laura Allen; Pomona, Ethel Heal; Flora, Lena importance enough to be made a topic for disPoint and was owned by Richard Stimpson,
cussion in the Pomona Grange. Who knows
Mrs. Albion P. Goodhue is
j
Heal.
After
the
ill
officers
were
from
installed
all
a
seriously
who was a swum chainman to Joseph Chadbut what with the proper agitation of the subbad gastric disturbance. Dr. G. A. Stevens is in
to the dining room, where a most boun- Ject* it
wick, who was appointed to run out the town
may not be a common thing to see a
attendance and the anxious family hope for passed
j
of
Belfast for
the
cow
and
original proprietors
tethered to the hitching post in
improvement, the intense pain having abated, tiful supper was served, to which all did ample front of sleigh
Flucker, Winslow and others. The same fall, | at
the grocery store while the satisfied
this writing, Monday.
Mrs. G. is 86 years justice. After the supper a fine literary and owner of
in company with the said Chadwick, the shore
the outfit is inside discussing the
which is rather against her
prospects of ul- musical program was furnished, remarks were conditions that
road from Halfway Creek to Little River was old,
may improve the business of
timate recovery.
surveyed and laid out. The rath to the wharf j
made by visiting members, and a most enjoy- agriculture in the county?
was called Stimpson path.
Richard Stimpson j
Mr. Oscar E. Hardy of Brewer spent
able
time
was passed.
Sunday
was given 100 acres of land on the
westerly 1 at “The Stockton,” the guest of his cousin,
side of Halfway Creek by first proprietors for
Harvest Home Grange, Brooks, had a fine
j Capt. Charles W. Ames, and left by early train,
SHIP
his services as chainman to Joseph Chadwick, Monday. Mr. H. is the
grandson of the late time at their installation of officers last Frij
the first surveyor.
Stimpson had a small ; Capt. William Berry of this village and his
It
was
house on this land, where he died in 1813. Why mother previous to her
a
special meeting to
AMERICAN PORTS.
marriage was Miss day evening.
not call the street leading to the steamboat
accommodate Mrs. Ellis of Fairfield, who was
Mary Ellen Berry.
New York, January 6.
Ar, schs. Wm. H.
wharf Stimpson street, after it’s first owner?
the installing officer. The officers of the
Mr. D. W. Nickels of Searsport, who is
grange Sumner, Ceylon, Ga.; cld, sch. Norombega, St.
doing are
N.
Martins,
Searsport’s First Bank. At a meeting of an extensive business in
B.;
passed
City Island, sch. Floras follows: W. M., Chas. E.
drilling artesian wells
Lane; W. O., ence Leland, Port
the directors of the Searsport Bank held at the in Millinockett and
Reading for Kittery; 7, ar
Kineo, called on relatives in William C. Austin; W. L., Levi Stevens; W. S., sch. Emma
S.
Lord, Tusket, N. S.
counting rooms of McGilvery & Ross on the Stockton last Friday having arrived home the
Fred Varney; W. A. S., Frank H. Quimby;
second day of April, 1853, Jeremiah Merithew
rsoston, January t. Md, schs. Mary E. Palmprevious day. He was recently in PennsylvaI
was chosen to preside at the
Independent, Newport News; 9,
meeting and nia to buy a new drilling machine at the man- Chaplain, Mrs. Crowell; Treasurer, Charles O. er, Norfolk;
sld, schs. Laura M. Lunt, Baltimore and Porto
Henry McGilvery was chosen secretary. An- ufactory as his orders are more than his present
Varney; Secretary, Mrs. Vesta Varney; G. K-, Rico; Charlie & Willie, Provincetown.
drew J. Ross and Jeremiah Merithew were
can execute.
equipment
Percie B. Clifford; Ceres, Mrs. Annie Ryder;
chosen a committee on behalf of the directors
Philadelphia, January 11. Cld, sch. Luther
T. Garretson, Portland.
As we close these items—Monday
to make inquiries in relation to what could be
evening_ Pomona, Mrs. Cassie Austin; Flora, Mrs. Kate
done with the deposits in Boston, also in rela- we learn of the decease today of Mr. Levi
Baltimore, January 6. Ar, schs. Alice HolA. S„ Miss Myrtle Ames. Mr. David
89 years of age, one of our re- Lane; L.
tion to safes, plates and types. Voted to
brook, Bath; Sallie I’On, Port Tampa; 9, cld,
pro- Merrithew,
who
has
sch.
been
Jacob M. Haskell, Boston; 11, sailed, sch.
and
cure type for the bills of the denominations of
oldest
the
spected
organist
citizens, who has been ill Fogg,
past year,
Jacob M. Haskell, Boston.
ones, twos, threes, fives and tens and to leave since July from an incurable heart trouble,
very kindly presided at the organ, and the
it discretionary with the said committees to and consequent dropsy, being a great sufferer! movements of the
Brunswick, January 5. Sld, schs. Pendleton
work were accompanied by
get type or twenties or not. .Jeremiah Meri- The sympathy of the community is extended
j Satisfaction, Perth Amboy; Henry B. Fiske,
thew was chosen the first president. A. R. to the wrfe and family. The funeral took place music. The conductors were Hale E. Rose and Boston.
Miss Mabel Peavey. The assistants were M.
Jacksonville, January 5. Passed out to sea
Hopkins was chosen cashier, but declined, and Wednesday afternoon.
from Mayport schs. Mary A. Hall, Boston;
John IT. Lane was chosen on July 18, 1853, as
J. Dow and Miss Erma Barker. The entire
A “Measuring Social” under the
auspices of
James B. Jordan, do.
the cashier. rJhe first board of directors of the
the I adios’ Aid Society will be given
bank were Jeremiah Merithew, Amos Nichols,
Tuesday work was performed without the aid of a ritual
Newport News, January 7. Ar, sch. Gov.
at Hichborn Hall. Each
and it was a surprise to the grange that so Ames, Portland; 9, ar, sch. Star of the Sea,
Isaac Carver and John Shirley. The followirg eveninginJanuary 19th,
the village will leceive a small
persen
Fall River; sld, sch. Gov. Ames, Portland.
bag
was the cashier’s bond: William
J.
much
could
be
made
of
it.
McGilvery,
Prior to the instalwith card attached containing the directions
A. Merithew, C. C. Crary, John Fowler, James
Norfolk, January 6. Sailed, schs. Mary T.
for paying admission to the entertainment-2 lation ceremonies a class was given the fourth
Quimby, Baltimore; Margaret M. Ford, CharDavis, Amos II. Ellis and Benjamin Colcord.
cents for each foot of his or her height, with 1
degree and was instructed in all the secret leston.
cent ior eacn additional inch, the
San Francisco, January 4.
money to be work
Sld, stmr. VirLy Mrs. Ellis, who also made some interALWAYS KEEPS A
placed in the bpg and delivered at the door.
Honolulu and Kahului; 9, sld,
Prizes will be awarded to the tallest and the esting remarks with which the grange was ginian, Colcord,
much pleased. A fine supper wras served in ship Aryan,-.
BOTTLE IN THE HOUSE. shortest
persons attending. The program will the bai
Gulfport, January 5. Sld, sch. Alice Lord,
quet room. The hall was prettily decoconsist of music and readings. Light refreshrated with the national colors for the occasion, Humacoa.
“About ten days before Christmas I got my ments will be served after the program fer a
Jacksonville, January 7. Ar, sch. Lyman M.
under the direction of Mrs. Grace Bachelderof
small compensation.
hand hurt so badly that I had to
Law, Newport News.
the arrangement committee.
stop work
Honolulu, January 6. Sld, steamer Texan,
1
he
Penobscot
in
the
Electric
Co.
is
now putright
Bay
busy time of the year," says Mr.
Nichols, Salina Cruz.
Defective Returns From Knox.
Milton Whpeler, 2100 Morris Ave., Birming- ting the necessary wires for lighting into the
Miss., January 9. Cld, sch. Mark
Pascagoula,
following buildings: residence of
Melham, Als. “At first 1 thought I would have to vin E. Colcoid, store of Kufus L.Capt.
Pendleton, New York.
to The Bangor Daily
Mudgett
(Special
News.)
S.
Charleston,
C., January 9. Sld, sch. Helhave my hand taken off, but someone told me store of B. B. Sanborn, store of J. M.
Ames,
Augusta, January 10. That Gov. Femald vetia, Boston.
to get a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment and that Co., store of W. J. Creamer, residence and*
received
between CO and 70 more votes
actually
Stockton, January 6. Sld, sch. Pilgrim, Rockstore of J. G. Lambert, 6tore of W. F.
Trundy than were officially accorded him in the
would do the work. The Liniment cured my
Sep- land; 9, ar, sch. Maria L. Davis, Castine for
(in Sprague block,) rooms cf Wassaumkeag tember election
came out at the
of Rockland; 12, sld, schs. Hannah F. Carleton,
hand and I gladly recommend it to
Club (third floor of LaFuiley's block,) resiSecretary
everyone."
S.ate’s office here Saturday, when the return New York; Maria L. Davis, Castine for RockMr. J. E. Matthews, proprietor of St. James dence of H. L. Hopkins, and the entrance of of B. M.
clerk of the town of Knox in land.
Hopkins’ block. Electrician R. L. Arey is put- Waldo Shibles,was made
Hotel, Corning, Ark., says: “My finger was ting the wires in
public for the first
Stonington, January 3. Ar, schs. Annie &
place. Mr. Hopkins of time. county,
greatly inflamed from a fish sting and doctors Bucksport, the manager of the company, whole According to Mr. Shibles’ report the Reuben, Boston; Annie R. Lewis, Swans Island
number
of
votes
cast
there
for
Alice
P. Turner,-.
governor,
pronounced it blood poisoning. I used several thinks the lights will be turned on the present was 151. Of these Obadiah
Gardiner, the
Searsport, January 7. Sailed, schs. Dorothy
week—as soon as the transformers arrive.
applications of Sloan's Liniment and it cured This
Democratic
is
credited
with
candidate,
80. No Palmer, for a coal port; Fred A. Emerson,
company has an office in Hopkins’ block.
return whatever was made of the
me all right.
I will always keep a bottle of
remaining 71, Bucksport (latter having discharged cargo of
and
The installation of the officers of Bethany
consequently they were not counted for fertilizer from North Weymouth); 9, sld, sch.
Sloan’s Liniment in my house."
O. E. S., last Saturday evening by D. any candidate. But it is thought that prac- Ned P. Walker, North Weymouth, Mass.
Mr. J. P. Evans of Mt. Airy, Ga:, says: “After Chapter,
D. G. M., Mrs. Alice May Hichbom, was ad- tically all of them were actually for Mr. FerLong Cove, Me., January 6. Sailed, schr.
being afflicted for three years with rheumatism, mirably conducted and many words of com- nald. Although Mr. Shibles violated his sworn Chas H. Klinck, New York.
as town clerk in making an
mendation
were
duty
heard
on
all
sides
for
the
work
Castine, January 9. Sld, schr. Maria L.
I used Sloan’s Liniment, and was cured sound
incomplete
return of the ballots thrown, it is believed that Davis, Rockland.
of Mrs. Hichbom and the Marshal of the
Chap- his error
and well, and am glad to say I haven’t been
was
an
Mrs.
inadvertent
Maria F. Blanchard.
ter,
This was proone, and it has
Calais, January 11. Ar, schr. Ella Crowell,
troubled with rheumatism since. My leg was nounced the banner ceremony of the order
in finally been decided that no steps will be taken Belfast.
Portland, January 11. Cld, schs. May Weaver,
badly swollen from my hip to my knee. One- town. About one hundred were present, and to prosecute him on a criminal charge.
after the installation the newly seated W. M.,
Belfast; Hattie C. Luce, Rockport.
half a bottle took the pain and swelling out."
Mrs. Ferd Harriman, presented D. D. W. M.,
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Tongue
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Mrs. Hichbom, and the pianist, Mrs. P. D. coated?
Bitter taste? Complexion sallow?
Boston, January 6. The new four-masted
Don’t think that piles can’t be cured. Thou- Lancaster, with bouquets of roses and
A Liver needs wakking up. Doan’s
pinks.
schooner
Regulets
Stanley M. Seaman, which was towed
sands of obstinate cases have been cured by program followed, consisting of
readings by cure bilious attacks. 25 cents at any drug here from Rockland to repair the damage she
Doan’s Ointment. 60 cents at any drug store. Rev. H. E. Rouillard and Mr. Eugene Barnes
store.
sustained in grounding at the time of her
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Fifth Semi-Annual Red
Tag Clearance
February 1st.
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Attend This Sale.

Commences

1
|§

many B

Bargains*

If You Want

p

several millions yearly.
H
WAyBecause it has made I
so many
sickly children El
strong and well—given fl
health and rosy cheeks to so E
to

Senator B. F. Colcord was at home from Augusta during the adjournment of the legislature, returning Wednesday.

to

I
1 °U:

Mrs. L. A. Colcord, who had been in New
York for several months, returned home Sat-

urday.
Miss

I

Mrs. Hattie Rowe is with friends in Belfast
for a time.

Norman McTaggart has had another ill turn
and is now confined to his bed.
the severe rain Wednesday, Janu- !
Here we are in Maine January 11th with
ary 6th, North Waldo Pomona convened at O. mud
and slop. The ground is entirely bare of
Gardner Grange hall, West Winterport, Thurs- snow.
day, January 7th, with nearly an average atElmer Thompson of Lowell, Mass., son oftendance. The Master called to order with all Geo. A.
Thompson of this town, is visiting
the officers in sight with the exception of two, friends here.
the Pomona and lady steward, who were absent
W H. Rolfe was confined to the house sev
on account of sickness.
During the past year e.*al days last week by sickness, a very unusual
three officers, the Overseer, J. B. Nealley; thing for him.
Mrsi. Hannah Hamlin, who is with the
Ceres, Bertha E. Nealley and Secretary, Annie
family
of Otis
Clements, were present at every meeting. The her bed T. Hamlin, is confined to her room and
most of the time.
Master, A. Stinson, and Lecturer, C. C. ClemE. A. Carpenter was at home to spend Sunents, were each absent but once.
day with his family. His duties as a salesman
After the opening exercises and the usual
keep him on the road most of the time.
business routine the annual election of officers
They had a supper and a social at the Good
took place, with the following result: Master,
Templar Lodge last Monday evening. Two
J. B. Nealley; Overseer, G. H. York; Lecturer, plays are now being rehearsed for the
lodge.
C. C. Clements; Steward, R. L. Clements; Asst.
Josephine Lane, who has been spending a
Steward, Harold Clements; Chaplain, W. J. few weeks in Philadelphia, is now visiting her
parents. Mr. and Mrs O W T one
Mathews; Treasurer, Edwin Jenkins; Secretary,
lage.
Annie B. Clements; Gatekeeper, W. Chase; PoMiss Drusia Roberts has been quite sick and '.SSL
Bertha
D.
E.
Clara
mona,
York; a nurse
Nealley; Ceres,
from Portland has been in attendance.
Flora, Eda E. Clements; Lady Steward, May W. She is much better now and Miss
Agnes Ellis m
is taking care of her.
Bussey.
After the recess a class of fourteen were
The friends of Rev. Mrs. Winslow were
instructed in the fifth degree. Then followed pleased to meet her son Arthur, who visited
her recently.
He is a nice looking fellow, a
a song by the choir, a brief address of welcome
graduate of Oak Grove Seminary and will enter
Annie B.
to which
and

Owing

Mark Porter caught 360 smelts at the Long
Cove culvert Thursday, January 7th.

teaching
urday.
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will give your business,
small, careful attention.

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE n’y

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
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SURPLUS AND PROFITS

Table Board

•

Sylvester. In Rockville, January 5, Fred
E. Sylvester, aged 24 years, 1 month, 27 days.
Spaulding. In Bucksport, December 28,
Lucian Spaulding, aged 73 years, 4 months and
26 days.
•

Avenue,

]liat in ail (lie financial tr:w
Inst u ,,/(r is done with cum
CJ- being done l»y means •«f
drafts? 11 miu do not ailing aeeounl Man one now

w

We are prepared to furnish table board,
and have a furnished room to let. ApW. A. HALL.
ply to
51
46 Church Street, Belfast.
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Department

Store.
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